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.... A jibe with grand doors-cauchy3
A jibe with massive door-poem
The grand rocs are shadow flies.
A dinner is grand massive doors.
The massive doors set up lives.
To gibe are jeeps on paper dooms.
Smokes are sinking with stick to burn.
Metaphors are smiles but analogies are laws.
Each is beings and all are that could.
Weapons are phoenix but powers stand.
Play and point your lives on wars.
We flipped the ashes out of dust.
Obey cheerfully when all are asked.
Command wisely when lives are urged.
Whales are couch and tigers are paws.
Beds of roses are thrones with throngs.
Gross powers have profits margins.
Sales are bodies when clouds are formed.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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...... A cup of Casabenca-prose-cauchy3
A cup of Casbanca-prose-by cauchy3.
Laws propellers and ways promoters are social engines but they are all thrusters.
Beneath stars Canis majors have fangs. Pets are minor. Soldiers and officials are
major. Your fellowships make you feel near to loll.
Was the desserts are deserted salads? Who can control the hours in your times. Making
magic in your lives is a mark on political files.
Stick to dip is a dipper to a cup of coffee-Casbanca.
Good bye! Good pinko.
Back off bad pinko.
Latter posted prints are stirred. Who kick the rock on big sands? Pretty lives are not
graceful. Who wash your shames by our bloods?
Sandy winds in Tibet are not snow white.
Malaysia stands while Singapore is not kneeling.’
Laws are orders in annexes. Movements of shadows are bows to sparrows. Mnemonic
of their bloods are your white washes. Secrets of hade are dogs to live and to serve
with snakes.
Colds firns go into tills but who think about the colds. Drag the legend heroes in the
century that is the corpses of fiscal policy. Hong Kong step on step exercises.
Empire buildings are with outer fronts, inside middles and back halls.
Empire buildings are not building to live but success realms and symbols of king crafts.
If Raffeel coughs may I give him a cup of Casbanca. While Donlad got the blue taps
besides a pack of potato chips.
Good touch of powers is a complete political grappler. Behind schedules are your
behind hands. Who own you a cup of Casbenca.
Front of the empire building are three rows and three columns with altogether 9
switches. The off sets are morals, beauties, laws, friendships, peaces, dignities,
justices, honors and honest.
The sets are still the above nine but all add with buying and selling.
All selling and buying are to conquer our enemies.
The middle layers contain many layers of rows and columns. Among them the main
hubs have one all inputs and all outputs. The inputs are our private lives and the
outputs are public lives.
For the back halls there are a secret hub, it is….
The devices are country resources, army resources and logistic resources with many
kinds of talents. Of course there are many toggle switches.
The difference on off and set is buying and selling..
Two lateral sides of the empire buildings are policies and political airs.
Our political breezes or winds are wings for rocs.
The themes are to regard the peoples as elements. However all political issues lay
stress on how to function. My mot is abnormal acquire abnormal powers. So there give
birth to masochisms and sadisms by Gods apples.
My Donuts may you feel near to loll. I give you a cup of Casbenca with butters.
Wahoo are not symbols or actualities. Mirrors are different from the stage of plantains.
All will be removed and all are naught.
What is our soil or your souls? The words count to Wu kin Taio, Wein Kam poo and
Tseng Qing Hong. Are you all on games? Toss up a cup of casbenca.
Wu Kin Taio and Wein Kam poo get their successes by polish the swords of armies and
generals to drag two of them on thrones. They feel near to loll while devils sleep.
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Chan Shi Bein get the successes by return tickets from the public to drag Chan on
musical chairs.
Cherry blossom blot out the old trees which have devils tails. Who take all
responsibilities to the china liabilities? Our soils and Wu s souls! What are their
principals?
The scorched Mao s suns wash your dimensions on faces of histories with bleached
heats. A cup of Casbenca.!
Times have daggers to pin the political bad men on evils posts. Will bad men are bat
men.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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...................1

Joke to office laws-cauchy3

Joke to office laws.
Laws remittances are good to mangers.
Bosses works are arts of kings.
First arms are copied slates.
Bosses smiling faces are fine.
Second arms are not table back.
All under tables are rights.
Most backs are for most facts.
Neck ties are in Arabia nights.
Pens are pork in love mosque.
Sexes but no amour proper is announced.
Law circuits are not power most.
Works are moneys and jobs are loves.
Rectitude is embolisms with easy moneys.
Linear loves have nonlinear sexes.
Honest traps are honey flowers.
Weights on palms are power dresses.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--- .
cheung shun sang
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..............A a cream boards-cauchy3
Cream boards.
Into oscillations are tumble cores.
Cream boards are not to take the good.
Elicit the valuable one by some.
Raw deals are not good to be cooked.
Weights of red profits are not rights.
Blue moons are smooth to wire.
Smooth waters are not with beautiful moons.
Cream boards are not to take the good.
To educate and to accomplish but few are control.
Weaving are funs in paddling pools.
Hunters have guns but spiders have webs.
Right and then left is when your foes are ended.
Games are to pelt against the evil snakes.
But snake types are smooth to dance.
The kinds that are doubts are not come as similar.
Decisions makings are power certificates.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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.............A 1 China Feathers
China feathers.
All broken are to all broken.
Empower the go on switching might.
Swaps are solids of evils to Gods.
To assign a stamp is to enclosed wills.
Seal the boxes when hubs are put.
Send the letters of dead wars.
Fugitive stews are cooked and used.
Lying above are all above hands.
Little to think is a world of lots.
Rake off are common worlds.
Break and enter we go fast.
Lying above are all above hands.
All hubs are for fire breathes.
Dark flames follow your feathers.
Evil powers follow your ethers.
China ethers are steel legend.
Leggings are not good to evils heels.
Powers are each others to eager.
Empower the go on switching broken.
Water soars but no rocks are rotten.
For waters are rocks giving up.
Minds are calculated and tactics are used.
Drop the lines on switching phones.
Flaw called are over polices.
Pc software is war wares.
Lying above are all above hands.
All hubs are for fire breathes.
Dark flames follow your feathers.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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............Badly cats and fawning dogs-cauchy3
Badly cats and fawning dogs…
Dogs are fawned. Dogs will go below the topping cats.
Cats will blame the goblin cats by precise laws.
Sir-She is picking pinks.
Ladies pinks and yellow dogs are two.
Bully games are playing cats that weird and dogs are come to games with worlds in
large.
Precise cats expel on laws and practices.
Picky cats always come to cards in boards.
Silly dogs all fellow.
Add displays are men on gods with powers.
Persona non grata takes the flunky gods.
Care with failures cats are playing balls with snows.
Bravely dogs will carry the senses of winds with cold.
Cats on high with wires are coded with colors to sell.
Skills are skulls but sell their furs.
Furs are warm and tender loves.
Edge supports being proved by knives are skills of queens with cats.
Queens or kings are Marxism gods.
Sticks together are power sinks to no where.
Goblin cats are positive snake emblem or good incarnations-fawning dogs and evil cats.
Souls of evils take the fires.
Souls of badness take the moneys.
Discrete are powers with moneys or wm or status.
Assay the goody dogs and cats are good.
Analogue are good and metaphor are bad.
Fastest cats can leap in airs to spike and spill the birds.
However Marxism is lions or jaguars with Russian seeds that fly on flies.
Me-my-Cauchy3 will ask no boxing stamps to Marxism.
Me-My-Caucjhy3 and so have no face cards.
All are fiddle-fiddle.
Goody cats are goody names.
Assay the goody dogs and cats are good.
Good references take the conferred that are good to worlds of Ok with goody Marxism.
Many cats are gods on bodies of false that borrow the faking powers after awes.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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........1 A thinking-cauchy3
Home › Tools › Babel Fish Translation › Translated Text

Babel Fish Translation
&#32321;
&#19968;
&#26178;
&#12290;
&#20540;
&#25972;
&#25171;
&#12290;
&#24859;
&#20570;
&#26354;
&#22312;
&#20102;
&#29275;
&#23460;
&#22312;
&#33181;
&#30340;
&#24744;
&#12290;
&#40165;
&#19979;
&#33021;
&#24859;
&#30340;
&#19981;
&#21644;
&#25152;
&#28204;
&#37329;
&#20341;
&#20677;
&#36991;

&#39636;
&#20491;
&#26399;
&#35377;
&#24471;
&#39636;
&#25475;
&#38647;
&#12290;
&#23427;
&#20197;
&#31070;
&#12290;
&#12290;
&#37202;
&#24859;
&#33995;
&#21475;
&#30340;
&#32102;
&#26524;
&#24744;
&#21147;
&#26159;
&#24115;
&#35201;
&#24833;
&#26377;
&#37327;
&#37666;
&#12290;
&#20677;
&#38283;

Help

&#20013;
&#35469;
&#20729;
&#22810;
&#20415;
&#21978;
&#26495;
&#36948;
&#26694;
&#12290;
&#24859;
&#26159;
&#34562;
&#38914;
&#12290;
&#20511;
&#22533;
&#34955;
&#27231;
&#24744;
&#23376;
&#30340;
&#21253;
&#22909;
&#25142;
&#28436;
&#26970;
&#32929;
&#20736;
&#20570;
&#24859;
&#26159;
&#21809;

&#25991;
&#28858;
&#20540;
&#22823;
&#22763;
&#21693;
&#23721;
&#22312;
&#26550;
&#26041;
&#25171;
&#22909;
&#34588;
&#38754;
&#24615;
&#25142;
&#25345;
&#32380;
&#26371;
&#30340;
&#12290;
&#36554;
&#35065;
&#26001;
&#24471;
&#22863;
&#12290;
&#31080;
&#20294;
&#20102;
&#20778;
&#27794;
&#27468;

&#29256; :
&#12290; &#33457; &#38738; &#24180;
&#27794; &#26377; &#21517; &#23383;
&#22411; &#35037; &#37197; &#26550;
&#12290; &#33289; &#34892; &#22312;
&#30340; &#31435; &#22580; &#12290;
&#26159; &#24859; &#32048; &#32990;
&#32819; &#22402; &#26159; paten
&#24120; &#26149; &#34276; &#23559;
&#27861; &#26159; &#22312; &#27468;
&#38283; &#12290; &#20301; &#32622;
&#30340; &#23565; &#40670; &#29123;
&#22283; &#26371; &#24859; &#27597;
&#35987; &#26159; &#20241; &#24687;
&#25163; &#25512; &#36554; &#26159;
&#12290; &#24494; &#24369; &#30340;
&#37002; &#12290; &#28369; &#24744;
&#32396; &#12290; &#28024; &#20837;
&#25110; &#24859; &#20840; &#37096;
&#21517; &#23383; &#28193; &#28193;
&#22312; &#25950; &#31735; &#20043;
&#36947; &#12290; &#37806; &#26377;
&#12290; &#35336; &#25976; &#23565;
&#40670; &#12290; &#25033; &#25910;
&#21040; &#36938; &#35261; &#12290;
&#31080; &#20294; &#36077; &#21338;
&#25152; &#26377; &#31958; &#25110;
! &#34966; &#23376; &#26159;
&#26377; &#35178; &#23376; &#12290;
&#25105; &#30340; &#24859; &#21512;
&#24800; &#21048; &#37027; &#40636;
&#26377; &#24859; &#12290; ---Cheung
---

Translate again
A Thinking.
Flower youth worth no names.
Many bucks are worth a penny.
Hold on whole sobbing stand.
Sweep slates are love cells.
Radars on lobes are to paten loves.
Frame up Ivy is to do it.
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Methods are on songs with loves to open.
Lay in gods are good to lit.
Honey congresses love the cows.
Top cats are lounge wines.
Sex barrows are on love borrowers.
Weak knees stand by sides.
Slide your pockets to go on.
To plunge your chances or love lots.
Give your names to dodo fruits.
Under the hoods your lanes up.
A town has powers to wrap about.
The counts to loves are good spots.
Receivable accounts get the tour.
Play the tickets but no gamble and no woes.
All sugars or all stocks!
Sleeves are gage but there are socks.
Moneys made my love merge.
Love coupons are no love so merely.
---Cheung Shun Sang--Use the World Keyboard to enter accented or Cyrillic characters.
Chinese-simp to English Chinese-trad to English English to Chinese-simp English to
Chinese-trad English to Dutch English to French English to German English to Greek
English to Italian English to Japanese English to Korean English to Portuguese English
to Russian English to Spanish Dutch to English Dutch to French French to Dutch French
to English French to German French to Greek French to Italian French to Portuguese
French to Spanish German to English German to French Greek to English Greek to
French Italian to English Italian to French Japanese to English Korean to English
Portuguese to English Portuguese to French Russian to English Spanish to English
Spanish to French
-------------------Add Babel Fish Translation to your site.
Tip: You can now translate framed pages.
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........1 carriage powers
Carriage powers.
Dirty pools have leaders’ names.
Graphic plots are do one tricks.
One who leads can refer to arts.
Meet your heads the devils tails.
Hatch your lines the shapes on powers.
Gyro axis rotates our worlds.
Shocks to us the notches are bad times.
Carriage trades are carry might.
Carriage powers are iron to brains.
Inquests are your swan songs on airs.
Pleasing but watch out your minds when fawned.
Undergo your dirt pools to be named.
Feel joys in doing wises.
Wolves’ words take the tigers.
Let your powers inlay on wages.
Let your moneys borrow your tasks.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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........A China-ships and wills-cauchy3
China-ship and wills.
Swipe the chests and filch the worlds.
Teach the deer to fence by your plots.
A quiver to obey is when evils are gods.
Dirt pools have no rights for us to vote.
Gross powers are etching arts.
Gage whites are some marks.
China and the loves are redeemed ones.
Indexes on lists are exponent powers.
Redeemed powers are evil tickets.
Shadows boxing are powers shading.
Red suns have the might nights.
Powers man-ships have evil games.
Put to flags are control forces.
Long races have end ticks.
Having pitches but all sales are morals.
Gulfs are with cliffs with leaders’ wills.
Shallow lakes are on river levels.
Kindle fires are appeal nights.
Empires impress build the evils.
Gulfs are with cliffs of leader wills.
Don Juan-s is good wolf.
A flood of snakes are etched wills.
Offering to evils your fawn colors.
Come to sky high winds.
Comforts to eat up are promoted powers.
Iffy gestures are sure might.
But no deer takes the bulls by horns.
Teach my deer to fence by your wills.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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........A hitaus-poem-cauchy3
Hitaus-poem-cauchy3.
Hide and seek are words in hiatus.
Diagrams in lights are faster dialogues.
Politics are lives that have quotas.
Candles on brows are lamps on fluorescents.
Assiduous and arduous are walking with legs.
Arenas are antennae to airs with feet.
Orchestra pits are parapets to sexes.
No truths are barriers but large with zones.
Kick around are gold flowers.
Moneys and fashions are fetishes to gods.
Kick back your sexes and you come.
Chew-cun-han is beauty icon.
Celebrity is touted to sexy modes.
Couple is weak in contexts but you are own.
Athens has courts with heads of beets.
Achilles has heels and you have moneys of beaches.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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........Are earths-Cauchy3
Are Earths…..
Play the flies with spans to loves.
Take no loves but give us powers.
Fogs are mists and dig the spaces.
Spaces are out to spades to spades.
Cycles are round but one after one.
Each is meter and all are above.
Charges are held aren’t hares in holes.
Flies are butters but all are tokes.
Cords are feeling take the worms.
Greeting -come are good lost.
Greeting-goes are big risks.
Guilt is doomed for man’s sins.
Take the flies as make them wild.
Gods to dogs but man to name!
Tabs are bats and wises are eyes.
Balls are round when all are games.
None on mists and none to fly!
Joking is pills we go to eyes.
Loves are spades to spades when treat.
Truths are homes but take our earths.
Germs in lines are good on labs.
Test your worlds with lapping ages.
Tricks are hats but wills on tapes.
Clean your teeth your buds are tastes.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--.
cheung shun sang
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........China-Taiwan-politic-Cauchy3
China & Taiwan politics.
Lionized Sphinx is to study hybrid immortality under solo powers.
Solo power is the margin to absolute zeroes.
Captive principals are deep sea liabilities. Ratters are hard to catch the snakes.
Falconry is bells on air.
Tridents take up the snake when they spew their venoms like dragons.
Vanilla skies to Vietnam have number out small child.
Grin with axes they smile to American soldiers.
Jungle toys are little flowers. Wars cease phage cross. Justices cease by honors to
some titles.
Of causes world nations are beyond one community.
Capitals are to principals. But debits are not to credits.
A world of deep sea is with marking liabilities.
The beats or rates to laws and justices are fall to rights.
The solo powers put you on days to fields.
Then you catch and return your enemies whistles like rain stars.
Solo powers are hybrid models cut above or under absolute zeroes.
Few of them allow double sovereigns or accept the double offer to your rights. In depth
a piece of mystery colors is magic mirrors.
Smokes to mirrors are bad powers. Estimated paths are war fields.
Somber are feels but bloods are tastes.
Halls to amenities are powers beyond comforts. So my fathers fail. When I was a child
he set up a advertisement company in Hong Kong. When he nearly fails he borrows
money from a ball room girl. Now it was about 2 million Hong Kong
dollars-2006-year-now.
This could not cover all the moneys that he is in debts. So the company uses my uncle
as new boss.
My father still works and supports the business at back and on some front with some
front chances.
Now my uncles’ sons are very rich mainly by these businesses and some others very
lately.
All colors are finished.
Lionized Sphinx is to study hybrid immortality under solo powers.
Solo powers are the margins to absolute zeroes. Captive principals are deep sea
liabilities.
Ratters are hard to catch the snakes. Falconry is belts on airs.
Tridents take up the snakes when they spew their venoms like dragons.
In the powers mall or on the street corners there is one.
And follow the public addresses of Lin Gin, who will get the feels. He said that the feels
for him to peoples to be same. He also talks about he feel the paces on these front
waves as our generations to good times. But HERE IS CAUCHY3 views on SOLO
powers.
For China communist one party is big alone.
For same paces and same errors Kuomintang should change to communists to a must.
They can still dig to three winds doctrines.
Lin Gin is not Cauchy3 but he is once the head leader of Kuomintang-Taiwan.
Three free democrat or three winds doctrines and synchronal signals or
ANACHRONISMS.
What is anachronisms-Ngn SA Quit or Yu se Hui.
They are both betrayer. One asks for Ex officio and one asks for King crafts.
If I am the king I also crave with crafts.
But Jung –Yam-Kown or Donald Jung or bow tie all in one is Hong Kong governor has
www.PoemHunter.com - The World's Poetry Archive
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buried his father near Radar station and get so called unbelievable shielding lives
powers and lucks.
Lin Gin once went back to China to bow to his parent tombs with his wife. All kissing is
to leftists.
They seem to get all play cards that cover their path rather than flower girls.
Lin Gin successors Ma Ye cow may be the follower to flowers camps. They may success
on the Taiwan presentations and presidents elections or they may not.
Ada! Aha! Wee! Wee! Whip! Whip!
--Cheung Shun Sang=Caychy3-cheung shun sang
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.......1 booze up bull-poem
Booze up bull-poem.
For laws we are good to take by efforts.
With good mercies they are mean to help.
Over powers are taken by faiths.
Speed laws are winds on tails.
All over powers are with over all.
Over all do not take ends.
Some still poles are graded.
Distant streets are worlds’ eyes.
All over are people made-do.
Over all are gods to rewind.
Sum up totals is not relative.’
On a level all people win.
Power meshes are not good lattices.
Gives and takes are boos and jeers.
Pictures are images to jell our laws.
Family trees are good fees.
Powers are forces and facts are faces.
Bodies are flowers and tricks are arts.
Domes go up but plums go down.
Who on wars are soldiers but who have power-cracy in Rome.
No good laws on bad earths.
Over all are powers eaters.
Hungry are to bloods but thirsty to prides.
Booze up bull and trim up winds.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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.......1 China intellectualism-cauchy3
China intellectualism.
Intellectualisms are weapons’ natures. There are seven or more inside information with
China logos. There would be more but I do not know well. Some said that there are
seven.
Spires or seven up are also juices. As I drink a lot of juices and eat some
vegetables always because I am poor.
From news I notice Donald Jung favor meals like pig hands, Kabobs and pork.
He got many good powers on assets.
But as vegetables are like herbs and….. My assets are your console prizes.
How about withdraw of lots with no one party big along.
Where is my good asset? Are your baits switching on your bad matrix? Your
hubs are dark with red alerts. You compare two groups with one spoon.
A plate is your only disk. All benefic languages are live dead knocks and poor
situations to other worlds.
Your benefic language is the situation words to unit nations.
Your sciences copy the white fangs.
Jabs are not swipe. Swipe the chests and filch the world.
I got vanilla as assets but Donald Jung and China bosses got fitch as
very deep powers.
Intellectualisms gaga! GI giant but no China wa-wa! Wa-Wa is white
wash intellectualisms are seven or more.
Macro macadam is stone knocks. Mark down buses and boiled
slots. Who send you a redeem tickets to Gods.
China man-ship is power passes. Licensed party is one big alone. Got
your leaders they are waxing in dirty pool. All polls are from straw men.
Steel cuffs are used by vigorous tigers.
Snake venoms are from snake floods.
Fawn dogs are not free ion only.
no more.

the boomers.

Mercurial natures are not good mercurochrome. Political wounds need
Go out for one along.
Go out for dirty pools.
Go out for no public crowns by all go over elections. Peoples got
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On the far ends of the China world pens there are quite a lot of
poor workers and farmers.
Not to frame up them they eat some vegetables and some rice.
So who really got the vanilla? It must not the possessions of

Cauchy3.

Gluttons for food show your teeth. Actuate to dickens show your

powers.

If all are one union set our world universal may have one number

one.
4 or much more.

A one community is not one left wing. Our dimensions need 3 to

Raw deals about poor fish men but are there big fishing pool as
such to support cadres. Human plows are political tools.’
4 stars are belittled with one big king. Would it be some cadres
very big fruit gardens but some acidic soil for the poor?
Would it be cadre garden of orchids but not world gardens?
A trawl to frame up is powers. Wooed jinx to our no good sundry.
Wooed jinx to shark bones with teeth.
viscount.

A China well on cross jumping about marquis, dukes, barons and
God Marxism blesses mono China boss then no treats.

-Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3cheung shun sang
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.......1 Gods-evils-logics-cauchy3
Gods, evils and logic.
Roue dogs are with cat fishes.
Top cats’ bonus is bones.
Gifts are laces or Gods kisses.
Mergers bosses are with straw polls.
Pass your passes a package deal.
Clean pillows are muddy paths.
Loves are wings could not flee from earths.
Put the moons on eyes to far.
Get the norms a composite note.
Snakes powers are evil mazes.
Cats are fishes and the charts are made.
Gods and evils are jewels in worlds.
Logics are not from wrong to rights.
Have to have not are small or big.
Touch by shapes and play with norms.
Rules are beyond laws and to be joy.
Shape your words but grammars are your lives.
Joys are on tops but below our timing.
Jacks trades or actions riders!
But enlarge powers are extended minds.
Moneys rolls are lady bags.
Fortunes chests are close mines.
Bow to your crow loves lands.
Bad keys of lives are to fine.
Loves sensors are power detectors.
Flags of paths are moneys and assets.
Fix assets are for ethers.
Real powers are not good slates.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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.......A 1 cosmic spells-cauchy3
Home › Tools › Babel Fish Translation › Translated Text

Babel Fish Translation

Help

&#32321; &#39636; &#20013; &#25991; &#29256; :
&#23431; &#23449; &#25340; &#23531; &#12290; &#21147; &#37327; &#19979;
&#20358; &#30070; &#25152; &#26377; &#26159; &#12290; &#30435; &#29508;
&#19981; &#26159; &#30070; &#19968; &#20123; &#34987; &#25898; &#21205;
&#12290; &#23431; &#23449; &#25340; &#23531; &#26159; &#37034; &#24801;
&#30340; &#22320; &#27631; &#12290; &#28014; &#21205; &#36984; &#27665;
&#26159; &#21147; &#37327; &#26613; &#26684; &#12290; XY &#31639;
&#34899; &#20272; &#35336; &#22312; z &#35336; &#21123; &#12290; Eolithic
&#30707; &#38957; &#26159; &#29694; &#20195; &#27665; &#24847; &#28204;
&#39511; &#12290; &#19968; &#24373; &#26085; &#22577; &#26159; &#35377;
&#22810; &#36890; &#34892; &#35657; &#12290; &#24910; &#37325; &#32771;
&#24942; &#20677; &#29983; &#27963; &#19968; &#27425; &#12290; &#33181;
&#37096; &#39131; &#36493; &#33287; &#24494; &#24369; &#30340; &#33181;
&#33995; &#12290; &#21147; &#37327; &#26159; &#21934; &#19968; &#25511;
&#21046; &#25105; &#20497; &#30340; &#36650; &#23376; &#12290; &#23884;
&#40786; &#36650; &#26159; &#22909; &#25104; &#27700; &#24179; &#40786;
&#36650; &#12290; &#30456; &#31561; &#30340; &#27861; &#24459; &#26159;
&#24555; &#36895; &#30340; &#24460; &#26041; &#12290; &#31561; &#24453;
, &#37027; &#35041; &#27794; &#26377; mo &#23431; &#23449; &#20294;
&#26159; &#32618; &#24801; &#25340; &#23531; &#12290; &#27934; &#19979;
&#20358; &#23789; &#22721; &#30475; &#35211; &#12290; &#37336; &#29282;
&#19979; &#20358; &#37656; &#23376; &#26159; &#21147; &#37327; &#12290;
&#29138; &#20663; &#30332; &#20809; &#21482; &#26159; &#26159; &#25235;
&#20303; &#25237; &#25842; &#12290; &#35504; &#22039; &#35430; &#36889;
&#21644; &#25505; &#21462; &#25152; &#26377; &#20316; &#29992; &#12290;
&#21147; &#37327; &#32819; &#22402; &#34987; &#25237; &#25842; eyed
&#12290; &#21147; &#37327; &#19979; &#20358; &#30070; &#25152; &#26377;
&#26159; &#12290; &#23431; &#23449; &#25340; &#23531; &#26159; &#37034;
&#24801; &#30340; &#22320; &#27631; &#12290; ---Cheung &#36991; &#38283;
Sang=Cauchy3 ---

Translate again
Cosmic spells.
Powers go down when all are up.
Jails do not go as some are stirred.
Cosmic spells are evil rugs.
Floating voters are power grids.
XY math are estimated on z plans.
Eolithic stones are modern polls.
One daily are many pass.
Think twice but lives once.
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Laps are leaping with weak knees.
Powers are sole to control our wheels.
Cogs are good to level gears.
Equal laws are fast rears.
No wait, there have mo cosmic but evil spells.
Cave down cliffs to see.
Nail down hammers are powers.
Burn to shine but are catch to throw.
Who try this and take all effects.
Lobes of powers are darted eyed.
Powers go down when all are up.
Cosmic spells are evil rugs.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--Use the World Keyboard to enter accented or Cyrillic characters.
Chinese-simp to English Chinese-trad to English English to Chinese-simp English to
Chinese-trad English to Dutch English to French English to German English to Greek
English to Italian English to Japanese English to Korean English to Portuguese English
to Russian English to Spanish Dutch to English Dutch to French French to Dutch French
to English French to German French to Greek French to Italian French to Portuguese
French to Spanish German to English German to French Greek to English Greek to
French Italian to English Italian to French Japanese to English Korean to English
Portuguese to English Portuguese to French Russian to English Spanish to English
Spanish to French
-------------------Add Babel Fish Translation to your site.
Tip: Compare the translation with the original by clicking the 'View Original Language'
link on a translated web page.
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.......A life-by cauchy3
Life-poem-by Cauchy3.
Some Christians give one for ten.
Hundred thousands buck are for sakes.
With jails rural capes beg.
Jealous are on loves and greedy for sands.
Does he always dare to does his pleas?
He shares a corner in bad quarters.
No thunders before drums are heard.
.Limited loves are eternal baubles.
Remember the base s spends and the counts.
Who is game of fear white dirt?
Tommy is turn on a race of tourney.
But what is the principal behind men s digging.
If some one is too worthy to sins!
Says then Gods should return our taxes.
All loves are laws are some prizes.
Take a gun she will loss her actions.
Was mass better than density?
Do all worthy peoples over this mounts.
It is gun smoke but not chalk that erased.
Same level if waters are for hours.
Thick pizzas are ticket worth.
When things acquired then dreams with the worlds!
Who s body deserved to dragged to their tombs.
How to decorate graves are as paper stones
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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......1 annotated feet-cauchy3
Annotated feet.
We are creatures of supplement able. We relay to powers, comforts and happiness.
That means our cores to survive. When we lack powers on lag tides we try to enlarge.
Enlarge our vim and struggle.
A sort of loves to buy and to sell is called social climbers. We are some. We
assume ourselves with good looks. Religious are mask off to fears and sexes and power
extensions.
We all have fears that will make up laws or morals and these are why we obey
to our rules. Our fears may due to pains or losses.
A flask of elixir is camouflage to long lives.
A piece of cosmic spell will ring up the universal like a home.
Donald Jung states with a geo-mantic artist. They both go on a magazine. He
agrees to this artist because Donald Jungs father buried near radar station. And that
means powers and good lucks to many their generations. Of course have no magic fans
then Gods have no feels. Theses are rich men rabbit holes or tombs.
On the other side Donald is a catholic who state his own well faiths.
I do not care multi-mask off. But may be his points are to make peoples to
love his mask off.
Religions and politics are both relay to powers and morals or both. Some time
ago a T.V. screen of white albatrosses and there are the appearances of Donald Jung
with his speech.
He addresses the possibilities that he will be the future mandated Hong Kong
top boss again. In scripts these must be true. But may be there are some cadres are
annotated feet.
For cauchy3 me mask off a lot also. Not to open all the truths behind my
actuated minds and my bad things I have had trained my spirits to little Taoism. I had
drawn spells on yellow papers. I earn no moneys but just probe the flaw magic worlds
for funs.
My annotated feet are my own feet. However I always wish I am a god to all
atheisms because I am quite believe to atheisms. But may be there will be gods some
time latter according to energies evolutions.
But who promise a hill rock to invite me the beautiful moon. It may be our
enemies so I got to frustrate on some ways.
All are mask on and off for powers, fears, comforts and happiness. In ancient
religion papal all over many parts of our worlds to believe to other religions dirty pools
may cause heavy punishments even to death.
Some one being with tortures but confessed and regressed may ride a
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white horse and go out from church.
To conquer with superstitions or to mask off our faults we are wrestling with
our controls.
The floats in human lives are mask on and mask off because of powers,
comforts, fears and happiness. The floats in our worlds are lives. The floats in our
universal are energies.
Would there be true loves. It would be sexes.
Would it be always and to every one! What we relay on is our vim or powers or inner
most and our families and best of all would be our social structures.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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......1 Bill-cauchy3
Bills.
Level heads are again the palls.
Dreads are burettes to put on disks.
Will last words are sworn to all.
Close your minds there are not honest bills.
De facto your inlets are out.
Fishes eat on mothers wombs.
Power is a piece of animal accounts.
Essences of Greeks are Rome and homes.
Reluctant on laws are not assured lives.
Bad burettes are bad to scan.
Wolf- Whistles are in can of tints.
Sugar Daddy gives you scars.
Switches come on baits your hearts.
Who sell their bodies would buy a gun.
Level your powers with moneys as gearings.
Yuck are good to circular turns.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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......1 Eat rice-Cauchy3
Eat rice.
Furtive accesses are power maps.
Wheat is some grams to be game.
Eat rice but go to wars.
Candies are candidates and loving arts.
Crafts on daddy are sugars to belong.
Gifts are dogs or swan songs.
Hours are dead but chances are seconds.
Exclude by powers but admitted with forms.
Good buffets or bad au faits!
Powers are speedy worms on airs.
Eat rice but go to wars.
Wheat is some grams to be game.
Extricate from moons are silver lights.
Exerted a force is all by things.
A finger of things is cold bloods.
Replay also player are sooner.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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......1 Eat rice-Cauchy3-v2
Eat rice.
Furtive accesses are power maps.
Wheat is some grams to be game.
Eat rice but go to wars.
Candies are candidates and loving arts.
Crafts on daddy are sugars to belong.
Gifts are dogs or swan songs.
Hours are dead but chances are seconds.
Exclude by powers but admitted with forms.
Good buffets or bad au faits!
Powers are speedy worms on airs.
Eat rice but go to wars.
Wheat is some grams to be game.
Extricate from moons are silver lights.
Exerted a force is all by things.
A finger of things is cold bloods.
Replay also player are sooner.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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......1-1-1

A chart of life-cauchy3

A chart of life-Cauchy3.
Declare and let out or control and humanity or centre are two only psyche effects. All
causes are reactions to actions. However there are three genders in languages:
Masculine, feminine and neuter.
Masculine are curfew laws. Feminine are all loves dramas. Neuters are equal amounts
of benefits and tricks when mixed.
But changes come in small, medium, large and extra sizes. Magic spells are less costly
than wands.
So we bet the totems with no buying. When false mixed with the genuine then fishes
jump over dragon gates.
As horse fly to star with genuine but no with wheels then all are ones.
All wisdoms and all physiology –powers are led out by reactions to actions. It is hard to
image how a new born baby creep without light, heat or touches. It may be only a
heart break or crying in woes.
Of course we also have to think about the treats inside ones bodies. Ratter a rigid body
or a creeper that bent down will calculated with heat, light, sound, touches and
peoples.
As each one of us is greed for greedy lives. We are bully for bulls and bears games. We
may beg for common justices of the peaces by setting up our laws. But when we lost a
lot we know we had to stand on path but not knee on our own images.
All knowledge is forbidden when you are not with same or not get along with full
agreements.
All wealth is weal when all country funds are only break in evens. All forecast on
futures may be expired loves.
Up down volumes are not better than new high and low in some special occasions. All
under performs are well for other up performs. One pattern of single crest may good
for double or triple tops.
Zero is good arms. The upper trends are our good momentums and the down trends
are our low down.
Our lives are starts on some special zeroes. Write out your own new charts on one day.
Magic are woven and silky or magic are rigid and wands. Make up your soft brains
under the hard copies of your lives. While phoenix dances then tigers fix up the
vice-dragon when baby sit.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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......1-1-1

A cauchy3-symbol

Symbols-Cauchy3.
Un livre devez etre un selection et un depistage pour les reglement. Faire une entrose
au reglement au la volonte.
Que cest que sa volonte de faire la nationale sur mon mains. En deux mots en des
milliers de les symbols etre suivi de les commentaries tre bon.
Il vaudra mieux se tre excellent. Tout rediger sur les onjects avec un sujet.
L’exercise 1990, divulguer le livre de la loi pour populaire de chine exposer au grand
jour. Trop de les paragraphes en tre trop de adjective aller de mal en pi empirer.
Ce n’est pas la peine.
Voulez-vous du justice au du tyran.
Qu’est ce que c’est un home celebre pour les sympathies.
Le jour ou cela s’est passé pour les lois en qu’est ce que c’est deux bras pour voir faire
pour les protections au pour engager un docteur.
Au tris tetes, il sont content pour la tasse de la tre dan le diner au la café de la casa
benca.
Le sait le sang fache.
Vous est dan lit de la ramp au la eau.
Pour les chefs, les ramages recu un bamboo a mesure que le temps passé.
Qui est la que depenser de l’argent beaucoup. Un grand nombre de civiles et bon
nombre et armee tout intercepter un ordre.
A ma grande joie fair la synchrony avec les chants sur le pas.
Faire visiter une fenetre de le verre san qu’il m’ait vu avec la figue.
Le ordre faire la loi est avec le alibi. Faire les achats avec selon les regles de la Albris.
Un livre devez etre un selection et un depistage pour les reglements.
-EnglishA law book detects and selects the rules. If cauchy3 go to the throne (cheung shun
sang) , a title is through and through. A scrabbled page with two thousand symbols
needs to be very kind and very grand commented when they are compiled to objects
with my subject.
In about year 1990 I open a law book enlisted with civil laws in republic the china with
5 stars. For each term there are some seven comas and five mores.
The book was a translated and traditional structure Chinese word book.
Who relay on it who get the judge for some ways.
Actually but laws if you are not one then you got no sympathies. If you are not two you
got protections outside to seek medical advices then..
If you are three, you are invited to drink before their shows.
A cup of casabenca or green teas is fixed for you to choose.
If you are human then you are men.’
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Gods are in crosses but you are in ramps. Your girls go to teas and your women ramp
up and wedged.
Straddle my mind to go to down flowing. If you are leaders, wan bamboos and whistles
pipes follow our singing and playing.
Expenditures are far beyond necessities as some good men. One row of civil and one
row of military are intercept by one order.
Synchronous flaunting are good steps to paradises. Display yourself as you show off.
Take on orders when send. Give your orders as dead centre. But good laws are for
alibis. Good books are from Alibris. Law Books detect and select our rules in symbols.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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......1-1-1 A dinosaur skin
A 1 dinosaur skin (poem) .
Dynasties’ kings are dinosaur skins.
Skin divers are swim with sink.
Social climbers are with square knots.
Stolen by tricks are robed by working.
Transfer a figure by fix a form.
Fuse a wire when all are broken.
A committed one is evils missions.
An appointed name is for most bit.
A fluff is to live on some bottoms.
Up steams swim the fluids.
A love margin is Dickens songs.
Dicey loves are café rules.
A ticket in red is some ridden.
A ticket in white is a paper box.
Two leaders are trumps mirroring.
All honors are for programmed peoples.
Two
Two
Two
Two

tosses are some rigged dices.
tosses are died heads.
killers are with clemency in histories.
clergies are on wombs in earth.

Both sexes are nymph to powers.
Both theories are by Einstein or Kelvin.
Each box is beggar’s houses.
Empty pockets are not cokes with tins.
Both routes are susceptible for acceptance.
Both thinking are political linking.
All solid thinking is for scalpers.
Each one is used for many times.
Loves are the games for ox tails.
Evil laws are sweet coats.
Red alerts are devils trails.
Orange robes are political boards.
Moneys by blows are board rooms.
Political board rooms are hissed.
Taut laws are with opened loops.
Rockets weight the gravity to sins.
Vespers are prays to all preys.
Switch the lights to make the shadows.
Date up the powers to day reads.
Hafts of evil swords are in Hades.
Oranges at the bottoms are with accessed boards.
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Evil laws are sweet coats.
Dynasties’ kings are dinosaur skins.
Skin divers are swim with sink.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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......A new Master-Cauchy3
A new master.
Papers are trips and figures with heads.
Tricks on deer are wolves with teeth.
Martyr to masters are Marxism on earths.
Morals are pop up and retracted to reefs.
Wrapped in histories aren’t reels of books.
Best to words are good to gods.
Irregular powers rigid but poor!
Dicey are fates and lights are on and off.
High and might are good on brows.
Above the minds are good to souls.
Long on matrix is column to rows.
Bad to stories are switching hours.
Bad to faiths are due to lucks.
Tots aren’t totals to toss when up.
Good on cores are power to changers.
Fail on hopes are new for masters.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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.....1

A tree-poem-cauchy3

A tree-poem.
Facultative long is legend in short.
World tumbles on honor tables.
Come to no needs are Gods to offer.
Rover on moon is mark on land.
Rowels on spurs are beyond the wheels.
Wheels and deals are hegemony in trees.
Trenches are wet when bloods are storms.
Red storms weight on roses.
Got paid is when the bets are good margins.
Hertz are burn but there is gentle March.
Rhythms on brains are when powers are scanned.
Caught your preys and with better arms.
Between good and bad they are dreams.
Snakes are thrones and bezels are diapers.
Three amateurs are with a pairs of pears.
Amateurs 3 –tricks peel a pair.
Facultative long is legend in short.
Elections on hands are waxed tops.
Rowels on spurs are beyond the wheels.
Wheels and deals are hegemony in trees.
A tree has only a pill of two pears.
A wood is methods cut in lances.
Spears will follow the dancers on earths.
Secret stages are political arms.
Who got the powers and love moneys.
Who got the sun rays on faces?
All bananas are yellow for good monkeys.
A betting shop is conquer games.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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.....1 Badly cats and fawning dogs-Cauchy3
Badly cats and fawning dogs…
Dogs are fawned. Dogs will go below the topping cats.
Cats will blame the goblin cats by precise laws.
Sir-She is picking pinks.
Ladies pinks and yellow dogs are two.
Bully games are playing cats that weird and dogs are come to games with worlds in
large.
Precise cats expel on laws and practices.
Picky cats always come to cards in boards.
Silly dogs all fellow.
Add displays are men on gods with powers.
Persona non grata takes the flunky gods.
Care with failures cats are playing balls with snows.
Bravely dogs will carry the senses of winds with cold.
Cats on high with wires are coded with colors to sell.
Skills are skulls but sell their furs.
Furs are warm and tender loves.
Edge supports being proved by knives are skills of queens with cats.
Queens or kings are Marxism gods.
Sticks together are power sinks to no where.
Goblin cats are positive snake emblem or good incarnations-fawning dogs and evil cats.
Souls of evils take the fires.
Souls of badness take the moneys.
Discrete are powers with moneys or wm or status.
Assay the goody dogs and cats are good.
Analogue are good and metaphor are bad.
Fastest cats can leap in airs to spike and spill the birds.
However Marxism is lions or jaguars with Russian seeds that fly on flies.
Me-my-Cauchy3 will ask no boxing stamps to Marxism.
Me-My-Caucjhy3 and so have no face cards.
All are fiddle-fiddle.
Goody cats are goody names.
Assay the goody dogs and cats are good.
Good references take the conferred that are good to worlds of Ok with goody Marxism.
Many cats are gods on bodies of false that borrow the faking powers after awes.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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.....1 china gages
China gage.
All sets are coming powers.
To have turns go towards hells.
Disposed keys are evils cogs.
Meanings to make are looks no best.
Inclusive around are across boards.
Parts of a whole are not rake off.
In roads are bank loans to morals.
Bemoaning 64 takings are over holding.
Exceed gag orders are gages.
China gages are dead bridges.
Complex components are not linear to take.
Best acidic rains are so stinging.
Best gauges are flips and flops.
China flip flop have no loves.
Centers of powers have no limited ends.
Middle weaves cause to exceed.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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.....1 human tools-cauchy3
Human tools.
Bottom silo are silly views.
Data carries are with power fields.
Bitter melons are not good wines.
Vox populi are words to fix.
Noun suffix are to make or do.
Jade honors the common heats.
To carry you bears to daily works.
China refers to uncle when speaks.
Good zoos are gods’ fields.
Bottom silo are silly views.
Glasses to windows are motes and dust.
Your good shapes are to strike and cut.
Your powers pivot on bad lives.
Reverse the actions are men’s jobs.
China tanks have bloody links.
Today are skilled setting works.
China engines are human tools.
To subsist are modest that show the good.
Bottom silo are silly views.
Data carries are not power fields.
China short weaves are long.
Numbers tests are method done.
All ends are free falls.
All reviews are each frame.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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.....1 to 1 poet on 1 com
1 to 1 poet on 1 com.
Many plants need espaliers.
You are bowed and tied on creepers.
Eternal dictions are easy sexes.
Gods rate up my clean sweeps.
5 ounces of rice are five dishes.
Five dishes of stars are with colors.
My law to life is poem on disc.
Fan in and Fan out on Fan-story.
No quarries are quarrels for noble words.
Your skins are furs to bad tiles.
My poems are on ways of little honors.
Did dictions do the works to tricks?
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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.....1-1-1 A flowers
A flower-poem-cauchy3.
Pouvoir d’achat pour la jonquille.
Les odeurs pour ainsi dire les nectats.
Jai plus un caractere bonne en venire aux mains.
Il est nos ami avec les rapports.
Dans les sucs je boire a petite coups.
Bientot autour de les nette etre mis a mort de les papillons.
Un fleuve est avec les laits.
Avec les soie est les dieux jaune a blanc.
Tout devenir les cocon en les soiex.
Les colours magique est jaune dan les fleurs.
Cette les desirs ou le humain est grand.
Il ya les taches minuscule.
Mon volate est sous le nez.
Ca fait plaisir de te revoir.
Il est un fleur pour les affichex.
Les mascottex a les bebex dan les uterus.
Les fleur est les joiex en toux cas.
-english-poem—
My noble good jonquil blossom!
The scents go up to nectars.
Leaves have great characters in blows.
Flowers are our friend s bodies that are so near.
Have me to sip and come to sip.
Butterflies become sacrifice in nets.
They are all milks in the rills.
Sweet are yellow or white deities to return.
Roots are cocoons for flowers that are silks.
Yellowish colors are magic and the spores.
Desires are hard to fill when aroused.
Tiny spots are dots of sports.
My wills are block by my sniff nose.
A beautiful shape but agreeable odors!
Only three of you (flowers) are one persona on notices.
Mascots are bought from where in wombs.
Like happiness to flowers that we adored.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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.....A cauchy3-political-graph-sinx/x
A political graph-Cauchy3.
The life waits to die. All matters are different. What is the want of motive? What means
purpose? It is to transform by all means. Get down but décor a night of jewels. Stray
lives claim more options.
What subjects are above prizes? But objects are all cookies that crumbled. Lives are
actuated by greed with some lives.
Lives are actuated by angry when pressed or opposite. Lives are actuated by fast
stealing when you show off.
The word honor is copy from your copy books. Authentic works are milks but seize by
tricks or by forces are the butters. What are your consolation prizes?
A characteristic attitude is all too common inner beings.
Carman fantasy is frank and common. But I remember the teaching from lady white. I
adopt her near words. I teach myself my own ideas. I mean that to born is a stranger.
To reborn it is not earth quaking man but a baby. Are you Quaker?
The wisdom of Aspasia is flowers in asparagus. Pericles are the greens of her
vegetables.
All courts are good results when back up with Athens. Greens and vegetables are
Pericles and ASpasia.
Athens Pericles enclosed a better live form when hired.
But Sparta military units are worms that eat out the green loves.
A queue of quick busters or a matrix of butchers is two variables.
When does Pericles go down to polling? Who is the virtual king?
Flowers, songs and gifts on streets or flatware for panics are one set.
Legion, Brigade, battalion and platoon and bloods on cream boards are other sets.
Stable charged political power is one up right middle spectral line. Shifting to left or
right like the motive for charities or for principals! Farer to right is the higher
principles.
This is the graph of good moral and good political powers and judges.
Peak cross section is the amounts of achievements that are the unit on y axis.
Oscillations are also show as the tail of the bell shape graph. The faces of oscillations
are stretched graph like truths.
Also the conservations of powers are one whole unit. The matters of facts are how they
are observed by some times. All big timers take the control of the shapes.
It is good to has skew whiff. Other may also think about the heterodox rather than this
orthodox political graph. Skew to left it mean self advantages like moneys and jewels.
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Skew to right then it mean laws and orders.
When extend as asymptote to time infinitive. It turns to one small constant of eternity.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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.....China ever on ways-not me-cauchy3
China ever on ways.
Commit the compatible are good horizons.
Strange animals creep to run.
Strings are square bad to oracles.
Square knots go under.
Mixed are compounds bad to molecules.
Fussed menus are mutual links.
Dance courts are disorderly disco.
Tangy cheeses are bits tinges.
But agitations are with good white noises.
Tingle heats are live tinkles.
Role models are some foils.
Tanks of tankers and thoughts of thinkers!
Common syllables are signs on jinx.
Comic masks are pillows laws.
What are ever and evils smiles.
What are evils and ever on ways.
Gods come in China go.
Atheisms got the real dogs.
Cooked powers are with evil acts.
Cooked laws are hells to halls.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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....1 Annotated feet-cauchy3
Annotated feet.
We are creatures of supplement able. We relay to powers, comforts and happiness.
That means our cores to survive. When we lack powers on lag tides we try to enlarge.
Enlarge our vim and struggle.
A sort of loves to buy and to sell is called social climbers. We are some. We
assume ourselves with good looks. Religious are mask off to fears and sexes and power
extensions.
We all have fears that will make up laws or morals and these are why we obey
to our rules. Our fears may due to pains or losses.
A flask of elixir is camouflage to long lives.
A piece of cosmic spell will ring up the universal like a home.
Donald Jung states with a geo-mantic artist. They both go on a magazine. He
agrees to this artist because Donald Jungs father buried near radar station. And that
means powers and good lucks to many their generations. Of course have no magic fans
then Gods have no feels. Theses are rich men rabbit holes or tombs.
On the other side Donald is a catholic who state his own well faiths.
I do not care multi-mask off. But may be his points are to make peoples to
love his mask off.
Religions and politics are both relay to powers and morals or both. Some time
ago a T.V. screen of white albatrosses and there are the appearances of Donald Jung
with his speech.
He addresses the possibilities that he will be the future mandated Hong Kong
top boss again. In scripts these must be true. But may be there are some cadres are
annotated feet.
For cauchy3 me mask off a lot also. Not to open all the truths behind my
actuated minds and my bad things I have had trained my spirits to little Taoism. I had
drawn spells on yellow papers. I earn no moneys but just probe the flaw magic worlds
for funs.
My annotated feet are my own feet. However I always wish I am a god to all
atheisms because I am quite believe to atheisms. But may be there will be gods some
time latter according to energies evolutions.
But who promise a hill rock to invite me the beautiful moon. It may be our
enemies so I got to frustrate on some ways.
All are mask on and off for powers, fears, comforts and happiness. In ancient
religion papal all over many parts of our worlds to believe to other religions dirty pools
may cause heavy punishments even to death.
Some one being with tortures but confessed and regressed may ride a
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white horse and go out from church.
To conquer with superstitions or to mask off our faults we are wrestling with
our controls.
The floats in human lives are mask on and mask off because of powers,
comforts, fears and happiness. The floats in our worlds are lives. The floats in our
universal are energies.
Would there be true loves. It would be sexes.
Would it be always and to every one! What we relay on is our vim or powers or inner
most and our families and best of all would be our social structures.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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....1-1-1

A Russia by cauchy3

A Russia-poem-by cauchy3.
King big-s are canals of karma.
Supreme hearts reach riches.
Shills are shifting as shilly-shally.
Carnal cousins are shells and shilling.
Oak trees are between Gods oaths.
Billy goats go for moans.
Float the thrones and approach the forms.
Russia valves wax the horns.
Flat tops are fixed tombs.
Wars are heavy even in pools.
Ways of vast are in wafer thin.
Wahoo are wails and wolves skins.
Clerks with clicks are clients of kings.
Cabers fevers are not carrots makers.
Most morale is good virtues.
That sinks would be mid level masters.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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....1-1-1 A cube, square and circle-poem-cauchy3
Cube, Square and circles-poem.
Solenoids are suspended when on evils wires.
Cube roots are more than doubles.
Since the lagging are on bed winds.
Armor is amount to all rounder.
What happen if happy lion has a letter?
To curry the evil but dragon think.
Ratters lose their hands when there are snakes.
Powers on sleeves are with all lose shirts.
Praises and begging are raison deter.
There are deuce and poisoned apple trees.
We need much but there are no moneys.
Begging nuns will dream on monkeys.
Extended hands are to sure things.
Reactive bombs are bad to tanks.
Square deals are not certain circles.
Reactions are poor when tanks are fast.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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....1-1-1 A love and honor to live (Poem)
Love and honor to live (poem) .
Stock the heats are your triggered honors.
Forgers are brasses to forget the steels.
Secrets are to make a dandy by moneys.
Ill and good feelings are in between.
Old is odd and they are closed up now.
Beats on drums are when we hook the loops.
Amplify your voices with siren songs.
Good ahead all traps are zooms.
Upheavals are some crews to breath.
To honor is free baggage to leave.
But tweedy cloths are with gold ears.
Crave only the songs of the years.
Extend your songs and amplify your works.
Honor your heads but do not take off your hats.
Voodoos are eyes catchers with loves.
Mirrors are majors combined carols.
Well meals are preys on deaths.
Queens at aims are kings on earths.
Where is music to buffer your last?
Magic sparrows are in evil cages.
-Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3cheung shun sang
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....A hammer law-poem-cauchy3
A hammer laws –poem-Cauchy3.
Hammer laws are hazard locks.
Moments mount on mother zones.
Baal bills are blue rocks.
Soon there are most mocked souls.
Con men come by all cones.
Booty blues are body bombs.
Saddlers are one set of satin.
Satan sat on sad days.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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....A man that think-cauchy3
A 1 man that think.
Echo loves are canyon rains.
George Kings are with gorge queen.
Rock faces are very good airs.
Milky ways are on ways of screes.
Caves are not dirt but with stocks.
Darks are still sweet with chimney.
Bushes on faces lock our songs.
Sea monkeys are glaciers wine.
Blue rains show the moraine.
Liquid lave are fresh and right.
Puddles are clean in royal fair.
Ices are firm but heats in minds.
Place cards are public plateau.
Pending loves are begging well.
Faces are down but ices are not fall.
Pendulums are come with flags when sheer.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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....A rap of limbo-cauchy3
A rap of the limbo-poem-Cauchy3.
Limbo is number on last pole.
Labeled labials are to rum labors.
Last loves are labor to loves.
U-boats use your U-bolt youth.
Umber umbra is bad armors.
Rap the raiders when vaso-vapor.
Bus bust are beats of buns.
Thumbs are bounded with brass plums.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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....A Rome and Rumba-cauchy3
Rome and rumba.
Nova rumba run on road.
Neither nemesis is lasers to lens.
Royal romances are roman roars.
Rather there are wastes or there are crown to rabbets.
Nova is heated in dam oranges.
Nemesis is lever good to levy.
Royal is no hold bus on rangers.
Vatic vaults are loved Veda.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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...1

Evil steps-cauchy3

Evil steps.
Camelot is joys to do nothing.
Donkey jackets are not go to donkeys.
We are sensors but we need dollars.
Prizes’ ends when many come.
Currents flows are circuit path.
Table names are paper tabs.
Trouble makers have good marks.
Quill pens are gage facts.
True reasons are clamp down.
Trouble makers have good domes.
Dorms are docks and reds are storms.
Bad men lead our songs.
Effects on domino are draggle powers.
Sink to deep when all steps are on.
Drown men have no step foot.
Camelot worlds have no martial books.
Some heads are china heads.
All are solo you go up.
Each step is evil pears.
Already a pen then who have your rulers.
I want justices but you want no.
White noises are with brown noises.
I take the notes you got the lots.
A draw on power is when you go.
-Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3cheung shun sang
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...1

A law to life(bilingual poeme-cauchy3)

Law to live (bilingual poem) .
Est ce que sur guerre du les tresors mondial.
La cupidite et de vivre boucle pour la justice.
En recherché est de la doper sur de encore une fois.
Avec la peche est de la racine sur la bonte tue.
Are there cups to wars for all treasures if the world.
The greedy gods are curls to laws of life.
One is search for the chances to double crossing.
With the sins thee are the roots of bad killing.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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...1 A stamp office-cauchy3
Stamp offices.
Stamps are values and stamps are goods.
Jumping over shops are books.
Good values are value well.
Bad peoples are sent off to send.
Take a copy by meter modes.
Types of competitions are not trade off.
Stamp offices are double Dutch.
Buys and sells are inward jumps.
Baits and switches are matches to skip.
Skipping ropes got away our law.
Bride moneys have good finders.
Not cards are good to fail safes.
Good titles are post offices.
Ballrooms dancing are partners to hold.
Many pixels on stamps are calicos.
Dead locks are above when shown.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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...1-1-1 Men-poem-cauchy3
Men-poem.
Dry points are metal brasses.
Dry nurses are steel roses.
Nominees are rows of raw hands.
White noises are weak noises.
Dark honors are white tickets.
Shall Peter’s pence are open pockets.
Prices fixing get your prides.
Fat cats swim with moneys.
Sailors’ hats cry for waters.
Laws are periods but men are colons.
Jack a dainty has all trades.
Love labors are hard labors.
Real politics are witch hunters.
Coefficients would be longitudes of good laws.
A governor of times machines are cuts.
Hand out tricks by arts.
Who speed up justices with air speed?
Spare the pears on law spears.
Soft pockets are hid in sleeves.
Powers denote a type of years.
Watch dogs on seas are with systems.
Watch dogs have objective forces.
Lines of sights are good eyes.
Spy identities are men sources.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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...2 ABC Hk and china-v2-cauchy3
2 ABC of H.k. and China revised vision.
Barrels tears are wines and salts.
With a whisk on goody tails!
Wiggle maces to fix the heads.
Heads in jack on boxes are ceased.
Cry to paranoid truly bosses.
Bosses are jokers take your boys.
Studs are bogs with fire apples.
True predicates worth cases.’
Descents wash in badly bands.
Wholly sales are smart with cats.
Who got tenth honors in China?
Homage grand to play and plays!
Trim the times of hearts then cry.
Tanks in steels but voice wail.
Bossy dragged by tails that whisked.
Go very timid and love the wise.
Hands are lent but laws are ends.
Cases on courts are borrowed lands.
Length long with treads to retch!
Straps on times and watch here.
Arrays tanks but all are men.
Cross all suctions steal the ends.
Cave on minds are cages on objects.
Rouser rockets powers holes.
Confine curses to stop our wounds.
Whirl your bodies and jump on grounds.
Crouch of soldiers after kicks with flings.
Block one leg and hit the middle.
Cauchy3 know the tricks to kill.
Threaten weak oppressed ill.
Surpass scores are bad in honors.
Wash to think that build the homes.
Angel sins but cauchy3 has funs.
Make ones tools when hats are found.
Worlds are drawers on bottom noses.
Singular ugly piece is rose.
Wily mores are teeth of sharks.
Saw with tooth is laws in arts.
Artful men power with grids.
Bodies stamped and wills are ridden.
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Sign in forth with battles conquered.
Triumphs on candles whip the stands.
Soups are soaps and faiths not come.
We are meats in balls and rice to constants.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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...2 Ex Cathedra
2 Ex cathedra.
Gods do not know how to scale.
Men do not know how to control.
Ex officio are money lands.
Ex cathedra are powers to solo.
Look on favors but there are lost funs.
Swallow magic are rub up.
Cautions to words and there are gagged laws.
Stir up skills are evil cages.
Magic birds are with evil minds.
Dragons’ flies fast but they are bind.
All mistakes are cause by illness.
Ill to beings they set the fires.
A cake is not a piece if it is not good to share.
Axioms are figures but there are bloody wars.
Dyed in the wools we have no free hands.
Peoples have rights and all will have bats.
Bristles are shadows our earths are mapped.
Bring down by tanks to followers camps.
Cover your eyes but the screens are skies.
Seize your ranks the ranges of high.
Gods do not know how to scale.
Men do not know how to console.
Ex officio are money lands.
Ex cathedra are powers to solo.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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...A solo to 3 ranks to tigers
A solo to 3 ranks to tigers.
The three ranks of three tigers are beauties, methods and wealth. They have three
shapes: - sloped eyes tigers with white beauty’ s furs, Brown tigers with dark strops
and brown tigers with money spots.
Beauty tigers are related to the touches of beautiful figures, wordings or flying tricks
with bad honors.
Or they can penetrate those even on easy of oppositions. That is they can fix the very
bad machine times.
The method tigers are related to the longitude and latitude to political methods. They
are three political or anti-political tigers.
Liberations and latitudinarians are tigers’ bones.
But teeth and points of claws are tiger laws.
White tigers have white slogans, and white washed brands.
Method tigers can conquer the vipers and tear the gold and silver rings of the snakes
and vipers.
White tigers are flying beauties with no watching.
But peoples see them with worships and honors.
Their in born powers are legislated beauties.
They are admitted to all stretched truths. Or this is army looks.
They are tracks to good takes on political stages.
Method tigers are with administrative brains.
They extend the lengths to govern our times and they extend the widths to numerous
numbers and scores.
They are admitted to all stretched powers.
They are tracks to good takes with political powers.
Tigers with money spots govern the common layers.
They are the tigers of wealth and wine gods.
They are well related to foods and drinks in depths of good choices.
Three kinds of tigers have sexes and powers or moneys with sybarites and each in turn
are common human gods.
White tigers favor flowers of morning glories or other beautiful figures.
Method tigers love flowers of red buds or other powerful wands.
They are all fun of bloody oranges as for their crimsons.
Money spotted tigers love sun flowers to drive the moons and the Diana.
They support or bully to peoples when we drank milks.
Markets are not trades with dictionaries only. They are the beats of money spotted
tigers.
But political strokes have no citrates to drugs.
We booze up bulls or drinks to all.
Tigers’ wines are of papaya and of bones.
When billows are hoisting up all the days we are some.
While waters are curls though they are smooth or sweet we are some.
Laws and powers are rules that carry on with over flows.
Me- my solo is cauchy3.
Me-my fences have no French glories but there are few sparrows roamed about my
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near doors.
My wooden sparrow doors are with trees put with wooden plums.
Me-my solo is cauchy3.
In Hong- Kong there are the rough tracks of three tigers that hide.
The faces to three tigers are flashed up by red lanterns.
There are pink oranges which are music books for diadems.
There are lots of things on lecture platforms.
Baal-s and Babbitt-s are bites of tiger heads.
Gods and big masters are chips to times out the tiger bones.
Caesars and Hilter-s are steel tigers with all three ranks.
In china tigers push up the pines to pile up the high up clouds.
There are storms and acidic rains to be ones pounces and showers.
Juices are sweet things to punches. Punched your names in yellow cards and Gods are
reading.
Me-my solo is cauchy3.
Game players are with power givers or political goers.
Dull clouds are not for little sparrows.
Me-my solo is cauchy3.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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...A 1 cross asking-poem-cauchy3
A 1 across asking-poem-Cauchy3.
Up down are to be inure by pills.
De trop powers are ill.
It is fragment of nature s facts.
Kick around to dropp the plates.
Names in gold are copied rights.
When to the converts are pale.
Reds to plates are pale but thin.
Pink to go are grind with axes.
Went to hunters are from their wills.
Fill and refill as orders to all.
Obviously a sheep will go to nights.
Where there are powers we yield to bases.
Serve a tout the tour to play.
And less you wonder you are laws.
Reds are sharp and reds are bloods.
Slide valves are water blow.
Bony pulleys push our fates.
Two systems are on ways to ask.
It called one to handle two.
They are all in lines of clocks.
Large lagging are political shells.
Maces are warm but bloods are hot.
Hands to hands but there are no help in hell.
Social battles are dirty fronts.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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...A sound with sexes
Sound with sex-poem.
Your loves are touch of good piano.
Yamaha is showers of mother sybarite.
Cantonese are chords of love primes.
Ya-ma-ha is a word sounds with symbols.
Heroine bows down the warheads.
Creep down to welcome a town.
Designers are with time conspiracy on earth.
Love fathoms are free to own.
Willingly are means in thirsty deserts.
Sexes’ feathers are ethereal served
Wings are glows and worms are bright.
White notes are songs with pies.
Black sharps are dark with fines.
Glucoses are loves and heats when link.
Huzza is when loves in hutch interests.
Baby breathes are good sniff-er.
Govern your crotches with sneaky toes.
Rabbit foot is net honors.
Flat down when loves are at doors.
A town is with smooth edge tools.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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..1-1-1 politics and falls-poem-cauchy3.
Politics and falls-poem-cauchy3.
Bamboos curtains are over steels.
Manic moons are on barrier reefs.
Evil darks are in grey lights.
Down the falls are funs upright?
Adam papa has amour proper.
Don’t let you know the waters falls.
Gusty winds are for bloods that painted.’
Jackal will all agree to panthers.
Strips of winters are colors of horses.’
Chargers are subjects or objects.
Winters suspicious are autumn leaves.
There are rocs and gooses lived on earths.
Make them the whistles blowers of falls.
Some stigmas are hinged to facts.
Fractions in winters and stories are fictions.
Heroes get the anti-heroes images.
Rosy summers are tender and slow.
Feet on quantum are mighty soft.
Rose waters flow in falls.
Long winters kiss our sages.
It is bonus that liberates bounces.
It is season that reveals true loves.
Season choices are men s tastes.
Or kakila and the crows are skilled arts.
Four months of a baby are the dreams of pillows.
The realms of winters are sets of wires.
Plug in lovers and with honors of pudding.
Tricks on bills are evil plums.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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..A secular that think
A secular that think-poem.
Army ground conduct with dignity.
Mocked attempts are good strength.
But processions are graphs to happy life.
Blow up powers are explicated keys.
Reverence and knowledge lead to control.
Pick over our words to settle.
Criticisms are rains to personal homes.
Own up your words to honor one.
Documents are examined on panels to honors.
Solar systems need the covers.
Some aware are to square deals.
Peoples are to hail as public heroes.
The differences to heroes are wrong of the earth.
Your bad punctuations are with my good determinations.
For good adventures our slates are clean.
My secular heart is god designed.
With that good are with that to be poor.
Completes Dickens are dicks desires.
Distances to laws are door to door.
Protect outside are seek advices.
Pointed with fingers are tools to tools.
A sense of justices is chivalrous to assure.
Many gentle minds are good actions.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1 A play sound
1 play sounds.
He do near sums to loves.
(hedonism)
His gent more is some powers.
(hegemony) .
Den mocked crisis are large.
(democracy)
Road minced tax is last.
(romantic)

Envy missed some women.
(animism) .
Awed fools read some.
(aphorism) .
At task we are one.
(atavism) .
Ant flees some honeys.
(atheism) .
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

.
cheung shun sang
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1 By blows-cauchy3
By blows.
Men are ants to accept some food.
Invited your pets are when lives are good.
Two ways in spaces are wrong and right.
Fussy leaders are great to live.
Tender your moneys to go on ways.
Partial objects are subjects to relate.
Allures to bosses are always right.
Fussy leaders are great to live.
Long runs are morals to fit.
Short runs are morale to pose.
When moneys talks our ranks may high.
Skill is to tie the arrows on bows.
cheung shun sang
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1 words with political sounds-cauchy3
1 words with sounds.
Same clocks form the blow out.
Junked hands’ gins flare up.
Tree seat map the bad sites.
Fiddle faddle are dogs barking dinners.
Jove’s taxs are allowed to get the powers.
Maoism trigger back to specific more.
Who cast a lot with very bad souls?
You get to impress the sins on some courses.
Shen- Kow Form is some one.
Junk Hang Gi is some two.
Tree- see- men is some three.
Ju Tak is some themes.
Marred ear cows our bad words.
Lock steps are imagery good worlds.
They lock your heads to talk to demons.
You struggle the right to take the wrong.
Ma Yee- gul stands off.
Discover your powers when gods come close.
But left side effects are much more.
Can be use to organize a bad one.
She pin good moneys to share.
Noble winds are with pith up trees on pines.
Recall the example to indicate the works of graces.
Good spaces and good systems are simple.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1

A baby blue-poem-cauchy3

1-1-1 A baby blue-poem-Cauchy3
Baby s risibility is modes that woke.
My male eves are sold out.
First jets are souls which shown.
Curtain people spell the iron.
B.M.W. cycles are long feels.
Flush her faces as warm as sleets.
Parrots do not kiss in parrots fashions.
Histories are not wrapped in fibers of plastic.
Blue stocking are open modes.
Pinks escapes are all fierce fifth.
Fifth Amendment is steel oranges.
Not fifth columns are wheels in five.
Red and blue make violin.
Nurse is not good in nursery rhymes.
Doctors are medical plugs on airs.
Viragoes are viral and loves are germs.
Germs Warfare is altered sexes.
Relevancies are relative rewind reasons.
Flowers of bamboos are curtain s scenes.
Raisers are songs but humanities are not read.
Upper hands are nice cups.
Even all sobers will eager for drinks.
Back off as feelings are up.
Play my cards and bets myself as vibes.
Look at your dolls as no obligations.
Pleases a toy is drops of loves.
Drools of toys are skins of games.
Troops are not droops but loves are facts.
Chat s cares are baby s cars.
Nude bodies are beautiful worms.
Green bulbs are waters cakes.
Stems are no over lapped powers.
Green leaves are tiger s balms.
Good heals are green ideas.
Good lives are sugars coated.
Specific cares are options in lives.
Red capes are steel buds.
Silky slaves are buds with cottons.
Take the arsenic and keep the circuits.
All sex s items are collected for loves.
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Sponges soaked but powers soared.
All crafts are skins grafts to histories.
Laws are mouths toadies are throats.
Germs are gems and sweats in tins.
Doctor s cars are law s bus.
Doctor s faces are covered by her busts.
Special cares charge on accesses.
Busy signals are doctor s asses.
Sex stories are common dreams.
Dictator s dates are dickens of days.
Dead turns are our slates that are clean.
Swallow heads are acidic rains.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-http: //laplace181.hyperboards2.com
cheung shun sang
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1-1-1

A bondage-worker-prose-cauchy3

1-1-1 A bondage-worker-prose-cauchy3
Work projects should be administrated by modern arts and concretes tricks. The main
themes are brain child and men powers. It is the sending off and holding of financial
moneys.
Brains child are to the developments of good protocols and then accumulate our
thoughts to comply and deduce them with logic and tests.
Work teams are set up with good coordinators. Concessions are all through
conductions. The wisdoms are on charts, bar pies, and working diaries.
Questionings are for the examinations between the questioners, workers, staffs and the
publics. Many works are explicated by drawings and working models.
Suggestions are the good modern arts on the dame ways as some easy
administrations. Concrete tricks know how to communicate and lead many hearts.
It belongs to the scopes of mass psychologies and good leaderships. Workers always
need very sound suggestions. Values of living and values of productivities and
happiness of creations are all good ropes to happy bondages.
Tragedies should be treated by sympathies but not merely fears. It may be failures of a
test or losing some lives. Hidden persuaders are the one who addressed good
prospects and good successes.
Good sympathies are of course the courses and effects of good wills in good inner
most. On our world there are many Cattleyas to honor our tombs rather than black
roses. Cattleyas are crossed orchids.
Crocodile s bloods and fleshes are not torn with tears. Times and motions studies;
sometimes are redundancy for workers and staffs. Very good jobs are not the best
ones on markets that were sound on ways. So take care of your jobs; your professional
careerists then as you are.
To-day your tanks and posts are some good dealer on wheels. You are the whops and
the colorful rain-bows as the ordered pairs. You are the gentle blue rains on cheeks.
Romanticisms and egoisms all know you. You are the one who know your own powers.
A family of cats meow near your tombs. Are you the crocodiles which shed your tears
when you kill all baby cats-pussy
In some ways all shield are thin. So you need your homes. Impartial antics in laws are
to the degrees to exclusive for landscape.
The annexes are lands. Grant the lands are lanes gins. Cottons are sheep s coats for
wolves. Lands lords are lands locks in republic.
Replica a annexed land on histories with tools like guns. Do you have your home
tongue? . My works are in my dialects.
.--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-www.PoemHunter.com - The World's Poetry Archive
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1-1-1

A cup-poem-cauchy3

1-1-1 A cup-poem-cauchy3
No
No
No
No

cups or towels are to tease Clinton.
sapphires to praise all gala in blue.
trawlers take fishes with declines.
harps of your feet with sounds of trumpets.

Yes are to spooks that are tank s happens.
Yeas are our men to man of monarch.
Yes for earths are pale then their darkness dashes.
Yes butterflies are plastics for our inner shocks.
Okay
Okay
Okay
Okay

for back and forth we turn the corners.
cities with halls our banners are crossing.
we prove our objects but they take on powers.
we are some two but there are many mono-plays.

On
On
On
On

to
to
to
to

indict of powers are declared laws.
backs of sins are blue crows.
benefits of minors are plays with majors.
learning of powers are maps on contours.

On
On
On
On

to
to
to
to

sapling are pulled out by hands.
sappers are the calls from hells.
suckers some juices are saps.
dictators, his all men are leaves.

Oh
Oh
Oh
Oh

bang the doors to bamboos sticks.
visions of realms are wrapping packs.
the roots but also the seeds are picked.
around gods all tyrants are not tied.

Ha
Ha
Ha
Ha

rake care of me all bibles are on fires.
take the runs are our improved times.
ugly phantoms are cups of bloods.
grapes and tomatoes are such roods.

Martial are laws but not arts?
Gates and gauges are calibrated lives.
Trades of slaves are shown off by masters.
Of the clean games of honors then I hide.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-http: //laplace181.hyperboard2.com:
cheung shun sang
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1-1-1

A baby sex-poem-cauchy3

1-1-1 baby sex-poem-cauchy3
I pick my themes for my whistles.
Here I pay and borrow with my hearts.
Over against are nice twilights.
Responses are not planned and all are nature s teases.
Loves are empowered but subjects are dismissed.
Take a man with some strap-on.
Upper hands are upper lips.
Sexes are symbols and loves are disrobed.
Pluck the gases with juices songs.
Define all benefits as a unit of nouns.
Games of two halves are in two themes.
Loves caged and birds are thefts.
Pay my whistles and with fool around.
Full funs are the eager s of eggs.
To baby the holders and to return profits!
Only an empty wallet is with a penny.
Frequent make are the appeal from the owners.
But applause cat have open practices.
Fag ends are sensors and organs.
A camp is with sure fires to crave in.
Eager towns are for pub-crawls.
Each hang on is two cents.
Six creatures are lots of taboos
Hang in over and over.
Great lays are to their hand out.
Grooves to songs are my digging honors.
Hang in over and over.
Break the gaps and stop the forces.
Good traffics have few over loads.
Towns are tired when mounts are tapped.
Going to the lips and use the kisses.
I am the love wallets and all pay dirt-s.
To swop your wallet with deep loves!
Never flatter that I am not those.
Swiped town are asking mouths.
Eager are to ask for some whores.
Never flatter that I am not a theft.
All roofs and floor are eve s eve.
Some hypothesizes are good Eden-s.
My jobs are heaven self-help.
--Cheung Shin sang=Cauchy3-www.PoemHunter.com - The World's Poetry Archive
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1-1-1

A barely aim-poem-cauchy3

1-1-1 A barely aim-poem-Cauchy3
A pretty lame political pledge!
Grounds on winds are facts to distort.
Illusory and unattainable are nails on ledges.
Barely answers are calls to lords.
Public opinions are eyes hooded.
Wink at the guns as machines are tools.
Affinities are sympathies with similar brains.
Separations are good points in aims.
Assembly forces are efforts to consist.
Consists of a world using a life!
Two parties have two cold ducks.
Images on mirrors are compunctions with dusts.
Long extenuating are long periods.
Cold feet feel the cold.
Tanks are metals and fleshes are happens.
Calm words soften all shades.
Decorate it, as bloods licking.
Bleeding souls are wounded images.
Lady birds lace our drinks.
Intensified the searches are for political crimes.
French locks are webs to catch.
Get them as a political lame duck.
Interests at hearts are powers to shares.
Separations are good men in guts.
Fix public attentions on hubs.
Black hubs are rouge deals.
Leaders are spells of warlocks to hunt.
Gibes are women and sleeves of beau.

Henchmen are made she-male bags.
Absorbed in thoughts are men in bases.
Seething a cup of wines is in yeasts.
Groan under long years.
Peaces are green spots to drink.
Blue cokes are tars in ranges.
Cocks are well and goats are fine.
Places are keeping and doing are places.
Cumulated sums are noted by names.
All soldiers are tiger and dragons.
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Cold feet feel the cold.
Tokens of totems are war codes.
Peaces are green spots to drink.
Cocks are well and goats are fine.
Free all good men on free hands.
Free all good sects above all.
Blue waters are solvent of red.
Green laws might protect your rights.
Phrases use words but rules are bent.
When spears are thrown emeralds might shine
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1

A body of jewel-poem-cauchy3

1-1-1 A body of jewel-poem-Cauchy3
Social bodies are synthetic cuts.
Gems have opeal and rubies.
Tiger eyes and crystals are on jets.
Set the common stone genuine.
Hermits are crystal bodies with eyes.
Laws are gems and politics are opeals.
Karats are where our trade shows.
Plating is books filled with gold.
Sterling silvers are colors in lives.
Quartz is charges and ethics of times.
Lapis are belles when minds are read.
Bars are setting and bars are easy.
Corals are secret alerts to wisdoms.
Search a key on a sea of brains.
Coral snakes are reefs and gulfs.
Big heroisms are feet to abut.
Lands are on shields and soldiers have swords.
Jails are balls with parties to gag.
Straight words are jail words.
Take a chair and throne is the game.
Pearls are riche s pudding and rice.
Moneys can take the rides.
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Garnets are bright and colors are mixed.
Olivet are beads and artificial rains.
Arts and crafts are not garden cities.
Green belts are lives on mediums.
Queen Anne styles are scales.
Live on scales and stamp on snakes.

Baroque are jewels but not arts.
Baroque on arts are wicked hearts.
Baroque on jewels are nature s cuts.
True and false are metaphysical cults.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1

A doom god-by cauchy3

A doomed God-by cauchy3.
Absolute god shows his regards towards absolute pleasures. Gods will doom when
characterized or not characterized with ambitions. Who suppose to be in calls to create
our worlds or even the non defined universals?
Clearly it would be our universals that might be defined on latter on days. But religions
point out the fake truths that we could never define gods or pee powers.(over all) .
To exercise all lives and dictate all fates, God is said to acquire pure loves and justices.
Satan, and evils on the opposites, they set up all traps to tempt the good and the nice
turning them to be arrogant and violent.
The methodology of one mono form of spirits and energy or cells may split by sets of
associated two poles and tri-poles or multi-poles.
There might be one large dark hole or holes or single particles or both or many that
combined to never give rise to senses of human and density of matters unless they are
evolve or expand or change on time transactions.
Listen to my honest words on fates as a series of chances for a kind of possibilities.
Says a mother wish to get her child home from schools by her private vehicle! Her
lunches times are near and so dear that she becomes so worry and so anxious she is
then wee her car. She drove a little faster. The point is a fast wee car may go against
the rules and it may also cause accidences.
Actually the mother could not get every things and events under her controls. In these
cases you may suspect the pure loves of god and the mother. Our god creates Adam
but treat Satan or what behind evils as some belittle forms. So this lead to tragedy!
Powers need majestic. However if you have self esteems do you have all submissive to
goodness in whole just because you have sins. That could just our psyches and
bio-cycles that exercise us. Of course I will be shame if I lay down. The earth has
dusts. Ha evil ice creams also! .
Do you think that you should exalt god powers because you are short in dignities and
honors? Yes cauchy3 is short in morals. But at least worships on or in our earths
should be controlled.
For human desires to survive we need to control our environments and our inner
beings. So we need stimulations and also afraid of stimulations. Actually we have
senses and we are some kinds of lives from that we can feel.
Not to alter my words for our god or the mother then I ask that will pure loves be for
altruisms or selfish home lords. God or gods seem to always fulfill with ambitions.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1

A Tao-sexes-machines-cauchy3

1-1-1 A Tao, Sex, Machine-by Cauchy3
Impersonations of spirits with elements for justices need to have first decedent of
unalterable principles. A mater of course there is no death and would be no birth..
Wombs are not very good to penis. Or honeys are not very good for rums.
loves.

Clove pinks and open robes are soft. Pull your selves down to amuse her

Magnificence of ceremonies is on blows of histories and times. Thou should
you on stages. Thou should you are Gods. If times are on infinite powers to powers of
infinites then all might decease.
Impersonations of spirits with elements for justices need to first have
decedents of unalterable principles on earth.
The true principle is to eat meals of animals except for vegetarians.
But if all matters have spirits besides energies or…. On some other phrases of our Tai
Chi and Tao! Gods are subsist on a space full of plants but with feeling and senor..
Then gods had been the tops.
Powers, fames and private belongings involving all real at states
are very important statistics for politics. The course to strive will mentally and
physically spend a lot.
Will the Tao exhausted? Ethics or justices are all spent away.
There are the rights to hunt fox. There are the rights to eat animal s fleshes.
At least monks eat vegetables. At least there are creepers go
down opened lakes. There are slave plants.
Tao will turn over and spirits are hips that twisted up. Belles
take off her robes. June of Arch takes out her dreams. Jesus change waters to wines
but does he crushed grapes by spirits.
wines.

His feet are on waters. Sea is so powerful. Priests give waters and keep the

Actually our so named Gods as many are mistresses with crotch-less
dragnets or masters with long sharp shafts and beams. We may also have Comus. Gi!
Do you have thoughts about a egg headed god in over superior spaces or dimensions.
All is super-realism. All are double solos or ensembles. Multilateral
treaties or multilateral trades or multilateral births and deaths of Gods in multilateral
spaces with alterable principles are myths.
Bloods are in stoups. Long opaque glasses of red wines or ruby glasses
are windows to open and close.
Or on a short edge our spaces and times are counts in fixed
infinites. So all will disappear on once and for so long! Do you have some other
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alternatives?
Whistle to my heads. How about the absolute pleasures of
Goddesses? Why there is an apple for sadomasochism. If it true that not all bloods are
curses.
Charges me or tie my spirits on ropes and teach me. You may give
me millions U.S dollars for a year of sexual slavery or for my fidelities.
Playful submissiveness is blinded folds to our five senses for all knowledge
of Gods. Gods are good feathers teasers. Oh do I have a mighty hand or hands with
jelly fingers.
The final good issues are to play toys games to machines. We use toys
against machines. Do all our times are machine cycles of Gods. Gods are just other
machines.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1

A Chien et escalave-poeme-cauchy3-bilingual

1-1-1 A Chien et A esclave-poeme-Cauchy3.
Je tacher de faire la employ dore.
Mais les acolytes habiter a les horoscopes.
Les acolytes et elle-male pour les sac sexe.
Je vais avoir de le amour de formellement.
Les mousses sont verte et toute la journee somber.
Est ce qui toute le fleure sont la pluie se tromper de jour.
Avoir de l’autorite sur les nuages et les pluies.
Les regles de les acolytes fair tout a rebours.
Avoir de l’inclinaison pour elle-male de les sac.
Les patte de les chats ou les oiseaus dans cages.
Vague de chaleur ou il fait froid.
Les rhumes de les ames sont prendre de les chiens.
------english-I have the stains to make in gold as employed.
But the henchman to live as has good horoscopes.
Assistants and she-Males sexy hand bags.
I will have from the loves of formals that are backing.
The ship boys are green and the days are somber.
Is what all the flowers and rains to be mistaken in days.
To have powers on the clouds and the rains!
The rules are all them rouges)

and assistants go the wrong ways.

To have slopes for she-male made bags.
The paws of cars or birds in cages!
Heats are on weaves but who made them cold.
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The colds in souls are to take by dogs.
-Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3cheung shun sang
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1-1-1

A angle-nice-poem-cauchy3

1-1-1 A angel nice-poem-by cauchy3
Honeys in cup are pussy in gold.
Table errors all names are false.
Wide spread lakes are coming.
Old jails are such sakes.
Whips are dark that is silken wolves.
Suns are bases of watches and clocks.
Rather a sacred cows or gods Byblos.
Take the caves as body s mouths.
Foes are stormy winds in firns.
Foes are paws that ruin scripts.
Henchmen are hand bags she-mails.
Yielding are cries and swears are suits.
All nerves are colors mixing..
We are taken and screwed in.
Tummies are our courts loves are couch
Down curved lives are curses.
Up lifts our hips on purchase.
Middle rights are laws pauses.
Hire purchase loans on powers.
Flasks for juices we are flat footed.
Promises a skin is blue and funny.
America belles have piano in bureau.
Foes are paws that ruin all scripts.
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Histories are hit and men are hired.
Henchmen are hand bags for she-males.
Small developments are creamy makings.
Cups of wafers are flowers that bloomed.
Waxes on candles and wits are woods.
Bad bloods are good evils.
Bad lucks are broken wicks.
Laws and powers are twins
All red powers consist rains.
Brucke depicts dodo are not dildo.
Friends are lees and cups are cubes.
Cupids are dolls loves are rituals.
Twisted shapes are dangers curves.
Normal feet are rulers and norms.
Henchmen appeal but beg for the null.
Keys to successes are captive loves.
Honors the honors are matters of ruses.
Foes have dictated words that kick.
Phones are interfered by evil wits.
Her skirts are non escape lives.
Her graces humble very good lions.
Hang your smiles or hat your hands.
Hens have wings and tigers have loves.
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Crossing by arms and run with targets.
Moons are yellow bright on spots.
Vipers are crooks go in pussy.
Theories on nations are judges with hints.
Cover by words separate by juries.
Hero s rockets and minds missiles!

Doubles are shocking there are only one groans.
Shed our minds to spy the moons.
Crocodile tears turn to bloods.
Chocolates are nice like my butts.

Women violin and our bell mouths!
Honors on trades are her mounts on countries.
Morals sells would buy the Junes.
Static motions dynamic but smooth.
Capable are struck heads always singing.
Holly! Holly all hollows are hallows.
You are the one very good and nice.
Tools are for crests bottoms are troughs.
Fortresses have bushes and very nice moats.
Polices are words and laws are marbles.
Palaces are horses and motes are on broads.
Chargers have charters to check all charges.
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Who go on to protect the little poor.
Bewilder my loves to string your boxes.
Be throne and be through and through!
Give the pins to pad all full.
Steady steps are goods for orders.
Free dreams are political homes.
White washes or good omelets!
Omit the details are graceful heroes.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1

A buzzard-cauchy3

1-1-1 A buzzard-Cauchy3
Beautiful tombs, you are the buzzards!
For each path!
Watch waiting are bows and arrows!
Coffins are arcs and tablets are bows.
Bum for some buns.
Ask peacocks spot s blues.
As much as white and green!
Hawks are not waxes making.
Heats on suns are weaves from machines.
Doves are not blue specks.
Lunatic fringe and raven wall!
Specks of reds and odd long!
Up me from behinds!
Open to control
Your beautiful feathers!
Take the laws for politics.
Take and take as entertained.
Displayed like all are making!
All well done but are not nice jobs.
.Gains a flash of spot light!
Sacrificing the tombs!
A turn is of broken keys.
Father is with mother lands.
The enemies are already clamp down.
Skies foes are some punctuation.
Galling metals!
Metal diseases!
Green crystals that heals!
Centrifugal of centripetal forces!
Circle a moon in orbits!
Ego centric and blue political!
No thinnest traces of regrets on crafts.
To give vent to pent up.
To release your captivating souls!
Pending for disgrace soon!
Ego centre is of faked fates.
.
How a good dog to be crown.
Dodged the cliffs and the edges!
Nice pets.
Beautiful tombs!
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Confine all souls!
For each stupidity!
Playing sympathies!
Suiting on moods!
Wreaths make from flowers of bamboo.
Back up powers and authority.
Gestures of the scorched Admins...
Your treats are to be comforted.
Appalling wards!
You try on us.
You serve bad.
By swimming up!
Betray.
Betray!
Be on.
Hold down all justice again.
Successful worlds!
Models are well known.
Flatterers are not flat footed.
Flatterers are lots of louses.
Kick out the kick over.
Treat your shapes of octo-grams.
Eight faces are 3 dimensions.
Practice, justices and fortunes!
Fishes eyes and pearls are going.
Well done!
All cocks!
Meekly goats!
Pillars, stage s manners and dialogues!
To live but not die together!
To honor but aroused by abuses.
To honor the devils in sins!
Well done!
All cocks!
Meekly goats!
Steps of gooses!
Packs and stacks!
Papers sheets!
Separated homes!
Not in gallows!
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--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-http: //laplace181.hyperboards2.com

.
cheung shun sang
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1-1-1

A mark three-cauchy3

1-1-1 A mark three.
Laws are to compete to no laws givers. To the ends of complex fractions greedy minds
are not match to figures of discrete fractions. Depend on whole fractions are our good
ends.
Who make up our good fortunes? Small businesses have poor scores to win a
very good standing. So large stocks and businesses become Bejing s intrigues! Small
businesses and small whole sales can level out the discriminations between rich and
poor lives.
Besides small businesses very huge enterprises or banking could be broken
down in men given accidents.
In case of very great social financial problems, small businesses are relief
to huge ones by ways of buffering. Of course many small businesses will rub out and
hence give more chances to huge ones.
Very prominent numbers are very good negotiators with Bejin.
Bow tie is retail agent and seller with names in charts. Who polished
the shoes of their bosses? Who polish the marching boots? Who give some couches
with all flaws? Who clean out the windows to get the views of see-through-s.
Some numbers are marching on. They fight until liquid dry. Cuts are on fleshes
as bones are dried. There are carnages when dictators give their calls. Some numbers
are called numbers on checks.
Some take out their lunches. A God-machine is the prototype and second systems are
mark two. God s mono-plays are gods dominating as red tyrants.
Leaderships are the prototypes but nationalisms are mark two. Who take the
suggestions? Who will experience the semi-bivalent two systems which are mark three?
Which catalogues items are with binary search and hence go to tops? What
are really fine when on tops? Are there very good suggestions for a true mark three.
Lattices of whites or lattices of inks are my views of very good polices.
A very good cube is very white phoenix bedding in complete white snows. That is
very good snow balls. It is to anneal and to access. It is to our annals.
But weak birds are tie on rains. How about our really white phoenix?
However cancel our stamps by inks will left bad impressions. Rats and snakes are both
conflicts and matching when live together. Coned jasmines! Rot came to when claim
polls go under devils seats.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1

A before-poem-cauchy3

1-1-1 A before-poem-cauchy3
Presume are powers and prevailing are senses.
Volumes to pressures are trends to success.
Show your big flushes to enlarge.
Kiss you fingers and raise your faces.
Settle the high with good scenes.
Contracts a line into one dot!
Creeks are drinks as stomachs are free.
Bricks and fangs are men and dogs.
Elbows are rooms but tensions are bows.
Thinking activities are saloons with solo.
Solicitors are scissors in pairs of souls.
Teas then a cup of teas to drools!
Indexes are leads of bureau tales.
Leaders are sacred cows tails.
Open interests are loans of worlds.
Protect the flames are fires for democracies.

Morals are songs and braveries are notes.
Closing prices are our lonely shoes.
A patch-man is to stir the home.
A one bar jumper of fathoms.

Falcons fall on phoenix s skies.
Tigers sit on lands keys.
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Bush pilots are ware flights.
Fights for honeys are in locus lights.

Take the flushes as trades of worlds.
Odd longs are for odd shorts.
Toys with foes are to share our honors.
Bites of baits are as those how.
Swim wasp is hunting lips.
Tricks of sea monkeys are over laps.
Amounts are reflected as total likes.
A night is to fall when all in names.
Protect the rights and take the little.
Should a ruler rule the shore?
Majorities of peoples are pools to interest.
Sure there are macros in micros zooms.
America belles are good catches.
Damper all whistles of bad lucks.
Regulate the state and hammer the arms.
Nice actions are smirk looks.
Would China set up knolls?
Great walls are near temples.
Moons are places with loneliness.
Great soldiers are in good nests.
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Cups on February are corpses that are bloodless.
Bulls have red clothes to butt.
Wen Jailer Boards the foods.
Be on throne as you smile to fools.
Lee sees singer on robes.
Cover the spades on red hands.
Pretend to as preparing the ounces.
China levers boost his ends.
Making offices those are to spread forces.
Apparent demands are peoples to bow.
Objects of effects are from causes.
Clauses are powers on grossed games.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1

A draw-prose-cauchy3

1-1-1 A draw-poem-cauchy3.
Draw over ones lucks for good fortuned. Coin words for silver faces. In a hurry to
absorb our situations are wars like sit ups. Loves are good products as dairy dozens.
As to set up the powers like to control your boats to pass between waters of
straddle hills. We are steering by forms, shapes, words and tools.
Terminal words are continuous govern over. This is the under wills of live hoods. To
win the fights for the start or in the middle or to meet the ends, we plan our forms.
Methods take many forms as for some mastery.
Tactics and strategies give you full prepare to gain by shapes or words with your
tools. Good lists are dead lists. But I could not point out on details.
For shapes you account to your images as you delicate to. Whether it is a black and
white occasions of being in white washes, or swarthy black on philosophies.
Always ask how to win but why to be subdued. Go to subsided or go on subsume then
all each points of our determinations that would be our forms or shapes; our words or
our tools that can be standing.
Shapes are very complex symbols. When reveal in each details. Take example of
girl s Cuban-heels as it is the weak point of women but reflex to be a gagged sword to
man s throat in deep occasions.
So both misters and mistresses may go for the winning prizes. First he or
he-she love women weakness will also hate men. On the second as a contrast they
have fears in men.
Another example is to both take positive and negative responses to a symbol. Some
snakes and rats are both fighting for their might but cover each other for mutual
benefits.
Conned jasmines! Rot came to when claim poll go under devil seats. Chilled chin, you
are sad. Heroes between two phrases are treated by both shapes. How can you parse
the actual deviations or distinguish of each phrase. Both shows are still not going out.
Rabies licking our bleeding souls!
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1 A bee politico-poem-cauchy3
1-1-1 A bee in politico-poem-cauchy3
Treasury of Ahriman is carved loves.
Sweets shops are in bloody hells.
Kneel down to might to be in thrones.
Conquests are all paying in one service.
Gifts to Who Came To as powers!
All epics for communists are faked notes.
Collections items are strippers in poses.
Five stars are five obsessions.
Only noble henchman and soldiers are ought.
Bedevils by long terms of oppressions!
Distant places are places for trades.
Bad sell off are human races.
From inside Rot Came To powers.
Tools are objects but human are dogs.
Who slice a dog or dog use his fangs.
Get out and about with all makes.
To ask a lot of questions to nothings!
Nothings judge the arm of Arc of June.
To make the waters smooth by bombs!
Politics polka poke the samurai.
Japan-China is dark with heats.
China-Japan is pollens to no polls.
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Pears are juices not for antique dealers.
Inability is facts to justify powers.
Fifty years give no five.
When all noble s morals are due in?
When all fighters of flights are killed?
Where is the inner war of beings?
Butt in cave of vipers by falcons.
Incomplete dupe are fools in farms.
Bamboos are lovely when conceit to pandas.
What foods are the subsisted cycles for tyrants?
Flying vipers lay their wings.
Wines to drink and wings to win!
There are a lot of foolish flying kicks.
Who is master and who is the king.
Goals mouths have goal kicks.
Slice kicks are global disclaimed.
Pirates are thieves as they are pirates of histories.
Jotters are joules in world s hints.
All bad laws fold in beds.
Roll up by red sheets of blesses.
Crumple good ideas to be due.
Tears up the tears of good dudes!
Dwell the houses with few gardens.
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Flowers are links to bloods in gallons.
Be a fool to truths and honest.
Fogs fall in wells could not out.
Blue set up French locks.
Sapphires are China –Taiwan republic.
Green lands are isolated homes.
Radiated heats are black to cut.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1 A cauchy3 poem
1-1-1 A Cauchy3 poem
Preen the collar for your good exists.
Display the wants on honors of justices.
Allocate a share of good minds.
Marks are gain for styles and successes.
Saving ji Roll but beg for a penny.
Who is ji Roll and who is Plato.
Swords are swore words of pens.
They are bills that print on two corners.
Higher goals are diverted forms.
Displaced manners are active thinking.
Bibles rules out mollified forces.
Pep talks are armors for kings.
Bebel s charges are paid by turns.
Devices and Trilogy are sputum in jugs.
Noble green but not Lapis Lazuli!
Bear flag revolt is cut.
No plots are stakes in jugs of pots.
A Spanish coffee and a China tea!
Ditch of songs and pitch for bowls!
Knock away all unwanted balls from earths.

Swap two lucks are lands to pre-empt.
Swap two eras are themes for verses.
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High and low pressures will flight.
Histories are the rays and we loan lights.
Not all principals are marbles stones.
Not all animals flee when killed.
Not all poems are in realms.
Not all papacies are for each.
Computing algorithms are not yes man.
Protocols are laws in adjusted cons.
Ionized politics are not ways to desalt.
Patriot is a client of right or wrong.

Dictator is the devil of some due.
Classes reformed are laws by fraud.
Far reach hands are all armed.
Sharks are not feed on fish scales.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1 A couch-poem-cauchy3
1-1-1 A couch-poem-cauchy3
As docile are tongues of the sheep.
Yet armies strike all annals.
Some racketeers are good at rag weeks.
Rag dolls are on towels and in annexes.
Fly you are days in raising dolls.
Hooted points are good points.
Worthless are sectioned good words.
Tinkle the worlds with chips of poems.
Rebuff the red hats with rebuttals.
Hate the clumsy laws that are insufficient.
Galton is eugenics but no gods have morals.
Resign by natures but reign by courts.
Debilitate a system of expanded arms.
Golden pendent are décor laws.
Curios are governed by worlds in contrary.
Couch flies me to go up towers.
Law devils are law shifting.
All thinkers need to resign to brains.
Some soldiers are bleeding in rains.
Most gangs circle the rings.
Went to powers are as super realms.
Who care the smiles on faces of each?
Who spread blood cells on lakes?
Wombs and tombs are matrix of lands.
Some racketeers are good at rag weeks.
Laws are slates for clean sweep.
Some are tricks to win the tickets.
Just a goat to escape the tips!
Sport balls match sports.
Stage works are back to spotlights.
Red matrixes are leader s crotches.
Damn apples are on branches and in rows.
Laws are in black and white occasions.
Reign may be some times black to black.
Conferences are weaves for tides of oceans.
Storms are at backs of whirling waters.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-http: //laplace181.hyperboards.com
cheung shun sang
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1-1-1 A baby walk
Baby walk-poem-cauchy3.
While babies walk then your wills creep.
All joys are some oasis themes.
Guns credits are in balance sheets.
Credit lines think on them.
Real is the subject or the object.
It is odd short or odd long.
Recalls you recent and copy the laws.
Resell your tables that are the names of cards.
Your faces have silver cold.
You kick in the teeth a house of honors.
Cylinders to pistols are over and over.
Meals to mouths are whips of the months.
Twisted and bent you are some trying.
You successes are your wines they put on their shoes.
Smooth voices play on airs.
Anchored words are walls to horses.
Great walls are not apples great willing.
Laws are logics but logics are not laws.
God s gallows are evils pillows.
Put on the pillows or put on gallows.
Political homes are dongs for la sang.
Naked on nudity are for common to audit.
Studios are laws but heavens are arts.
True files are lost causes.
Nails of nihilisms are with foots of monarchs.
Scratch and scratch are as Gods are loaned.
Polished your nails and suck their toes.
Balls and holes are heroes and anti-heroes..
Gods have laws and give every a penny.
Crotches of evils are no ways to negate.
Blot out are absorbs when bow down.
Bow ties are fashioned blows. (bow –tie- Tsung) .
Blow the whistles or blow away.
Resell your tables that are names of cards.
Your faces have silver cold.
Your kick in the teeth is a house of honors.
Fear dirt-s is not pay dirt.
Tastes of honors are tastes of honeys.
Take showers are as red cabins.
Honors fevers are caves in cages.
Ride on showers is with red storms.
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Anyways are men to Gods as any how.
And they will find not things are fine.
Hurt you are what Gods figures.
Take you when you low down to evils.
Strong whistles are not good themes.
Elements of schools are last eves.
Weak waters blow the weeds.
Today-s is today-s as men are totals.
Toasts are for masters of good toast.
Gods have god trades but we are slaves.
Rocks may not be sands are hammers with sledges.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1 A Bottle-cauchy3-poem
1-1-1 A Bottle-Cauchy3-poem
Make a bottle that has few teas.
Honor a man with dark feins.
Earn a feud is our big fears.
Feather the paddles to smooth the weights.

Passages of times are human roles.
Passages of laws are threads to holes.
Passages of hermits are moor with stars.
Passages of leaders are orders on palms.

.Yellows and pinks are namby pamby.
Blue narrow the mood by morals.
Bad morals as a cross on! .
Near ancestors are booked words.
Bone the oysters fleshes are eggs.
Laws are adjusted with reformed shows.
Oscillate and govern are crowns and apples.
Hocks or debts all are paws on globes.

Spells and curses are swears of peoples.
A line comes down on groups.
Dictators and stroller-dragons are rough.
A plan is vivid to bad roués.
Iniquities are skins of good men.
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February is month of many fools.
Chisels are civil when you sell.
Rouges on dark bureaus are we are tools.

Blow the comets when cups are on milky.
Walk on walls when halls are sorrow.
Morales are hot and morals are fixed.
Arcs are on bows when there are two forces.
Sangs are bloods and they mean lots.
Smile faces are facts in farces.
Taunts a noble when you are lofty!
Some phantom belonging is not fair.

Buff naked have uniforms minds.
Butts in by laws are hides of evils.
Cottons are in jars and hills are on caves.
Alls are chickens wings in bird s cages.

Boots are polls hawkers are heaths.
Peoples are tools but who led our earths.
Lands are lent when slopes are rise.
Risen your classes are as henchmen in pinks.
Dada sugars of firing mars.
Mama soaps to wash whites.
Table under nose of papers!
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Suffer a can of loving vipers.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1 A buddha code-cauchy3
Buddha codes-cauchy3-prise.
First themes for pledges on human are codes with the forbidden words. Second themes
for claims of matters are coded with the forbidden words. Third themes for un-honest
survivals are coded with forbidden words.
Eager beavers are moneys-manic or powers-manic. Manipulations of good histories are
always spare around for men and women.
Only the three triad themes are protocols for very strict morals. But we are human
animals and we are not gods, so it is only a trial balloon on very fierce storms.
Our lives are fulfilled with ethics hazards. We have good cloths and medals. We are still
wish to dress with fames even we are fond of very kind exhibit-isms. Cut above all we
have to follow the three codes for the three themes.
To collate our lives, we need to have good feeding for good nutrition and good studies
for good knowledge or we still to lay our hands and bodies or minds on many things
and issues.
We just have to make sure what we need are what we take. We may already have a
furniture house for our homes. Our country may already have oil rigs and uranium with
our powerful geographical realms.
We are turn about faces to our lovers and we may be names in burst files of our
countries. There are always other double dealings.
Sure there are no utopias on earth. How can you predict the lunch times of a stern and
good man when compare with a genteel.
Only on one precluding for very high rank principals are in pure lands. Where there are
palaces of flux and energies assets and are they totally exchangeable between men
and women?
To ascertain and to assert our only lives portions are for the congressional powers
exchanged between all of us. The forms to reform and to create are the recombination
of Yin and Yang.
The go out of Yin and Yang are the two themes while the four phenomenon going to
eight diagrams. However on pure lands gods go out breathes as their assets.
No revert on souls are two fairs as Piseces on lakes of galaxy. Hay! Very good marks
and very good positions for fairs breathe.
To turn selfish to unions are our universal set on Tao. Tao as Tao is abnormal laws.
Names are fames like lakes wide open.
Hay! Very good fames! Their feeding charts on all assets in pure lands are for purisms.
However some effects and causes are under the good domes. There are book worms
for books. There are apple worms for apples. The worms in minds have done. You feed
on worms and get good energies.
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This is like woman and man in pure lands. However they got enough of shares there.
So the triad themes become the rhymes of very happy songs.
Wish lists are lotus flowers as good locus on earth. Other wish lists we can never need
to input or output for transmigrations.
As our finalists there are no inputs or outputs except our lives in pure lands as things
are wide open lakes.
As for the manipulations of histories on earths, their wallets are wallows or wee tanks
take fluids as bloods. This is called the phenomenal diagram for abused thunders.
As for the manipulations of human relations in circles of many human classes then
there are no good trade off.
A lady goes to court on assumptions for the eyes seeing of very rich men.
However a slave certificate worth million of Hong Kong dollars for one year but the
treat for some dudes to celebrates are the ten folds. Now it is year 2005 but what I
mention may be in year 1990.
Take the view of another phenomenal diagram which translated by me as the faults for
the southern seas and north mountains. Some humble female feet are hard core whip
kisser for 250 Hong Kong dollars each as for one treat or on set now in 2005.
Leave anneals but not whips. Mutters and mutters are the Buddha and the colors of
rains are blue. A Russian blue plays with pennies. Toss a coin for another chance. Our
fates are not reformed as so easy but our germs are evolved or when we select our
Buddha s bright lights in our imaginations.
If there are no houses then we built our huts. If there is no coitus we use our clubs. If
there are no preys we raise their sky s enemies for our preys.
If there are no literatures we make up many words and musical notes. If there are
pure lands we could not bring our clocks to it with us.
Pure lands are solids but wide lakes are omens for dreamed lands. Psychogenesis are
roots but Sigmund Freud is trees.
Ascetics eat no good meals and ask only for dews. No escorts for them to wrestle on
water beds. Do you stand up proud on ladders with women s less heights? As we all
know sexology always involved with mud.
The bi-value theory between loves or desires and esteems and prizes are confused in
coitus. So many of us are confined to very limited sexes due to this and other reasons
that come from our bodies and minds this is the reasons.
Eclectically we have common love making. By reactions and reflections we have strict
and stoic ascetics. They have great cares in human morals. They worship Gods to
express true loves.
They love their friends and peers but some are xenophobia in inner beings. In the
dreams of some one there are symbolic pleasures for sexes and vandalisms.
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Gods are invited to bring up our lives again when they are invited into our universals in
some other days. When they really born or evolved. Or in opposite sayings and for
some reasons as now they peering us and set experiments on human worlds. What
about the underlying truths of these experiments.
The rights of gods to test on us as sand bags will limit to our lives in earths or in hells.
Religious beliefs are also just another test. So our god a golden hair fellow or dark hair
Buddha and there are still many. We are dressed down by gods. Gods are addicted
animals of powers and glories in our universals.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-http: //laplace181.hyperboards2.com
cheung shun sang
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1-1-1 A cauchy3 world-prose
1-1-1 Cauchy3 world.
What is a wheel and deal? What it is in all functional mind. What blows of flows are
cascades when sink to sources. Am I a boon? Cauchy3-a man or who others! Who
Come To dye under the hands for colors of retributions.
When Carbide go to factories for a mill of loves! They are all
under the chairs of devils seats. By the way a British-man who believed to be Hong
kong political judge win the accords of vantages and chances.
A real judge implants the positions in two cities. China is his
one advantage like steel cuffs and armory. British is his books of files. What kind of
merit does a man wish? Am I a boon? Were a man Cauchy3 or Wools Came To fleeting
for accesses.
another man call….

Another leads to interlacing facts from postages bag s news is

This man is a Hong Kong guy and gold emcee on easy T.V. His manners and
performances are easy and good.
Before year 1997 he went to Canada. He gains the
supports of two Taiwanese and in such ways he joins some Canada T.V. Chinese
sections.
After some years he returns to Hong Kong when hid two
bosses withdraw their shares of moneys. He speak really much for China Communisms
and Hong Kong Government in about two of his Hong Kong TV shows when backed to
stages.
However there are only two matches in his
Christmas match box. It must be China decide to insult him because they hate his
passes.
Obviously a one will bow to the feet of powers. When
a little man is abused by a big guy there may be not other hands to help. Where is the
courage of David –the follower of Jesus?
No bodies fear to take a rest under pine apples if
there are no troubles. Arrows and phalanx of Phalcons are America China silks in
armory. Russia furs are so light on cold fast airs but are hot when heat up like black
fires.
Are the worlds are well distributed by powers?
Suddenly now a well distributed butt walks across my window. On the other path there
come a three rank security people. For a belle a three stokes may go to four strokes.
Am I blank …in my mind? Do I stroke …her. Of courses I am secular.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-1 A cup of bloods-poem-cauchy3
1-1-1 A cup of bloods-poem-cauchy3.
Home truths you are poor little.
Then a house is of political movies.
Trace elements are heavy jobs.
For leaders they are divined with powers.
Mock oranges are lonely modes.
Sway vipers are evils odds.
Long months are by pains and by sins.
Round medals are cheerful vipers.
Symbols are let off of let outs.
Tokens are taken on with taken no.
Tour de forces are perforce tour.
Faces are cheers and all absorbed.
Grace your loves and all forgotten faces.
Grasses are gracious while lands are garish.
Mock oranges are lonely modes.
Sway vipers are evils odds.
Rains are strong but bones are dried.
Drains of waters are all trouble.
Do Doctors of Sciences back up your fields..
Are uranium are count in rough.
Shielding E-bombs are concentrated with beams.
What are the refills on beams from pencils?
Draw out a skeleton your all lives on earths.
Take up the gaps of shifting lives.
How can you wake the broken bones?
Why you can made the world your homes.
Pinks go to red and red are as showers.
Lakes of bloods have only spoons to shown.
--Cheung shun sang=Cauchy3-http: //laplace181.hyperboards2.com
cheung shun sang
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1-1-1 A down on straddle mind-cauchy3
1-1-1 A down on straddled minds-poem-cauchy3
Go down to the straddled minds.
Well on hays are heaven s floors.
Rugs are weeds and loving wines.
Well take off are bad bloods.
Tapes are red with alerted shags.
Bare candies are codes and bars.
Pass words are for beets and roots.
Upper hands are above rooms.
Low downs all sins are on Aprils.
Apexes are routing and marching are shoes.
Leaders are socks and tyrants are shirts.
Sweats for eyes are the floods on holes.
Pendulums are pending to care about.
A world of successes is chances to account.
A box of jack is some nodes.
Jacks of heads are long odds.
Know some and read shows.
All souls are rights of soils.
Go down to the straddled minds.
Wells on hays are heaven s kings.
Rugs are weeds and loving wines.
Go down to the straddled minds.
Apples are speechify sources of sins.
Face s times may be foods in tins.
A can of beans are a bowls of laughs.
Bowl over by show off.
Tyrants are dominatrix of loves in naught.
Eat out but not eat on.
Set up your own boxes on things.
Melons are yellow and moons are bright.
Breads are blue so that reds are blues.
Brains of child are freedom s runs.
Cooks that melt the waxes of sexes!
Scorched suns that waxed the loved birds!
Scores on boards are tyrant s excises.
Excuses on words are thin airs.
Guns and powders are Bio-Chemi of powers.
Maces and axes are Smith and Tommy.
To boot all needed strappers that last.
Stratified worlds are strange classes.
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Go down to the straddled minds.
Rugs are weeds and loving wines.
Pass words are for beets and roots.
Upper hands are above rooms.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

.
.
cheung shun sang
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1-1-1 A Gym and Jack-poem-cauchy3
1-1-1 A Gym and Jack
Mediums are means for men s merits.
Many Kong Fu Lions are linked..
kowtows are bibles and powers are on man.
Gyms are genders and some are she-males.
Souls are ruling but whores are love.
Who’s who sell their cards?
Entail a post and take the powers.
Beck is to lights but shadows are cast.
.Decaf coffees add with drugs.
Shoes are fetishes and strengths are Gyms.
Bodies are stocks and Juda is judge.
Teams are orders and laws are trim..
Moneys could buy and moneys could sell.
Lives can shift and laws can share.
Ill wills are big cells.
Bloods are from bodies but winds from tails.
Scum subdued is conquered faiths.
Will it be rank honors or rank 3 affairs?
Skills affairs are on my paper trails.
Forbear minds are body acclaims.
Well off are many coaches inches are balances.
Knives are fringes and sticks can walk.
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Feeble Cauchu3 has writing on walls.
Muted souls are brains in washes.
Take a point on human liberties.
Pay a check to less your liabilities.
Artful are lives and joyful are aims.
Morals are themes and bodies are mains.
No ranks, no places and no brands.
No mud when feet are covered by rains.
No powers to combat as on honest man.
No truths are facts that spread on airs.
Moneys and trades are widows for witches.
Winds are gusty but airs are width.
Quick are master s reactions as guts.
My faces in front are to backs of burners.

Jackals jump to backs of tigers.
Weasels move the attacks from vipers.
Wash down your words of honors.
Some good tastes are some long shots.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-1-cauchy3-poem
1-1-

cauchy3

April rains fool the roses.
Around are fools and merry is going.
Jokes are games and loves are toys.
Safeties are lines and needs are dots.
With thins and with thick!
Paraphrases are Casablenca coffee shops.
Normal rains are precept the times.
Normal are precept the bad worlds.
Your ladies dresses or the maiden names!
Letters mail by wear stamps.
Un-retained to altitudes are free man.
Peaces are coming civil war.
See your aims as you are one.
See your facts as you are true.
But all real fractions in worlds are proper.
Subsets if Gods; names are not sure.
Sure my lord we are crossed.
April rains fool the roses.
Around are fools and merry is going.
Jokes are games and loves are toys.
Cross in times because you are lost.
Wanna to take my coffees close.
Wanna to jump into magic boxes.
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Fears in minds as suns are moving.
Rouges! Doubles! groups! Fouls!
Prestige with prim is practical pranks
Indoors are inner beings of hours.
Free lances are free hands.
Indoors are implanted loves for inanities.
Schemes are gifts as men are instances.
Politics are secrets in groups to indict.
Worlds are inequalities with lives inequity.
You can count or you can mount.
You can moan or you can mourn.
Plans are multiples and months are mouthy.
Little mugs shots are in muddles.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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1-2-3-darkness
1-2-3 dark….
Cue to words are moneys goals.
Condition worth before ages and come the gods.
Pluses to flux are hennery Fok in guise on ways of fairy do.
Commit as member of national congress.
Extra moneys are sums with sins.
Good devote to cause to few and poor as gesture making politico is another flux.
Plumped for figure heads, his death draw the kindly treating of Wu Jinx to. IN near
death and may be in future funereal.
Trawler politics and smuggler carriers while in wars between Koran and U.S.A.
Trawler of silver fishes with disc in red diskette! Soft placebo or even on elixir drugs
which are hands to copy. Some substances and stocks are known to some one.
The wife of his son is snow with white. Smuggler smuggle the ermine as alleged. Very
special friends then for depicted.
Please come to casino follow pledge with other members. Come on money built the
empire. Easy moneys are not easy to come.
52 cards are smack with dad in hands-a joker come. But more than suit and more than
royal flush that come in chance for some to what.
Ring to count is sure in ways of men. Recruiting!
Party pooper retreats on latter lives are not collected or corrected minds.
Conquered minds are cauchy3.
Well deals on bigger guys are atomism.
Hennery got the coils.
Another Hennery is scientist. Two Henneries are two. But all are flux.
One change our lives but one take a party with no coils to recoils.
Hennery dead.
Reddish hubs are covered by boxes that are dark.
Credit in great is thinking good as come on.
Politics are politico worth in wits.
All will follow the wills of Wu jinx to.
Even a wider smuggler!
Hennery dead!
Donald Jung –our governor H-K address Hennery fok as modal man.
Now come to wired modals but free absorb in stock markets.
Another talks.
Many brokers words are broker wrapped on TV and radio.
Psyches thrall and counting acts are broker teas in party and pets on laps.
My girls are my pets.
Company men have coils to recoil.
Money shared is bonds to parts and collected. Moneys could.
I know you are good as they say you must be good.
Buy off and sell of are goody tricks.
Name your parts for actions acted.
Crowds of hangers are moneys in hands.
Even a goody project with many engines also can regard as poor for moneys collections
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due to events that control the company finance or admin.
Only company purchasing and stocks exchange between big timers are more to come.
Big timers very good as magic trick-er who put a flame inside bubbles.
Brokers are all supplement able.
Graceful, grateful, gracious and chatter though!
China though, China though!
My third address in public for wording is dripping when dancing within loves in sexes on
high and seas. Now they are casino in ships.
This time that gay is white but not bright.
Russia flagging suggest my thinking when support and protect trade in sexes also.
Other than mine there is starlet on-ing.
No good for flats when loves are flow.
No flat to rate up rates when Mac Donna to prima Donna.
Mac Donna come sing alone.
Major means are great when massed.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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2 A 4 men-poem-cauchy3
2 A 4 men
Lyndon s rises and talents are wars.
Factions are worlds in political walls.
Gold waters are hard for sailing.
Conservative deals are checks for kisses.
Chew the words but gulfs are high.
Reds are not all ladies in pinks.
Vietnam dawns are tokens on Tokin.
Tons of green trees and many are involved.
Rate a man by laws or methods.
A civil right bill is to mend.
Lyndon B Johnson is democratic whip.
Worlds and politics are some joints.
Rabbets joints have one channel.
Finger joints have length figures.
Dovetail has cuts in special shapes.
Mortise and tenon makes chairs.

Impetus wars are powers in uniforms.
Impetus sexes are wars hormones.
Who disgust a whore if not for diseases?
Who makes the hunts but build a home?
China cold gulfs are gold waters.
Gold is laying on nihilism s layers.
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Judicial reviews are not quick judo.
All kneel when knees are thrust.
Adjust all justice with pagan on pages.
Rings on fingers are hints of leaders.
Days lack adjusted then all will taking.
Assembly all Caesars are as masters of earth.

Nikita s relative freedoms to some!
Coexistences are as smart as tails of cows.
Cuban missiles crisis are all bulls.
British in Joyce or China in Cauchy!
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2 A abc dreams-prose-cauchy3
2 A dream –thou should no dream
A one me in clinic hall! Again I am surrounded by many. Beds in arrays and men are in
sheet ices. Drops of elixirs and pills of D.N.A are for deep loves. Egos to be men mates
and she-mates are blending teas to milks.
Weaken wills are on bottoms but strong angers are
on faces. Some muscular hormones with few playful pills to wills! Words are horns of
plenty. Patently all my privacies and my esteems are being horn in.
El Dorado has jade law. Greens and perfect
scenes are symbols in traces of Taiwan chief general but really only HK police. All are
hypnosis and all are white and yellowish liars.
My receptors are my keys to my vaults. My
dreams are my roof vaulting on domes. My dreams are to have my cuts to evil powers.
I dream and I say that I wish to protect an island. Who would steal the waters and
covet the lands.
Ruffled lives and holly ripples are blue rains or
green steams that go up-steam. I need my told allowance in Hong Kong. Still I now live
on with my own surplus. Surreal dreams to conquer wars playing and human tanks are
honorable words. Will all lead to poems and all led to numbered lives?
Rot Come To dye under the hands on
colors of retributions. When Calm Poll goes under the chair of devil seats! Latter words
for passed out dreams are green reservations. Set my lives to reset my dreams. Red
capes and eroded whites; colors of domineer and colors of deflowers are as one to thou
dreams.
--Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3--

http: //laplace181.hyperboards2.com
cheung shun sang
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2 a abed tulip-cauchy3
2 a abed tulip (poem)
Filthy gardens have one tulip.
White ovals are stones of China.
Wreaths with herbs and stabs!
Zhao Ziyang goes away.
Zhao had been out of time tables.
Who are steel corpses of human tanks?
Who could stop blood bleeding?
Plasma on cells and political lees!
Controlling peoples when devils have tails!
Codes and pains are on wrong ways.
All are filthy and all are wrong.
Short tides on seas for periods!
When spring come to gardens all are free.
Tulip seeds are not bugs free.
Redbuds are symbols but red bugs are totems.
There should be places for new Marshall as token.
Evils are snakes on cold feet.
Heroes are days of March on calendars.
One single cyber seeds!
Good machines that serve very hard.
Cyclones cellar for red storms.
Low keys with political icons!
High ranks are blood thirsty.
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Political powers of one tulip are thin.
Civil trier and smokes of guns!
Trim off fleshes are offal.
Moneys are powers for ashes and urns.
Tatter clothes worth a super bomb.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2 A -Adjuster s advocate-cauchy3-prose
2 ABC Adjuster s advocated
Free powers are raising and fallen of glories and humiliations. But what are true out
from your paradoxes are China on smart seeds. Free powers are wars flames.
Humanisms are nothing to become some bodies.
As you are lord s asserts then you might be red domineers.
Your collars are with no holds on barred rules for people s whites. But you are right and
you live on white plasmas besides red bloods.
Fall by the way sides are no good breeders of trolls. Half done
wars conquers need many besides tanks or tricks on trades. Good arrangements on
social economics, xenophobia, and arousal all desires to excel.
The games of places cards are arranged numbers
systems. Seeking the public to obey and echo to all pickings of the chairman or to his
groups. To allow ethics hazards but no screws for fixing bureaucracies by their little
common potatoes.
Oblige nobles who obliged by laws as placeboes to
publics. Powers depend on mono-groups are mono derring-does. So all good lark on
tensions of worlds combats and all lark on tensions to fasten peoples on poses.
There are one mono-play and all mono stereos as
common sounds. All anchored words and laws propaganda are on publics but private
orders. All over many world s charities mean the machinations of making uses.
Of courses these are true only especially under
red codes spreaders. Don’t Keen Wad are on large flows as a boat. It swims but sink
under powers of red propellers. It go on steady with little accounts of a pea of peoples.
Tune Kit wail as creeper. Machismo is on
masochism. Real powers are on sadisms. Our true butts!
All buying and selling of diapers for
sparkled flames on black diamonds are bombs. Red bureaucracies solve all regrets and
to eliminate the flying rattles and the swimming wasps.
Kneel down to the mirrors to self-magic. Self
pities on amounts of all win over. Gauges are adjusted on fears of society. No real laws
or good adjusters. No advocate is on struggles. Will they take heads and tails on politic
wills? Not there are fleshes happenings.
No real oppose on bureaucracy as there might be
no killings. Adjusted our worlds by tampered papers on books of histories! Real politics
and real adjusters are one red collars-group with flagellating five stars.
Are good Hong Kong Tung-kit wah has the
same views on our worlds as cauchy3. All over many politic worlds, charities mean the
machinations of making uses of masses. Justices mean acidic characters on figures
heads of all real sealing.
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--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2 A afflunces-poem-cauchy3
2 A affluences-poem
Cocks of the rocks are red feathers.
Red suits but squint venoms.
Hidden symbols are butches -gestures
Wrote pieces are foul works.
Records on earths are no true birds.
Squirt venoms are cobra heads.
His wings cover bloody rains.
The lakes of demons greet his years.

Treachery and sorcery are all fused.
Palms and thumbs are tricks and wands.
Nuts and bolts are evil nuts.
Degradations lives and cultures of nasty!
Beau ideas are beau geste
Burst words are thrust arms.
Spreading lobes are shaped red.
Worm powers are creeper laws.
Arts are curves but means are pointedly.
All soldiers are pointing and poking.
Moving coils are laws of motions.
Refer sins are lives as motors.
Re-fight models are new shields.
Assumptions on true are venoms facts.
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Evils styles are hell s guides.
Defeated morals are operated factors.

Cutting metals are on butt s zones.
Capes of symbols are red colors.
Branding fires and evil rains!
Forces and powers are bent of brains.

Penney calculates the energies of atoms.
Lee man warm has copies.
Sweet moneys are flow of coins.
Extorted thoughts are feels on histories.

Coal mining, oil drilling and hays!
Life peers are actors of jokes.
Show me your show hands.
Laws in dens are tombs in towers.

To plagues the snakes by weasels.
To cross the zones of dark lights!
Paws are tories and troy is Aeneas.
Cats- paws are letters of nights.

Leaders in pits have moveable fangs.
Honeys are surfaces of pitcher plants.
Vile laws are boiling tars.
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Associated names are real trades.
Rummy by cards and laws by owners!
Asylums of wars are hero homes.
Spending times are exalted posts.
Hunt for worlds with examined powers.
Free their arms are for juices or bloods.
Bamboo apples and banana nuclear!
Nukes and guns are cast moods.
Operative moods are best of evils.
China tracts are systems pinks.
Prints in pinks but red as rouges!
Get the shows or take the pains.
Slave to justices and lives are rough.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--
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2 A baby game-poem-cauchy3
2 A baby game (poem)
To scout by repulsions of red powers!
Common collars with no supplied subjects!
Seizures and demands are needed sums.
Peevishly are their negative doubles.
On declines are justices and laws.
The zing to pay and the whistles to pay!
Rural wiles but political soaps!
Flakes of snows cover our shows.
Streets show and social soccer.
Plenty of seasons on one dry throat!
Sack of potatoes but very complicated annexes!
Sip the honey out from acidic lemons.
Freezer freezes our lives but no methyl.
Freezer work shops are all candy shops.
All are Pentryls with no lemon yellow.
By the threats of rattles we drink the venoms.
Promptly summations are cross over.
Submissive severities as their minds are bent..
Refigures our virtues on account of devils!
Hong Kong Cauchy3 has rural ruses.
Detonating mercury or lead Azides!
Sensitive covers add horny tastes.
Or a shunted live for polished swords.
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This is the themes in blue modal mod

Send mind scramble with all signals.
Slave dog s gardens with signs.
Homeless trolls and tiny slaves!
With mouthful of bloods to moons they barked.
Discreet credits and yielding merits!
Return to natures very merry!
Merry making on lives rumbles!
Am I always leaving out of number?
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--

http: //laplace181.hyperboads2.com
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cheung shun sang
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2 A baguette-poem-cauchy3
2 A baguette-poem-cauchy3
My sox are jewel to Santa Clause.
My chins are chinned to marry vanes.
Grab by eyes and take by mirrors.
Olive is olive in olive pieces.
Pieces to resistance are all absorbed.
Agile riding on waves are hot.
Leverage on chair is her hot seat.
Spring is extended when flowers are exhibited.
All pawns are bribe jewels.
All drinks are pub crawls on the bars.
Stocks are horny goats to dear.
Pleased days as for Atti s altars!
Share all desires but not bloods.
Cross of fetishes rather than deaths.
Grope in lines of groups that we took.
Mete the purple stars on earths.
Delivered meat pies are to hunger.
All we lost but now all worlds are hunted.
Thirsty to water but there are pure crystals.
Electrical loves are with shocks and cry.
My fog-mouth id threshing machines
Glory holes are for happy groups.
Liquids of crème are spells casting.
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Open breasts are on cat -robbers
A thirsty cup and dirty dares!
Games in explicit are related to fates.
Homo games on ring toss.
Craved waters are all up merged.
Special cakes swell our buds.
Cheap bodies are Sybian s buses
Gods washes by gold to whores permits.
Funguses to goats are funky demands
.
Psychiartry is chairs un-floated.
Courtships are dollars that give on sexual trades.
They are lost causes on moneys or powers.
They are cat robbed or golden washes.
Grope in groups are esteems not to remain.
Opened privacies are open lost.
Two experimental rats on green lights.(H.K)
Types of typing on keys all are low.

Holly wafers are wafer thin.
Venoms dripped grapes are dangers.
Physiology and other well off beings!
Normal mortality is sheets of data.
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2 a court-poem-cauchy3
2 a court-poem-cauchy3
Bad lord!
Land over!
Named law!
Twist about!
My bags!
Your teas!
My frames!
Your fear!
Your crafts!
Devil stars!
Your gates!
Trouble waters!
This world!
Bloody wants!
That man!
Rule over!
With declines!
All declaim!
With success!
Bad sums!
This is a world!
Fishes in all spoons!
That is a lord!
Rub out Words!
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Over and Over
Go on and on.
Hits by Hits
Sink and sink!
Trim and trim!
We are one!
On the rings!
We are two!
Silver and gold!
Shields and swords!
Moneys and powers!
Mountains of honors!
--Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3-http: //laplace181.hyperboards2.com
cheung shun sang
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2 abord a sexe-prose-cauchy3
2 abord a sexe
Yesterday I visit the drug store and I look for some sexy Eucharist for my excessive
desires. On the street I touch the associated symbols about abortions. The signal was
believe to be given to me deliberately with orders of psychologists
I have denied follow their instructions to marriage by
words. I am an experimental man. I say I keep going to live alone for a very long
whiles. Of course in the due causes I may have sex congresses with many any that
going around. Although I had few to none for many of my years and I remain so now.
To congruence of my wills to abolish a queen to
take charge of me as said I am sick. As in my thoughts and in matters of facts those
psychologists always bring me troubles by criticizes.
Those criticisms are all about my painful
memories of my ill wills. They could not throw up a music chair for a true queen. The
pasts of their queen are white wash. The flaws to my symbols as insight to my futures
and my flaws in my passes have not good placements.
The displacements to loves with my
servitudes are served up of positivisms. For loneliness I dictate what Vector Hugo had
said: my very name endure the cruel dooms.
At this moment my wills are still strong and I
don’t aware of the feeble in my subconscious. May be there is deal in my hidden
brains. In those days I write about the disciplines of the green colors which are much
better than blues. This is an political innuendo.
I do not need to explain it in great details.
Soon I go back to my bed room of my small flat and I try to take my rest on my bed.
Suddenly the image of a beefy guy comes to my brain. He is in my wash room with his
back zoom to my thinking.
He dressed in jacket. Obviously he is a
prominent leader in the blue political field. I know I had to hate this person in my
minds. But now it seems that I had the trends to be a lip slave.
I struggle with my will and I open my eyes. I
know this is sex confusions. I succumb to my sample of foes.
Could my poll and support to ChanShui-bein in secrets would help. No because he is the man who I believe to regulate
with jerks in true blues and china chairmen.
I hope that the fight would be to end
under the name of justices. Although I am not a Taiwanese! Leathers and boots of
china are evil rainbows in my hearts. Come on jerks you also have buds. All kissers
would be sloppy.
Shallows are my wands as you wish to
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swallow like lands. I stress that I am not Taiwanese. My centers of themes are too
conceited when they are covered by smokes from guns.
This is so call laws. Or this is Roman orders. My
Elysium is not El Dorado. I am a slave-lip on girls but not for real politics. I need some
love disciplines by my mistresses. However I love no elasticity for a queen with white
wash personalities.
Should only over charge me by false or
true dignities? Harm me to my prides with hallow or evil assortments.
According to Sigmund Freud I had the chance
to take an error judgment. However this is only the wash room of a humble writer.
Remember the tongue of Clinton. This lip slave and slave-lip had given bad concessions
to world because of China.
I apply Sigmund Freud principals and I think
that I may dream about the androgynous pussies of Robespierre or Roosevelt
Theodore.
The roots of human are evilness or
virtues. We protect by our apparent manners like root caps.
Zone of elongations are our social
mobility. Zone of differentiations are the jobs that are trailblazing.
allow communications to or from our interiors.

The epidermises are layers to

In the cortex they regulated our
thoughts. Deeper on is the vascular cylinder that is our will with our gases.
characters and subconscious.

On the neutrons there lie our

This is my model of human roots for human plants. In the core of
my instincts then my minds are hybridized. For my hypothalamus then it is a `place of
nymphs and zoos. I am male. If you dance for the king and subtle I wash your feet.
If you are the over planet then wash me with your golden
showers. Of course I know how to pick my words.
It is not only loneliness but for our concrete jungles with
high flies there is the supremacy of lion to lioness for sexes on some how. What is your
affective thinking about your grand sexual symbols?
--Sexual prose by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2 be god -peom
2-be God-poem
Bring in the fears of what to exist
Trinity is years on walls to erase
Break down the walls to quit
On crepe papers charts are printed

Challenges and polls for no Gods
Universes are made from radiations and explosions
Bubbles are not taken care of bubbles
Bibles are waters to bring rubella
Immunities to coughs are polls and sciences
Beard to hymns when Gods are sick
A heavy mine of uranium is darkness
A condensed hole melt the explains
The powers can blow up all balloons
A proud review on Gods flaws
The absolute high and low in temperatures
The massive quick and thick ball
The laws of masses are corrected.
Energies meet with transducers but constants
When powers are absorbed states will altered
Atomic spectra is for heats and lights

Resonances of magnetic and electric waves
Are heats belong to thermal dynamic
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Can we feel the tools and tabs?
Can we defined our times as they pass
The decrease in gravities will take times
Our spheres are expanding to bind
Jackal can leap but times have eyes
Times fixed to each no roles of bibles
Our finite spaces are stars interlacing
Comply to Gods will tamper the times
Complexes are weaves forms when ruled
But not Gods to view machines and causes
Tallies on woods are fingers of Gods
Magic of gods are curses to grow
Zero out Gods to arrange in rows
To jibe to Gods the minds of narrows
--Poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-1-A Abaisser all down-cauchy3
2-1-Abaisser all down
A Con Jar Mass numbers are to equal the levies.
Tune Kit Wad in trashes.
Hong Kong bow knot will bows.
But U.S. passed Bowles take liberal stand on civil rights.
Tribulations are nukes governed by human bombs.
Human bombs are hubs of evil boxes.
Switches are turn over contacts with wired powers.
There are many fired teams.
Mates in teams look over jobs as crafts.
Many much is hegemony.
Witches are cancers in guts.
All trends are powers to affect all attempts.
Who wipe out clues with candies?
Commissions are measured laws.
They are happen as whipping our minds.--by coercions
Dictated comments are over taking with unions.
Inclinations are to join by exact calls.
Deviations to good will are gold touches.
All mending ones are not to take as one unit.
Combined feelings are some worth subjects.
Standard deviations may be ten.
As some may be wrong!
Hoisted powers tackle the feet-need not to be justices.
A consumed need is success.
Lives are full of aggressions on and between all.
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Responses to stimulus are for human instruments.
By all means there are Hitler s tanks.
Space travels are wars copies.
Lee-men wad the papers in junctions.
Guns are putting with men in dens.
But can cats feel good in rat s cages.
What define hegemony?
What limited realities?
Decisions to rules and assert in red when pinks go.
Deflections are on scales to cross the global.
China and Korean have arts for ceramics.
A mold is to revel in or to immerse.
A lake of lucid waters or washed bloods!
Boiling fishes are for monsters.
Swimming fishes are for cat s paws.
There are locks to my thesaurus.
Pars are figures heads on both sides of a coin.
Gods are for theocracy.
Laws are for mono-cracies.
Human in groups of sprats.
But there are aristocrats.
Cells are all wee wee and there are nuclear
In seas there are serene and sharks.
Amphibians are sea strangers and Father on lands.
An opened political wedding chest is some.
They are full of dresses for tsarinas.
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Hong Kong Bow knot will bow.
Bamboos are twisted when pledged.
But U.S Bowles takes liberal stands on civil rights
Interpret laws by politics costumes.
The stands of Queen Mot on exerted powers!
Sexes are stand on feet with opened robes.
Opened rouges are bobbed mouths.
Snakes will crawl under.
Tunes go over so real.
One divided into rows.
Both sides are power heads.
A two heads viper.
A cog of all machines in worlds systems.
Sort the liquids in political cocktails by bubbles.
As now the funs are over.
We use divide with gold means.
Our middle apex is only the point.
Bubbles are from rains.
It is the sky long tasks.
Warm and cold are political airs.
Which bugs for which buds?
Are there any good polling booths?
Four tigers shape out the masses of regiments.
One dragon occupies the sky over seven tigers.
Those are my heating.
A Con Jar Mass numbers are to equal the levies.
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Tune Kit Wad in thrash.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-1-a abetir-prose-cauchy3
2-1-Abetir-prose-cauchy3
Rouge en Truc un Trou au un autel est pour mon rats.
Les arbre de le ectou sur les bambous et les maledictions. Fair assumer s’attaquer a la
pay en faire autant a les dictateurs.
Montrer l’exemple de les visages sur les anes. Les about pour les faucilles et les
bamboos aller en tout cas..
Acheter le silence de les armes en le public et vendre les moralite en secret.
Les alois est a gauche pour les positions au les argents. Les prisons condamurer a jeter
un regard a la tele avec les aciers et les fils.
Tout le temps de le monde est payer les homes comme les goudrons. Une seconde tu
se peut se payer comme les marchand avec les mains lourd.
Les mondes est les cottons de les bonbons. IL est comesrible mais tu est les vers. Les
complots et les compassions de sang froid sur les guerres dan les rudiments de les
bombes pour le coreen. C’est la faute..
Le Daim a Gin Rude est le esclave pour le dieu comme homme dan Camp a Jamias ou
pour les annees.
The Dong is Gin wad making moneys for gods as man in conjures- men for shorts or
longs
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-1-Aboyer-prose-cauchy3
2-1-Aboyer
Les aperitifs est pour la joy a jamais comme la junction jouer tout la utopie. Est se qui
arracher les peannes pour les expositions. Est se qui arracher les deesses boire un
verre de la ceme erotique.
Est se qui Cauchy3 se limiter a le ebtree avec les mals plein. Est se qui je se conformer
a les lois au fair mon vivres selcon les regles.
Etre la pareille tout les verites sans voix. Prendre les sexe et gemir avec les plaisirs. Se
porter garant de les diables au avoir les abri pour les dieus sur paradies.
Nous consacrer a dieu mais. Nous sont les travailleurs schematiser. Les schemas sont
etre les himain et les manipulations. Les schemes boire un verre dans les lacs avec
espece de sang.
Nous utiliser les moyens sa vie Durant. Faire un benefices par la loi, par la métier, par
la volonte politique ou par les sexe.
Tout les temps sont adreses pleine. Tenir les pluies pour les beautes remonter les
morals a les figures. Laisser entendre qui ne va pas.Ils sont les mals.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-2 Affaire-French-Cauchy3
2-2 Affaire-French
Penetrations of real being with equipped tools are hopes for lucks.
Elle esperer les chance comme nous penetrer notre les etres pour de vrai.
Trichotomy on figures of bodies, spirits and souls are only our mono-thinking as laws,
justices and rights.
La trichereie de le corps, de le esprit et la ame sont nos pensees de les lois, de les
justices et de les biens.
We all depict and work out big ambitions and desires only in our brains.
Nous sont depeindre comme les tableaus dans nos les cerveaus pour les ambitions et
les desires.
Est ce qui les amours dans vos mots a vous. Elle est remarque. Les pixs sont les
remises de les esprits.
We prepare a lot but our hearts could not follow.
Notre les corps et nose esprits sont un unite lequel prendre nos les dees unique. Elle
est alors les heros.
This is heroisms.
True heroes are for worships and as some forms of purities.
Se realiser un heros et les puretes la-bas.
Gagner de l’argent ici pour les corps decouverte.
But moneys sometimes are kept without strips searchers.
Les medailles et les crochets de le chien sont pour les heros.
Medals on arms and fangs of dogs are primes of heroes.
ILs sont contens avec les appuis.
They are placed by those supports.
Rester en contact avec les chiefs.
Ressemble les sexes pour les homes.
To keep the contacts with leaders look as like all men have sexes.
Est ce qui bouis pour les espirts houx.
Our worlds are lack of scapegoats under the names of holly spirits.
Parcourir avec les peurs au fond.
Scan our hearts with fears.
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Ne pas trichotomy est pour nos ames.
There are not trichotomies for our souls.
Frais de port les controles est les accords de les affaires.
Notre monde est les affaires.
To charge the controls are arrangements of matters.
Our worlds are some matters.
Elle est une questions de vie ou de mort pour a vous.
It is a question of deaths and lives for yours.
Elle est la histoire ou elle est la teinte pour les colours a tout prix.
No matter it is history or it is tint for colors.
Les beautes sont les symboles a en juger par.
Les verifications sont les affaires pour nos cinq sense tout le temps.
Beauties are the symbols to judge by.
Our verifications are the matters for our five senses in all times.
--Cheung Shun Sang=-Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-4 cone-poem-cauchy3
2-4 cones-poem-cauchy3
Complaining parties are favoring bourses.
Contribute negligence are meshes and nets.
Global cross travels on hours.
Canada plates are drifts of zones.
Collective terms include moneys.
Monks are dressed monkeys with nuts.
Wench on cream boards is the son.
Ply the plate on left thumbs.
Stand by fox they are happy in dorms.
Coup de grace is with final.
Ritual and rite apply to donors.
Or just wait for last doing.
End men endowed all titles.
Hubs of hunters are left thumbs.
Cultural dollars are labors fields.
Take a look at faces for honour.
We are in a world of fully struggles.
When there is Dempsey where is Tunney.
Again there come the fates of bouts.
Long counts on cauchy3 or when turn.
Literalisms are shown by nuts and lobes.
Pen fertilities are laws on soil.
Charms are chairs near ocean strata.
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Embryo sac has not nuclei pola.
Conic sections collect shapes.
Ellipses and circles are closed one.
Parabolas are faces of barriers.
Hyperbolas are two split powers.
A come of matter are under domes.
One apex is a deviated point.
Base on honeys and resort to forces.
Many red clambers are pocketful.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-a bay again
2-A bay again
Strategic positioning in sanctimonious groups with loves in mills are tricks to definite
our good loves. Feline molesting rules with laws on views of formidable brains are the
resources on militarisms.
Masks are enhanced eyes for higher anticipations. On our
brims of realms are spoons on figures to follow the contours of maps. Spoons are not
real baits but real politics.
Push against the truths and twist against the real.
Conquer the matters in cubes and cross the rectangles on films. Our long chains are
poor in places. We need sage leaders and mythic sagas.
Lobbies are loops that are closed without hanging out
justices. Archenemies are one arbitrator. Discard truths after moving facts. Great
understand on good tactics but few good intentions are mask on iron tablets.
Making shifts for our lives on our bodies needs
only are straw polls. To float the bubbles on surfaces of seas like vain. Waters subside
the diving ship was detected.
Clothe on law by monkey suits. Smirk to our freedoms
with giggles. Flare your green caps on jinxes. Lord over island needs to give true
statutory interests on peoples wills. China jumps the queues on justices to annals and
histories.
Comparable worth on candies and berries are
interfered by inversions of china palms. I hate the love tool kits of many mother lands.
Acidic rains
Burst from red clouds.
I hate the palms with clays to soils. Rockets and
jet pulses are now skeletons of their wills. There are symbols of left hands Adolf.
Flatterers and cats paws pass on forming new left Nazi.
Again progressions on Grams to Match the 114
diamonds on the Mom are symbols for AGM 114M. Tales on clamps for nipples on busts
of belles are my loves. I welcome American belles. Fires on hells! Tongues to drain out
to stop sins of bad dictators and evil poet are hopes of brave peoples.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-a lemon word-poem-cauchy3
2-a lemon word (poem)
Hospitals are bad hosts of hospitality.
Moneys spinners have markets with moneys.
Over our spheres over and done!
Constant dollars lost their constants.
Curfew plays play to eyes.
Crew necks are crews to export.
Truths expose our expose codes.
Drugs expose some exposed bodies.
Long for long arms protections!
Rash our stomachs to rash foods!
Loss to rascal loss leaders!
Harmful goods are good ham for traders.
Bar laws are bars when stir
Bear moneys then you are bears.
Mortal of morals are mortal things.
Hopes of lucks are hopped legs.
Bound legs are bound feet.
Feet of tyrants are ruler feet.
Absentees are absent without cares.
Poor label as poor marks.
Funs are fun to well off.
Fogs below wells have no well advises.
Well born are not well chosen.
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Found the found lives of slaves
--Cheung shun Sang=Cauchy3--
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2-abase coitus-poem-cauchy3
2-ABC coitus (poem)
Work out the magic of her loves
Vanities and ways to go low
Bring the home charts of trading
Domestic works to loves and cares
Jalopy start with full engines
Jail birds break the seals
Visit the pub crawl the moons
Both calls are philanders or fools
Vox- populi is the gentle vows
Swear to bibles and drown our gods
Thirsty minds and wild lakes
Many passing pussies are on laps
Was carving at old oak trees?
Jagged sleeves and pants to see
Tear off to crave her stone
Rugged loves are plain storms
Heaving with spirits rise her heels
Drought of lilies with kisses to feed
Shield me with dilly or give your jobs
Brains with weal all sleeps woke
Draw her heads for good breaths
Drop on my souls to her breads
Boxes of breads and tastes of wines
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Shameful eyes and dreamed bliss
Enfold my loves envelops pf coitus
Dispositions on body as large toys
Compose of spices are great loves
Kisses on the bosom and cores most
Loaned to her secrets on spots of her minds
All loves are opened to active
Details of figures spoon on cup
Games to masses rules to usurp
Sensations of loves values on tops
Open our loves while others bowl over
Twin pommels and bag for a tea
Gauges on cloaks wide and please
Vow gives me your nectars
Scents for eyes for my own views
Mirror collide my prides to humble
Scarce did I hold on my pulses?

Bump the queen out of lays
Bump the ways to where she wants
Open up and grind as booked
Thrust on by honors and win all boodles
Boody prizes are on books values
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Clerks play the craps as rated
But true loves with depth to go
Roles of swans there fly the gooses
Cross claim to make the prizes
Doubted claim to take reclaim
Music on minds with dopes on lips
Dormers on domes all loves viewed
Scopes on loves rooks to chesses
Fortunes draw the prizes of best
Roam on body crawl to angles
Scrabble to move and struggle for actions
Matrix is on column and row
Knock my souls feed and stole
Fast to stop but long and smooth
Stolen art for decayed Gods
--Coitus by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-abase whore-poem by cauchy3
2-abase whores (poem)
The fogey girl on date of love bombards
A spiral rose is hips and thighs for foods
To grow by root and sent with sex for sell
Roomful of watchers tear he modern bee!
A monetary location swamp the breath
The monk in debt with hell and earthed
Who gona laws abiding as one buy?
The beauty forms the holes to some buttons
A little cash will pay all lives slowing
For what arise and active may be loves
To add the actions louder than a word
You get off some respect and your coating

On bed your states are roll and rotate
With kisses on whips and fishes on playing roads
For peaches and plums are holding on for eating
On south and dive in skin are greeting arts
A smiling face is blind and strike by bounds
On cheeses the scum contrive as chess on queens
A swing of shocking toys is deep to wounds
A clay of mud controls by fires in bouts
To limit the value heating valve alive
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The slug of body coiling front to line
Her back is down and off as no walls
A borrow bleeding souls with full wallets
--meter poem iambic with 5 foot on whores by Cauchy3=Cheung shun Sang -http: //laplace181.hyperboards2.com
cheung shun sang
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2-abash of pope and politics by cauchy3
2-abush of pope and politic (poem)
Pope believe the powers of god (Hong Kong)
They have hauteur for bad or good
They know the good taunts to leasers
Now they disobey by praying leer
Governor is just head in jack box
How the pope has to play through
Trash around and shrink their protests
They just pray to stay on post
Left heart is strong in diastole
Right hand has forceful orders
God fix our dices to stand
Dickens control our times in watches

We pray the cats not to drunk
We pray for no dido to run
Pray for baby boomers of rats
Pray for tricks with bad capes
Might God give tickets like slips?
Might rats close their lips?
But now the controls of powers are slides
Plans for general polls are idling
Gods save the worlds as selected
Dab hands are use to delay
Adjusters bilk compromises with threats
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Belly gods have churches in feasts
Laughers are pin heads in powers
Silly Billy did not make proves
General polls and referendums have costs
Referrals by Dickens are passes to gods
--poem on politics by Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-AbC ahead of-poem-cauchy3
2-abc ahead of (poem)
Few endless loves when actuated.
Bodies pleasures and comforts in all!
Presage by flows of weaves in our boxes.
Black and white boxes are crusts
Black in stages for widow s curses!
Whites are silks to feel upon.
They are closed or half opened.
Saw by eyes or detected when moved.
All are actions of inner beings.
Reactions for inversing the whistles we received.
Actually no laws for mortals but morale!
All start with modes of lives eagerly.
That is the symbol of lives for colors.
We are there as tinted and printed boxes.
Some take the colors of rainbows.
Some are both shields and swords.
We lace our spirits with particles.
One is termed as the active alpha.
Other is termed as blunt beta.
Bunt our things and heads for sexes.
Buoy our souls on fair tides.
Angels spray around with dirt.
Pick up all events as sins.
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Send to gold with clenches of silvers
Souls awake by gallons of bloods.
Papal smear our worlds with foot.
Soldiers have evils to complete the toots.
We are jerks and jack s tools.
Big wigs have covered notes.
Songs are singing for low down.
All wines are to search for loves.
Bash the dummies to spin our globes.
Wrap your heads to butterflies pools.
It is love and it is tool.
Manipulators of fires like a cook.
Manipulators of flowers in blooming!
Braces your supports with good fates!
Brag as a consistent good man.
Fable your hypothesis when count on facts.
Crank the cars to drive in dark.

Keep the boats with flux of vigor.
Virgo and Venus are both put in.
Virus should stand off with tests.
Loves and sexes are fans to relax.
Back on acmes are wonted gods.
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Bottles have bottoms and goods for gods.
Shallow are god loves to roses.
Black roses are hairs on tombs.
Split hairs and smooth heads.
Zero out wills sweep the clean.
Events that happen are willow weeping.
Swarms in queues and strollers to teeter!
Hermits hang his images on mirrors.
Leaders brag to wars on their daises.
Stamped feet with no table manners
Smear with feet and abuse with laws
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-Abc annals-prose-cauchy3
2-ABC annals
Most animus start from protections of our egoisms and as such are human race. We
preside many effects in the causes of other men and as such happen we absorb our
facts in prejudices.
Love prejudices or religious prejudices modulate our
truths to some facts. In presence of minds we may not win over. The trimming for
grand pix may be full functions of minds with good emotions and best intentions.
hate some things intentional and bad.

Human are full of evil devices so we learn how to

To full our wishes they may be how to take an
action or wishes to pour a cup of milk to the edible planets very far. They may be both
in dreams.
We are marked to fond of positions or powers
or moneys. We are tabbed with altruisms. We denounce our duties are for our credits.
We concluded all attachments on bibles and annex with laws.
However we modulate the patterns of
loves with hatreds. There may be or may not be prejudices to hate actually. The cores
for a civil system are freedoms and pleasures and comforts.
Foods elicit sexes. Drinks elicit powers. The call is our instincts. Erase
vice powers is human virtues. Each sector or group is supported with loves and also
animus.
The count is not clear or exact as we are not a
slave-whole-man.
I mean each of us has his own desires or egos. Our ego trips are both to hate and love.
We love all benefits to our bodies or minds. We hate there not.
To be free man the matters to be real is our functions. It is
non sense to be free without good functions. Setting aside convictions we guarantee no
truths. The target of evils which are absolutisms, monarchisms, authoritarians and left
handed –czars are consoles with human brains. Many sectors are crown and re-crown
with virtues and vices.
We stop hungry by feeding. Our feed-back from worlds is not
waived. We struggle with all our habitual functions to shift our lives. We are made with
fleshes and bones. For making shift we live together even we always complaint.
We also need loves. However we could not go on
without hatreds. Evading to loves may not always suffer to rigidities of truths. Briefs on
histories might good to view by angry eyes.
True to say if a man is complete with virtues or if
he is seldom to have bad intentions then he is on trips of dysfunctions or he is just one
idiot.
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Only one way to law for long arms is to deal on
smells and colors of bloods are angry. We hungry to witch hunts but angry to blood
bleedings
Freedoms are labile on body functions.
Rabies licking our bleeding souls! Merits are for skills of wise men. Motes on moats for
mother shops and fluids of bloods on solid fortress are our symbols of lost.
Spread of ripples on rid tides and the
lagging on peaceful waters are leading like the faked gods.
Equal lives are not even. We are
dominant our worlds. But only the fitness could survival. We are in lucks to live on
preys and play with pets.
We make use of animals that are docile or
some human like. We are human creatures that are making uses of each others. Our
subjects are our feelings to long or short terms.
Our symbols are all real but abstracted. Says our
symbols of colors are dominating us. Rouge wish to be domineer on our spheres.
not in full forces of your own.

What is your orbit? Wills are on plateau phases if you are

Allotropies are really different. Behold on your back
stages and breeds in matrix. We are pushy and pulling to ends of deaths. Some sleep
very well in serenities but some sleep with alerts.
First come the fears of good circumstances all over a
joyful word before the world is set to correctness by riots. There are yeasts on many
minds.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-abc blood poem by cauchy3
2-abc blood poem
Gaunt bones are goods that gone
Cats paws are cans of toys
Lungs are rums for many rounds
Bodies are guns we march on shoes
Antes are ants to empty their lucks
No laws when justices are rubbed
Demist the might when words are freezing
Words powers are demise but not free
Verses are vanes while laws are sticks
Minds are changing with rhymes singing
Flags on tanks are our flats in hell
Dresses in jokers there comes the evils
Hatch the hands with arms of guns
The draw the laws with red butts
Red inks are many drops of bloods
Very bad leafs and detested roots
Films on spots will capture ideas
Waters on gates will not clean as ices
Washing as breezes that is peaceful and quiet
Spinning as spouts are very bad winds
Destroyers and E-boats completed by tanks
Foods are tars while mouths are gagged
Gag orders are gages of our gauges
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Measures by hours are means by our hands
Comets are constants when mars are must
Comets are coming to game with mud
Tanks and guns are posses of vices
Bombs and blasts are taken with wise
Wishes lists are in goods hands
Bombs are bonds with rules to save
Bones from born eggs are orders
Free in thin airs are options
Crawls and crosses are bugs walks
Plans on pans are dad s garbage
Tatters are taken to buy atoms (bombs)
Bloods are bought by rich in hospitals
--Poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-ABC body love-poem
2-ABC baby love (poem)
Demurely as possible she shows her symbols
Tokens for mistress and sexes in symmetries
Bob to pop her controls of loves
Maces to mend the wants in her souls
Rainbows are controlled with flares of solar
Gallows are humors but honors are sold
Den courts have kissers on whips
Gamble to tamper and just her hips
Love games are valentines to valid
Den courts have flowers and profits
Bate the beats on latten points
Capable of sexes are loves to pour
Serfs on games with pleases to hearts
Oral to glee but gage on stead
Stead to clean our souls to right
Aggressions are dropp shots for claims
Obedience to awake her forbidden figure
Bipeds have shields with five points
Bow to feet crawl under moons
Diana appear as moons approached

Bob of wooden horse for vital sexes
Fit by wood complete with senses
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True pulses carry by false links
Paddle to move touching with sin
Another she is sweet pudding on table
Cold ices to avoid but we are activated
Highly prized for goddess roses
Paeonia to leaves and loves to long
Skins of flowers hues on clothes
You are my skins to close the colds
Bitter but not poisons your grand cups
Loves are cuts of stones to be lush
Stomach to foods or fruits to thirsty
When your souls setting my lips
Formulas of loves realms for egos
Not only indexes on tape but marches of souls
Rules on shows or dens on courts
Hate and loves is bivalent bonds
Heats are thermal loves on lusts
One kiss is gold and one touch is smug
Take you when you bend over
Keep the charges of dens for ever
Bliss in lands joy on skies
Clouds with wonders but souls on beats
Rhymes of loves whisky on navel
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Rhythms of sexes echoes from valleys
To lead your cards I win you naked
Bet with honors all roses are mad
Hide and seek I win your G spots
Ways of valleys for climbers of loves
Goats to herbs or wires for dolls
Escape for hallow not shows of coy
Show your souls with minds to complete
Hang on tools with love straps on
No pains then no truths but all loves are tender
Hold on your cups to the high ends
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-AbC copulations-poem-cauchy3
2-ABC copulations
Over the bearings are our constant loves
Worlds are serious to their cakes
Promising moneys does not killing a lot
Fine reasons are fire arms
Asking for suffers for times has faults
Loves to suffer but ruby in plaza
Red in gleams hard to combine
Mix your loves to some compounds
I can comfort you by pays
You can prey to gods on parts
Souls and loves as acids and winds
Arrange to laces when leathers on spirits
Safety narrows by hopes and egos
Once welcome hell will not go
Each specific act is hugs and needs
Hang up tools for loves to meet
Explicit sexes my expected purses
Win my lottery to kisses with no pauses
Laid in ways but out of plans
Blush on bases but prink on hearts
Learn me and thrust me with melodies
Broke up but replay on latten sexes
Letting on happy give me shares
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Shameless are waters with joys on shapes
Rub me to take care of your bodies
Magic of oils rare to follow
Rear to follow her smiles on faces
Fold to blind winkle with hearts
Still know her face from rear
Yes you are no men s heroes
Yes she is no girl s heroines
However groups are good to gather
Pushy are pushes and she pull her lips
Cups and teas are love-wares
Rose petals are things to starve
Already how unfair for sexes in fares

Share your noble lips with hungry
Relax in red alerts with alters
Red green yellow are 3 hues
Guess which masks on crosses are hanging
Miss which hands to play the jobs
Forget our faces but check your posts
Some run shorts but other long
Flay on trees for names of lovers
Mirrors reflect all bases of loves
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Hand out to beg for her prizes
Boxes for loves cups for cruets
Crux for needs effects of causes
Tongues to sexes are Hitler to Nazi
Love herbs incited goats
It is circulations of dynamic
Sexes dilate our healing on souls
Sexes are our health services
Shop our butterflies in loves vital
Dreams many sexpot at homes
Galls for lives repaired with loves
Fair plays are sexes as joking
False links are sexual bonds
Crowns on souls necklaces with pearls
Pole the coils all bases to yearn
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-abc de vie de poeme-cauchy3
2-abc de vie (poem)
Human are brass loves are jewels
Spirits are dawn and coitus is eves
Bang out the door to abysms
Kiss the lapse and gifts are abased
Gifts of brasses are thrones of snakes
Brasses are huzza snakes are amour
Armors are fists imperial are arms
Pulses in hearts samples of arts
Pulses in hearts sample of jets
Systems on thoughts help to cure
Bad laws are demons curses
Amplifications of laws are lost of justices
Bolts to doors to shut the evils
We are hands to hands on each eve
Sobers on minds slip on wines
Happy to win a score on health
Loves are just bricks of sexes
We are men and women to be send
Sands in beaches coves in seas
Rules are rude laws are crude
Mot of loves mote of dusts
Lives need sexes as the very urges
Visa to pass and warrants admit
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Long on stories are men s abilities
The cast of dice are toss of flows
Bundles of moneys are heaps of phones
Dial the wheels to utopia for loves
We are peoples but we are tools
Steels can surf on thick airs
Loves can submit to goddess kisses
Ethereal are loves with sheets of skies
Pilots on plots of fortress to yell
Sugars are loves salty are winds
Facts of loves as games to win
Bawls of engines calm by powers
Wings are forces and guns with powders
Steels can boost our spirits to fight
March on meters fixed by figures
Pro-decent her pleas to my pledges
Gold have honors to heats on edges
Chasten of steel characters of lords
De facto on guns when you are loaned
Angels for rights but men have debts
High potencies are souls to edit
Naturals are fists spirits are arms
Fruits on punches are last applied
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One heart is sticky or laws of oranges
Suffers in minds pains on bodies
Your spheres are cycles of my domains
Gates of compressed airs or doors to main
You love me to love all your kisses
Sugary venoms and ends of wills
--erotica and lives by Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-abc king poem by cauchy3
2-abc of king poem
The crafts of Pluto have political ego
Grunts for foods or wash the hogs
Kings and beggars are two genders
Names for hairs or smooth heads
Plains with fruits set with cabarets
Jets on sets fly to capital
Medium of gold with fine arts
Stick laws while crimes are habits
Justices and powers are still not to terms
Artemis hunts to all justices
Leaders are attached powers as kings
Eunuchs to powers of peoples are rights
Eunuchs to powers of depots are dirt
Spite to flight render with fines
Tatters to buy the bombs in atoms
All bondages give to be our bonds
Respite in wealth but suffer in ideas
White flames and new ices
Poor and hungry were bloods in reds
Grasses to eat and fires to receive
Horror in themes is for our histories.
Hit the tab with chances of horrors
Charts show the shams in polls
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Same voices miss the boats
Viewers on projects are bad monetarisms
Brothels for rich are hidden states
Sexes for poor are pains to suffer
There are men and coopers or poor mouths
Clip the auras are the jesters
Clip the stocks for baby of jelly
Jack boxes have our play heads
Prey for suffers but play to exist
--political poem by cauchy3--Cheung Shun Sang
cheung shun sang
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2-AbC of Hk and China-cauchy3-poem
2 ABC of H.K and China (poem)
Barrels of tears are wines and salts
With a whisk to the good of tails
Wiggles of maces to fix the heads
Our heads in jack boxes ceazer
He cry to the paranoid of true bosses
The bosses are jokers of all boys
Stud boys born with fire apples
True predicates are worth disciplines
Descents are washes in bad characters
Whole sales are smart on the combats
Who got tenth honors in China?
Homage is grand plays of playing
Trim the timidity of hearts then cry
Tanks in steels voices in wail
Governor drag by tails that are whisked
Displeased for timidity and loved the violence
Hands are lend but law is not lend
The cases on courts borrow the lands
Length on long with threads to stretch
Straps on times watch our spheres

Rectangles are tanks but not men
Cross all suctions to steal the ends
Caves on minds cages that obligated
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Confine the curses to stop our wounds
Whirl of bodies soldiers jump on ground
Crouch of soldiers after kicks with flings
Block one leg apart and hit in the middle
Cauchy3 know the tactic to kill
Threaten the weak oppressed the ill
Surpass our scores with bad honors
Wash to believe that build all homes
Angels have sins but cauchy3 has funs
Make one s tools when hats are found
Worlds are drawers on bottom of noses
Singulars are ugly pieces of roses
Wily are moves with teeth of sharks
Saw with tooth is laws in arts
Artful are men powers with grids
Bodies are stamped and wills are ridden

Sigh in forth with battles to conquer
Triumphs on candles whipping in constants
We are meats in balls and rice of corns
Soups are soaps and faiths not come
--H.K governor and Chinese soldiers and Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-abc rouge; political prose -bilingual by cauchy3
2-abc au rouge (prose)
Curve like a round ball as a ball making from glass. It can be only our decorations.
Council like a piece of die which make from stained glasses can not toss up in high.
The usages of glass tubes are to confine acids. Fatigues of
bureaucracy can deflect lights of white busing our rights.
Curve of the convex magnify an image but image lost their real
sizes. Some matters enlarge to object image in convex lens.
Of course they are our physiological needs followed by safety,
belonging needs, esteems and self actualizations. But our physiological needs need
more truth. Or more actuate to say they are more critical or real.
It is still not good for pain if you think that is not suffers. Can
you? While light on the red paints or bloody medals are soak up except the red rays
that bend back.
Are there thorns on yolks in born eggs? Thralls are swarms
with no real directions or they are the slavery to bad worlds. Statecrafts are paints of
red, green or blue. Red is the make use of bloods which like for vampires. Tank in Tein
Au men!
Blue is the set up of high ranks in blue books. Surpass all
surplus –rights, justices or humanity.
Greens are for left over of some vegetables. A group of
people live with mouths in hands. This means the unfairness for social mobility.
Although laws are cut and dried for people s justices they are also cut and paste by
high rank officials, lawyers or profound people. For court cases about political issues
like protest on streets with famous man our chief commissar in laws are responsible to
choice the three judges.
No true high -ranks officers are not leftists. One sector
one country two system one mono-play one God and many cat s paws! Silly Billy run.
There are compliances behind compliments.
Will laws and commands are drive by tricks in some how. Are there
thorns on yolks when our fairy gooses lay magic and golden eggs? How can lame ducks
go back to histories by guns or tanks? The depressions for disillusionments are the
causes of colors
Dominations of colors are shells for eggs. To
domineer in recklessness with red, blue or green and other crafts are real politics or
bureaucracy. Once I try on a girl whose family is trawler Are there cracks or thorn on
the meshes. Did I like to play with her fishes? Sharks are pushy. Salmons are my lunch
boxes. Really some forms of quite good lives. But she had to dropp one down. It is due
to titles show in business cards.
Ces boules ont fait par les verres a ont fait sur courbe. Le est notre decorations. A
cause de les municipals est les tache verres alors se ne tourner a les terre haut. Quel
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auto bus va a bon les pays. Les figurative exagerers avoir mange les images pour de
vrai. Les Figurative exagerers pour le faut pour notre corps, et securite a le possession
a le estime a la meditation.
Qu’ est-ce que c’est que ca? Un must est pour notre les
besion dans notre corps. Le rouge est pour de sang froid. Garden son serieux por le
sang
est assurer la securite de les pays.
Au dessue de le bureau est les bleu livres. Le rang est
different malade de jalousie a les nourritures
--political prose by Cheung Shun Sang-cheung shun sang
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2-able maps
2-able maps (poem)
Best of myths have places to stay
Makers of stories draw our maps
Bodies have coats to cover up
Some laws are armors in purposes
Histories are collapsed under poles
Poles are separated under positions
Rich and poor are not round
Plump to pumpkins but tiny has bones
Dragnets are meshes to free the bad
Reversible routines are for mock actions
Clever games are spikes and scores
Punishments boot our laws as doomed
Spurs for chargers to spur on wars
Reward our palm bombers for what?
Buss on faces from wolves with teeth
Vestiges of teeth who abuse our teams
And who team a group of real politics
Group a cabinet with some militarism
Wholly shift to bright or dark
Sky storms attack some stars
Calm face colors have some flatterers
Histories of tomorrow is today so late
Ponder on polls to gain a pool
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Gradualisms on wars have our poor mouths
--poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-ables and tanks
2-arms and tanks (poem)
Come on all should come clean
Cleaner of truths for global spheres
Recycle of news in banks of histories
Lead the armies with clays in our minds
Fingers on heads as for their shames
Stop a plan as to shop our tanks
Options in powers and views of laws
Flaunts of jesters but grace of our man
Make a toll in grab bag
Bag in debts are black bail
Jesters in powers when moneys appeal
Break in pieces and tanks appear
Airs have gates of smokes and fires
Waters have trenches flooding with cliffs
Clients are deaths with tanks that clicked
Bosses are dragons with tongues that lick
Lidos are red and airs have sharks
Jesters bait the dogs and the cats
Poor use two sides of the napery (toilet- papers)
Laws are political adjusters with narks
Gauges are steel while cuffs are coppers
Irons are covered by cold stones
Real are little and laws are scores
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Numbers are smalls and collars are poor
Drop of bodies when bullets blast
Blaze of dark fires we can not last
Damage of damnations release the bad
Across the bones fixed our acts
Cupid lost arm for culprits
Stupid are laws that bad as curves
Cub roots of trinity are not cure
Cultivated as men but tigers have cubs
Clays for fires and bricks for tigers
To dampen our heats when justices are refined
Crackers are not damp but histories are flooding
Cookie monster eat not cracker but foods
--Political poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-abode(poem)
2-abode (poem)
Tie went to them for fair games
Dye all the card- carrying
Our hearts of white bloods bleeding
Our minds are for peoples and deeds
Our hands in heads of good derbies
Winds blow to our hearts that are dear
Dare to get the good couples
Dooms and buds are for beyond
When opened water flow to bays
When closed water flood the gates
Knots for tie went to fail
Conquerors consume all by fates
Kick around to rule the bad
Taiwan rule over flowers in Mays
No simonies or best to has been
Soot is from oils but honeys from bees
Sooty are tars for powders of guns
Get over is a lame duck
Greens are leafs for sops in teas
Miasma of wars for mal-ones to tear
At the laps of Gods or foot of pits
Sleep in tombs wrappers of pins
Wraths on heads and numbness of hearts
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Verify the laws while truths are not easy
Words are honeyed but rules are horns
Drums are hit and bones are gored
For tyrants justices are our laws to worms
Facts are real but truths are wows
-Poem by Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3cheung shun sang
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2-access-political poem
2-access –shark and fishes (poem)
Fishes are lures to blame our sharks
Good laws are fishes to trawlers
Bad laws are fishes that sing
In banquets there are smiles of fishes
In trays there are smells of fires
Ice creams sundries and fins
Bloods are measures to kill
Dash the waters and abusive to swim
Facts are liquids and truths are inserted
Dreams are lives that champagne invited
How to put fishes with scales on wines
Toss up by laws but guns to win
Some laws are fish eyes
Pass on blind white for pearls
Scales of fishes are not good to eat
Poles and rods are catch with arms
Hooks are hopes to gamble with fishes
Rules are not firm but happens are fixed
Stars cover the lakes only when dark
In dark ages all are close shaves
Positions of sharks will cut the laws
Ranks of fishes are bad to rat
Laws are profits but guns are turn over
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Fishes are baits and hooks are beings
Leaders have hopes to all hooks
Fanfare of laws and grace in hot
Hoots by sounds and drag by nets
Swarms of baby swim freely
Fishes rule the world in boats
Sharks govern E-boats with their howls
There are smiles of fishes and howls of sharks
On shores there are despots and tyrants
Fishes are symbols to free hands
Sharks are stamps to steal with madness
Those sharks wear some boots
Those fishes are babies that fall in blows
The access of lives with laws first
A pool of water with bad juices
Projects spread like waters
Foolish

have bare minds to act

Stroll in darkness are cruel sharks
Smooth are waters but acidic are states
Sharp in teeth to tear some souls
Buds in mouths to taste some bloods
--Poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-acclaims
2-acclaims poem
Calibers are diameters to skulls and morals
But bullets break our domains most
Dogmas are domes for do-gooders
Hedonisms are not heedful to come and go
Rent a heart and lend a love
Rattle tails are bad notions
Who use herbs as names for flowers?
Good looks result in good words
Sheave of threads and laws on desks
Nab the pool under decks
Greedy for moneys and hunger for death
Opals of stones pop in eyes
Pyrrhic to gain by flows of flirtations
Ants hang back when hares flit
Ants on pans while hares are killed
Lives of prey and pets are deriding
Men are descended for frames of loves
Deprive the bad and deposited our songs
Chant when hocked and change for podiums
Holiness is empty but lives are plotted
Happiness is salads and lives are chopped
Miscellaneous considerations are door s knocks
No minor struggles are detected as winnings
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Minutes are times large pictures
Rebellions are resistance to evil powers
Debate with not rebate to carry on
Ream out justices from blood vessels
Affect our symbols as our samples to results
--Poem on lives by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-accost(poem on lawyers)
2-accost (poem)
Great demands to cut troubles
Clogs for paces are lawyer s roles
Garter snakes or rattle teeth
Deputies have rights to make speeches
Hollow out are the die castings
All laws are for reformed classes
Gifts of grafts are wires and cords
Droppers are to filter out all courses
Facts are solutes and lies are solvents
AS you pleased the laws have costs
Badger games or bucks and gnome
Judges have wives their daughters have dogs
Claques are hired as clouds on skies
Guarantee letters are sheets of quatrain
Waxes will fuse with intense heats
Lights from moons are bent in beams
Pews have warmth benches are cold
Sounds of sycophants win Beethoven
Cell phones to ears in eulogies
Cat s nips are mints in logics
Bibles hide under double crosses
Wallets store tickets of confessions
Myrrh and bibles relish the saints
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Moneys and positions are cellars off sands
Pounds are for tigers and palaces for kings
Clocks are slaves but diamonds are times
Cavils are facts that win the truths
Campaigns are some exercises that ruled
--Poem on laws by Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-acoustic in water and loves by cauchy3
2-acoustic in water and love (poem)
Smacks are tastes or loan smiles
Violate for interior hunt for bliss
Blissful blesses are bad as bears
Bear to sell the stocks of men
Mend a half part by means
Snicks on welcomes and loves returned
Prier the reasons still are soft
Snatch the lord over the wafers
Curfews are rules kissing are full
Cheat the sun for pools of funs
Come into water like fishes
Speak to bottoms lay on fins
Comic are two who are slim and smooth
Threads on waters are mills on foot
Short in head count so arousal
Who plot a dark flowing rose?
Steal on top and dive to end
Slide on front and about she moves
About her faces and moves her arms
Free all cuss of Pisces in lakes
Beauty fish deserve no sheath to take
All are sway by bodies of the lake
She could overlook any women
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Water below and brinks are on tops
Speedy are fish and lagging are times
Cool and smooth are summer in springs
Suddenly there come the bumpy fly
Butterfly with strong minds of day
--Poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-adjust in 3-prose-cauchy3
2-adjust in 3
The cold wind touches the gold. The God truncate the good faith. Warpaths are wolfish
dooms by powers. Whistles to clean the domes under! Woofers are high pitches for
sexes. Basses of only their sorts are them.
Whispers of whips are loves colors on rainbows. Verses are
wars on god s paths. Rainbows are damp images for imaginations.
Leaders of well means are cold with cool hearts.
Leaders of statisms are evil as packages of steels. Absolutisms gain words by tricks.
Gradualisms refuse to mean loves in true hearts.
You think you are not like me. So you can exist.
But by truths or by facts you hang on bubbles of soap boxes. Assert what you assume
by laws of dictators are evils.
Kneel to white washed political giant and
hesitate to fit your chambers with silvers are cool with cold hearts.
Friends are fanfares like the winds to
touch the gold. Statutes are seals on stamps of steels. Egoisms are hands in all
proactive matters.
Probabilities of rainbows to dim worlds are peaces
after strong whippings. Whispers are whistles stop to detect all laws. Some rant out for
justices.
Whispers are cream boards. They may like
shield laws and polished toys. Toys may be dead to use. There are tanks to contain
fires. There are pulse jets with smokes.
The lags of times on ripples between two waves
are holly waters. Peaces are lagging for fires. When wars start?
But insulated in hearts of our great and graceful
loves would be cool to too cold. We all covet lives and fear of deaths.
Lah-di-dah are smooth tongues of lip slaves. And
for Gods they truncated many good faiths.
Meekly to meet the big wig with treaties and
agreements are nom of lives. Little flag on little hands are obligations on hallow
expressions.
The comparisons of freedoms and justices
are feels pf inequalities but not counts in large bytes. But often we do not know why
we are insulated.
Suffers are critical tests but pleasures
are pleased with few notches. Suit running are happiness on memories. But egoisms
are mostly sustained for live times.
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Freedoms and justices are our main moral
immune systems. Freedom mediated and recognized our needs and suffers. They
excited our cells in our spheres to fight and protect us by justices.
I analog freedoms to T cells and justices to B cells of our
human immune systems. Our desires and pleasures would be analog to macrophage.Of
course it is false.
Can communisms split macro theorems down to all
individualisms? Annex in bibles or law books are digits to commit spirits.
Graphs of desires are figures to loves like
choreographers to music. Desires have graphs and charts in all brains of animals. Sum
up there are two adjust to three. The adjusters are freedoms and justices. The
subordinate must are sexes, hearts and souls. My shoe in Show!
--prose by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-after years-poem-cauchy3
2-after years (poem)
Tap on roots for loves on earths
Decafs as coffees for laws to earn
Tender years were couples of rights
Rights to rise up with freedom to obtain
Raise you fists rise up your flags
Adverse powers as possessions of laws
Partitions to evils with lords to lands
Quietly enjoy the peaces in paces
Escorts with wars but escrow with rules
Repair our souls for hazards of guns
Choose the truths or tricks in facts
Obligations are lawful and laws are artful
Boards on seas with bloods on wars
Boards to laws are board games
Legal ages for well off pf minor lands
We are just for rights on hands
Devices of men for decisions of lands
Compete to rules with laws to bail
Bail out the truths stands on good
Enforcing by forces expense on foot
Feet on meters gauges of gold
Below bridges troll has room
Red cap caped the sky
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Red troll caps the air
Asian has notable peoples on maps
Mapping by rules and tricking in laws
Digest to words of moral spirits
Rights of ways with no change of titles
Bona fides are bonds to truths
Facts are not truths they are rough
Compete with legal check up
Rival the facts for the truths
What explicit as ethnic are moral.
What to men are powers and egoisms?
Greed hands are clenched

to toys

Dolls are toys follow the flows
Rid of tides bushing the fears
Who is whose on which years?
Today s stars bright for Ares
Serfs on steels but spirits with arms

No rings on cycles in wheels of times
Realms on shields and cans in tins
Peas are green joyful and light
Bounces on oils for your delights
Settle on laws are scripts for freedoms
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Get rid of parts they do not agree
Ready to brain wash on beds
Beds on skies all bloody red
--By Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-all-down
2-all –down
First choice is tar or ruby
Down on clays is your rubs
You keep on me while in funks
Tars are our task that found
Rubies are red as hard as ceramics
Ablutions to kisses are wicked in Ramadan
Nobles are called to broken down
Cliffs are hung with tasks of downs

Go low down to limbo
A pan worth a penny in life
Tars are trusts that turn back
Ruby turns away in bank
Series of whistles is plays in pays
Wolves whistle and dogs barks
Cry for moons awash by fluids
Damn in rocks and traps by hills
Dance on the way to tops of truths
Down on sorrow when you fail on tunes
Stand on bones looking for your ranges
All in legs that kick to enamor
Candy in shop will bribe our minds
Ruby in vain but tars in mines
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Commons are ways to be so real
Interference of one couple s of weaves
Two creatures live in den
Two human with same requires
Out of families for rapes to sell
Nations have guns but not rice
Natures are beauties with no stuffs
Dripping and diving our bargains up
Lost all loves in energies of skins
Hunger for foods and loves in strikes
--Poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-http: //laplace181.hyperboards2.com
cheung shun sang
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2-Amen(poem by cauchy3)
2-amen
Speeds are total powers of history
Gods are afraid to change their story
G-frames of fires can not catch the lights
We need powers to keep us alive
Fresh clays in cans of salts
Despots have tunnels for evil sails
Desserts wines are not rich in tastes
When all stories of our buds are changed
All rules that go on need energies
Collisions or comas need enlarge
We stay on our beings that can be conquered
Make our breaks we follow conditions
Raids to powers are two conflicts
Do the tricks of fired bricks
No peoples but histories change limericks
Goods and bad are two mavericks
Hat off and on is suns
Soap boxes are protected by guns
Gnome has no gold to go out
Who dressed us down and go down

Speeds change from had to have-not
As lights passed where the gates!
Comas and periods are foolish games
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Anomaly is all nihilities that gain
When loves are shows hatreds are plays
We are in hellish eggs that lay
Dual controls as laws and justices
History has long shot in albums
Dual controls have not trinity
Cheap shots are base for triangles
Laws are rooms for very rich
Stories are feet where histories are inches
--poem by Cheung shun sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-amour again -poem-cauchy3
2-amour again
Pussy to ride listing the taunt
Oh no devils our tighten games
Fantasies of unman please on hell
As goddess her minds are real
Crack down by loves with spirits
Smear to saints are sexual rites
Hungry to food meekly to whips
Thirsty to dry are slaves lip
Man has clothes god has fig
Shameful to cover for orders to submit
Lace with wines leathers and boots
Drop down by thwarts all are so close
To persuade and to beg for pushy
Please are chesses and wines as eureka
Senses are up to her forbidden figure
Playful are moons when clouds are biding
Loves are cheeses sexes are wines
Smooth are tongues and thorns are pins
Bristle on rules there come her whips
Thorns are crown queen with throne
Bow to feet before female rug
Treat by tricks loud with laugh
Secant to concessions tangents to loves
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Songs for conches loves for oysters
Spare on me consult my loves
Commit on nursing tastes the gold
Guarantee the dominance or matrix to fix
Matters of loves thorns with pins
Thorns on her powers and pins on thoughts
Expand on volumes and contracts are ought
Contracts of silvers but I ask for gold
El Dorado as wealth in pockets
Complex bodies for loves so simple
Works of a man are loves so explicated
Yoni is candles lusts are flames
Attach to brain pleases and embraces
Boxes for lunches with love cruets
Green crumbs or tasteful fruits
Sexpot with rose petals for whistles
Glans are grand hopes are wishes

Attach to voice with her phone call
Tryst will plant flowers on stones
Sexes with flowers loves are amours
Glans is grand stones will bounces
Lap of waters and lag of weaves
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Lagging on minds one wonder heaves
Leave no dots remain on lines
Finally sexpot down on linden
Behold meekly humbly and submit
Gods for dogs and cats for tigers
Truths of loves are rules to submit
Miss our respects to response to tides
Hello next lines in queues
May jump our queues is whales of Queen
Pretty poor pretty good
Greet by tongues wash by loves
Go! There are happens to surprise
Stolen pearls and spirits urges
Warrants to crosses with songs to claim
Echoes to valleys dawns on days

Except loves for expected invitations
Exact words for loves intake
Help your tricks that are nasty
Fall on knee boost your asking
Mot of loves strips to gods
Pussies jump to lap our souls
Touch by merry bloods for sold
Induced her desires to drive the dogs
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Dogs are Gods tender on slits
Soft are gods with angels to sing
Wise is god to hallow the wild
Strips of colors are hues of times
Swan songs but gooses will fly
Drives from minds forces on lay
Clench on nipples and starch her bones
Squat to cornet like for strokes
Wrench my evils curse the crosses
Wriggle lurking larking in rolls
Spot lights on hand mirrors
Lash on eyes are blue to view

Disks on trays dog on bowl
Grunts of pigs and songs of owl
Own brands of gifts are toys
Brand me please and love my tools
Consoles of sexes valleys for songs
Consols of loves are debts to souls.
Thymes of songs rhythms of loves
Cages of loves cave to owners
--poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-Rhymes
cheung shun sang
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2-anneals
2-anneal (poem)
Poor tars lack might
Skies are gifts but pits have to grip
Heads are not waxed and arms are in processes
Cars are heads with laws in positions
Axis of wheels is guns on rims
Thrusts to legs but stands on points
All men are face down on genes
Are all bloods are shame in ends
Laws are gusty winds for peels
Green lamps but not green flames
Heats are pleasures and also pains
Positivists are to be head or tail
Dresses and capes are jump to lines
Offices are places with washes in white
Sticks are measures with up powers
Chimeras express their needs that grown
Cohort rugs on the ways with claws
Jig and stomp for their reclaims
Audits on debates with few credits
Cringe on justice but bleed to crimes
Peaces are not in baskets to patch
Peaches are sick and hearts are pain
Stand on wires and squat on lands
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To endow our skills on wantons
Filter of thoughts in cages of rats
Turn on the wheels for rooms in cages
Elbows are free and eyes are sharp
Insights are rooms for houses of arts
Sure who are great to give?
Morals are grey clouds in grief
Rainbows are colors that shaped our brave
Goody -goody are all human on the ways
Marathons are pushes and draws
Trails of loves are to punt the balls
Keepers are happy but players have shocks
Dawdle when shorted as we need more
--Poem on anneals of lives by Cheung shun sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-Apex being-cauchy3-prose
2-Apex being
To take the seeming as real the decisions of militarisms are defined sticks or salts to
candies. The sticks conduct some sorts of sonorous anthems. Chants with voices full of
ambitions on winning and passing over.
They pass over true spirits or good morals in slimy
contacts. Morals are retreats for your own thoughts of aggressions and easy to agree
to the virtues of others.
These are wisdoms to clamp down all sins. A
gold peach is divided on trades of laws or sentiments. Foods need gathering and
undivided. It is good to share but hard to take care.
If wine on Eucharist is supremacy in
natures. We drown the world for it. If breads on Eucharist just immortal are as then we
ask them in mortal. We bet all for dominance and supremacy.
Restrictions are forms of captures to clamp
down our captures on worlds. Captive are human on laws or by deaths. Objects of
neutralisms are to hang on for safety of ones own. Objects of extremisms are to stop
on final rounds to finish all or clean up all.
Who do not admire of bravery? Grand total
should be all over passing. However our debts are in debits. Our aggressions as for our
progressions are on our debit notes. It is not a cover note for nobles then we can not
hold on. Each of us thinks we are some forms of nobles.
Abstract usages of tricks with seeming
controls are real. Real absolutism trace out one sets of paragons and turn away other
possibilities by linking. Linkages to their verbs of honors or their annex with laws are
two methods.
They dispense salts to sweets. They
dispense bad codes on exact words. They claim all their rights to take the dominance of
every matrix on earth.
Forbear of ones to share the exact words of
absolutisms are confine to nature on submissions. Do you fear about killings? Sheep is
shorn off.
No lioness is on rabbit s jackets. To Reminder
that we all use tools and we are manipulators of laws and rules and sexes then we are
on our ways to earth.
Laws are to reign on privilege. Rules are to
concatenate all needs. Cave to polish your vain fares. I need some one s servitudes.
Our worlds are human –servo controls.
Occasionally we meet peoples on favors of
truths. Occasionally the occupancy of times is real. We said that loves have really good
times. But the timing is on the happen by chances. Complete true loves are scarce on
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human natures especially when you are good at powers or guns.
Par excellence militarism mails all their
agenda over the worlds. They force the peoples to take the seeming as real. True faces
are only for true believers. But there are not truths. True –blues are bleeding in
darkness. Green is the more prima of color. He! He! He!
Rabies is licking our bleeding souls. I
do not believe to god because I believe to justices. However the world seems to have
justices but I did not.
Smooth are skins but not silks. Threads
are cut by puzzles when you want to wired up the world. Chips of China are the tastes
of silks with our buds.
One apex of lives is to gain more camp
followers. Another apex of lives is to bolt your doors. This may shield you to storms.
Finally is to take and give pleasures by and
after giving threatens. Or to flow under the beautiful lake with holly waters. Just to be
slave of complete man. You can change the colors on your faces but not the colors of
mechanisms of all your blood and nerve cells.
Ill treatments to masochisms are good for
sadisms. Safe and sound are beast in zoo or beast free with full political powers. AS
there remain a world of masochisms.
Pleasures are beating to take many
advantages. Pervert are fares when we go to deuces. No fair deals! Times are roll off of
balls. Each pin on duck deserves one stick.
ideas. Preserve are losing to eternity.

Precious are times. Precise are

--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-apple talks-poem by cauchy3
2-apple talks (poem)
Characters of men affect with clays
Kisses to seasons but revenge of natures
Rockets in moons as laps of Gods
Facts that hurt but chances that never gone
Rabbits stand but tiger squat
Furs on skins but crepe in airs
Bloods with shames but morals with aura
Warmth of the sun but splits of planets
Whole in sums or great losses
Strike with maces or put the words
Throw with flowers or dress down
To roast the breads or pray for foods
Warm ones woods or strip their rights
To play with prologs or Queens of prima
Mercy from God but possible lives
Holes that are empty lives are thick

Hide in holes or masses on airs
Herculean s stones or belle s hairs
Here is bimbo there is holly water
Token of death or pleasures of souls
Fall of axes or rains with breezes
Palatial palaces but dim dens
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Views on documents or dirks in rolls
Good in beings or shields to swords
Contracts in premiums or checks in woods
Tigers in primes or groups of wolves
The beauty from friends or curses from Judas
The beauty of navels with minds that is ugly
Apples when burnt seeds are lost
Laws are flushed and vices are show
Apples are fruits but laws are passes
Apples have streaks but men are strayed
--poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-base get their deeds-prose-cauchy3
2-bases get their deeds
Judge at law is the color of greens for anoles. Critical situations are ambers that shine
with purples. Who reverse the beams under the dome for the go and off of red storms?
With true hearts there are few statements of excuses for me to the worlds.
Hamadryads of trees with green branches are critics for the
chastity of my will. Ill will of mine do exist.
Charities in boxes are withers in bubbles. They are not
good and well- lunches boxes that are fees. Real politics are bubbles with few
compressed leaves for a cup of yeasts.
Pestles to pins are thoughts that rake our backing forces.
But greens are good to anoles. Judge at laws are so impossible but some true skies for
fling fishes to swim freely on my thin airs.
I am an experimental man. Am I governed by judge
at laws? True hearts is true and easy to administrate. The hook and eyes and the
insertions of probes to be the contacts of our switches and will be on good ways.
take charge all over.

All webs and meshes have threads and eyes to

Thwarts on oceans are not hills. Better is to
float on waters by love boats. No matter it is sky flies or great fluids, then lives are
conquer and consistency.
Seethes are bubbles of blood cells. Political bubbles are yeasts
of some bad truths. As human or babies our anticipations and predicates have two
units. They are only freedoms and pleasures.
No wink at evil and putting block locks on
people s rights, justices, freedom and democracy for good. Assembly-man, Chung
king- hon use pikes like beautiful lakes.
us to win the court case on the Link-company.

I would like to see that he can support

The verbs in verses of china leaders
are thunder bolts in skies under histories. So about Hong Kong! There are always
demons playing their tubes. We sing the whistles for freedoms. Chung king-hon have
given us his piccolo.
Big brothers have not big bens. Times are
straps to watch us like the dominance of gods. If there are atheists then there are
gods. If there are gods then I atheist may be here.
Bats with green tabs need to sway the
thin airs. Half cock in polls and referendums needs lucks on fates. Touch down to the
goals for our cocks should be one numerous unity in whole.
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Green when crush by red storms is
purples. I get my purple rain jackets. For my own deeds judge at laws is the colors of
shaped green for anoles. I am the one who shape the colors as might be. Critical
situations are ambers that shine with purples. Judge has no strong colors or political
back ground. I shape them.
I have been being humiliated by
laws for thirty years. The verdicts might be on the reformations of characters or
personalities. True morals are better than true facts. My world verge to submissive as
slaves.
Verdigrises in bronzes are tablets of
tombs. I piss off to my black roses. For truths we are all greedy wolves. For facts many
bon vivant are covered with rags or common looks
--My colors by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-birds(poem; cauchy3)
2-birds (poem)
New voices are joined to sing
A yellow dressed bulbul to be find
A bird clad in see- through
The times in the stages are full of rough
Small ball spun to her number
Route her loves to her boss house
Rove on body and skin diving
The shameless parts are lucks in minds
Two females are eunuchs and kings
Many dresses are carried in trains
Bundles of flowers blow the cut -up
Allures in natures and philters are sure
Loves are for cashes in orders
Coffins have diamonds and Amazon is soften
All deaths in coffins are comfort by moneys
All pretty have Electra complex
Her uncles cut the deals in times
She got a year of supports in a while
For crack of dawn and for love wines
He calls for the name of jam in bits
Different in ages are different in prices
To day is tomorrow for prizes
All shapes of loves are die casting
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Lives are hollow in loves containers
The doll did not engaged his interest for long
Loops capture her lucks in looks
She will cost another spender or boss
In parties she even wears the socks of unknowns
For cashes she dare to sleep with bones
Blows of cashes are treasures in tombs
Cut down in bones to elicit our calls
The calls of natures to sing in happy
Help by supports hold with hugs
Candies belong to dandies but not uncles
Rave in mot of loves are whores
Die castings are hot metals in holes (lives are chasten)
--Poem by Cheung shun sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-dices-prose by cauchy3
2-dices
Well doers are white horses from orthodox. The uprights are the heaven. The right
path is for white diamonds. The high life is the genteel one. The attendants of fairies
are in books of traditionalisms.
Few rules can rise above the limits of orthodox. Only
the cruel world or the bust files of armies can count on them. I mean counts but not
cunts suggestive.
When we posses the frauds as our traditions
both of them may be inviting—count in measures and cunts in suggestions.
In history there are always conquers of rebels
by orthodox. They look like the thinness of mist by winds blowing. Only in some radical
case of very bad governor will be thrown out from their thrones and looped by hangers.
Orthodox are strong until they are very weak within.
The majority lives are circum-circled by governing of our leaders. No matter what is
your governing body if they are orthodox then they must be quite strong.
Thymes seem to have more scents than wild
flowers. Cucking-stools or lap tables which set up the dinners which one is for tyrants?
When we toss our dices! We found that they
are cubs. Our world is a very hot sphere like a circum-circle. We got our four corners
they are freedoms, justices, rights, demands.What approval is should be approval. But
what approach it is. Marco-or micro and orthodox or lateral are two layers. Lettering
should be in minds but not in bones. Will you be dead?
--prose by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-dome(poem)
2-dome
A house for palace of minority nobles!
Birthday of leaders on ethnic of noses
Resort to laws but dictate the orders
Good to swear to peoples like the orchids
Dispensable are jesters and cheap heads
Lag the tricks but crafts will leads
Roams are on waters but guns are braids
To swagger are on lands but freedoms are in chains
Domes of heaven but squares are loops
Laws are squares but leaders have hooks
Circles are spheres while earth is deep
Lives are empty and loves are deer
Bede on beds with many stories
Futile Fruits are bad in histories
Bede on bed but Cauchy3 on floors
Soft are hard and hard are soft
Bossy of guns spread with dust
Guts are place where both to guts
Political hunts are snip hunts
Words are pots and heroes in jugs

Girls lick on marbles for rare drinks
Defeat by lives or win by rains
Leaders born on laps of Gods
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Commands are out of demands in holes

Lives are dens and holes in whole
Who command you on skies or in home?
He leans over the islands like his desks
Croesus crowd you at their ease
Moneys are fleshes to fleshes contacts
Brothers are dusts in winds contexts
All poor are quarry of times
Neutrals are tonic but bitters are prizes
--Poem by Cheung shun sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-ecology (poem)
2-ecology
Columns are white stones for tablets
White washes are lands in crazy
Sacred cows are in strong domains
Oxygen is cattle and live donors
Houses have spaces for thousand tons
All blessing and bliss are on how
Cliffs and caves are beautiful scene
Men have educations for our senses
Murals are maps and grottoes are for armies
Produce a world with powers in equals
Relics should in trashes rather than shrines
Prayer gatherings are wax to hair
It is coil with no wires on fluxes
They are only for rules and cultures
We like carves and fear of deaths
Niches could sell tickets for breads
Boundless lives are not found on histories
Elixirs are not ways but some hints
Gilded decorations are spears in shields
Peaceful wars are words in jails
Firns are from glaciers but fires from pits
All are chemicals that where senses give
Terracotta are buried and stones are killed
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Ethnicity is center of groups of affairs
We need to live together in commons
We lie with flushes that we are Gods
Imperials need the bully of powers
Jesters are tories and greedy egoisms
--poem by Cheung shun sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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2-me
2-me
Rains are acid under cloud
Who s name are in Cauchy s rounds
Soldiers weather the colors of winds
Dated peoples are corpses in tombs
Dark ages are domino with tops
Mercies are alcohols but preys are horns
Blow them up in punches that drunk
Strike the stick that stroke the drums
Blame the worlds for men s sakes
Wars in peaces are words in jails
Snakes tongues hide the rattle tails
Sucks in preys and liquids in take
Methyl in flash drive our laws
Heats in fires on feet and arms
Purity the nitrates with lye and salts
Who put the crosses to pin the bad
Dance in feet and swing of swords
Kisses on chins and rubbing the boots
These two are us like one me
Our front has shines our back are mean
Faces our weak but weathers have storms
Decisions are made and moneys are torn
Who is thief that steals the times?
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Powers in cars and tanks have bloods
Deals are wrong but nation s pact
Armies are cruel but armies have royal
Stresses to rapes are powers in hearts
Rebel as traitors like in trades
Who confer you medals in bud?
Whistles are horns and redbuds are bowed
Clear me as clear the zero
Escape the weights in signs of neon
Go to sleep and go to camp
Search by lens to my holly lands
Have a tryst with very bright stars
Suns are dark when nights stay
--poem by Cheung shun sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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3 -wheels on circles
3-ways on wheels..
Water fronts are good to found.
Water wheels are angular wears.
Winds are moved and airs are tied.
Winds are blown and got our times.
Major ethnic are ethic minors.
Me-cauchy3 takes the milks under milky ways.
Ways are not go through.
I am not very good.
Ethic hazards get ices on snows.
Take the necks of deer as horses are tales on code 23.
Rules and legal codes are parts of social circles.
Raw with deals are going on wheels or circles.
Storms beside winds are rains as waters.
Next to bests are things.
Gagging laws are gage.
Gloves are boxing stamps.
Gloves with puppets are simple and pure.
Simple good perverse sitting get wombs on cups are holly bloods.
Set up laws are all 1 set.
Set in stones are set- at and set back.
Start enclosed the ways on milky ways.
Trim by laws or minds to honors when a final resort to forces and arms.
Munch on sweetie canes.
Saw the worlds as smooth as lumbers.
Oils are steams and wars are clears.
Trigger happy or puppet happy!
Swim or sink when swing as beetles.
Beets or carrots and sticks or pills and wash us like the storms of rains on waters.
Pears and flowers are red on rains.
Storms suggest the presses of rains.
Thoughts suggest the presses of minds.
Colds and heats suggest the suits.
Sink the heats at faces within matters are fields in forces.
Maxwell curls are skin depth
Me-my cauchy3 are doing inside the powers.
Tri-poses are tri-points.
Honor-laws-wars!
All are wheels or circles that pull up stormy rains on water fronts with guarding faces.
Zeroes of orders take the Taylor series.
Zeroes are positive when we save.
All are saved on positive zeroes.
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Differ into depth again take positive zeroes.
All win!
Door with lumber get on faces with parts on two.
Dark or bright and front and backs or tops and ends are all to come.
Power gears will rotate on ways definite.
Gods are might and we have shares.
Politico powers are might.
We choose our lots.
Log in powers `points.
Out on logs is before power failed.
Fail to safes your milky ways on gods.
Tri-poses are tri-points.
Honor-laws-wars!
Matters-guns-maps!
Taiwan gets on walking jobs.
Oldest jobs are powers.
China gets on jamming actions.
Bad on things are jobs to gods.
Oddest worlds are round to round about.
How on what as who are dogged.
Cauchy3-me-my down on ceilings are fiddling under roofs.
Dickey Donald Jung as nursed around.
Puppets cloths are nursed with silks.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--.
cheung shun sang
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3-cauchy3-lexicons
3-Cauchy3-lexicons…
Fill in fairs, honor justices, and good to rights are three to clear.
Objects in right dimensions state the fluxes. Gods are power light-years away. Worlds
are needy when we secure the aged Harry powers.
Fair and justices as powers take democracy. Powers free to babe dolls are good.
Chains on lives of butterflies are X’MAS and matches. Bolted the Dickens there are
foods? Take my senses to good. Goody gods!
Rise to powers for pushy chairs are grade to down the goody era. Hatred peaks are
weaving beats. Money shopping that are so ad lib. Powers shopping hunt to lips.
Bulwark powers succeeded when success. Collect the virtues. Share the controls all by
means of Dickens. De facto make no de jure. Rights are only bad to treat as guns.
Mockery gods are good to give us earths. Mammals know mambo. Mammon goes on
better. Mammon goes on better when mammoth powers over lords.
All are stacks as first then first again.
OR all are stacks as first then other again. All my three are clear.
Over easy are over lords. Over powers take the bottom limits.
Limits of Cauchy3 aren’t three to clear. Bottom up take 7 up!
3-bottoms are 1) body needs,2) safety,3) belongings.
3-lexicons are 1) fill in fairness,2) honor justices,3) good to rights.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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4-Anna-poem-cauchy3
4-Anna-poem-Cauchy3
Anna is de facto of the den.
Glasses houses are sun s checks.
Rains or Shines are weathered skies.
All are promising live fair.
Who mock the bribed falcons?
Who is whose on whole masses?
Zoos are tools to peek over.
Buy the pulses in plus own.
Notes are copied as songs of xenophobia.
Take the jobs for acquired weapons.
Whoopla and whoopee are wools on wants.
Worlds are blood streams that washed.
China Anna is queen of ciphers.
Null and naked are hers all men.
Bell boys are all silver rings.
Betoken the devils arms for charms.
Thames river is flashed on south.
Flash floods cover mountains.
One girl is trades of spaces.
Flat rates are under tables.
Weapons are festivals and red lanterns.
Launch the powers and behold the last.
Lobby talks are oral vocals.
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The premises are extorted forces.
Huddle nukes are North Korean.
Deep lost for poor but there are comers.
Clients have habits of rabbits.
Hares on paid are fall in traps.
A game in kisses pees a world.
A word of tender treats the hall.
Wear a kip and show over.
Help your cup of bliss in wars.
But who is the name with Anna.
She’s panty is the pans and pants of papacy.
She is he girl and a hero in themes.
He is the title of some rounds of armies.
Anna’s van is of bent express.
Place real powers for extras.
Anna is old men nurse.
Nursing themes are lucky methods.
Nursing politics are steel cold.
Codes will cede the lands in courts.
Codes will capture a child’s kazoo.
Sentences are wires and deaths are soon.
Emilio’s Spain coffees and suns!
Dark sun rates his dues.
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Spanish Emilio and Cauchy3 truths!
Coffees or teas are lives fabulous.

Little Cauchy3 is deer but not dare.
Solutes of solvable powers are down.
All vitalities are drums for dancers.
Worlds are random and Gods are drowned.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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64-awes come to ages-cauchy3
64-awes come to ages…
Highly spicy leader works.
Highly tuned are laying teams.
Hard t carry on when hold.
Still the ways of gods are earth.
Terms to carry go to bars.
Voids to chaos all are tanks.
64-awes decline our ages.
Make on prowls as all are made.
April showers are bad apples.
Guns appeal when soldiers tamed.
Whether much to say is job?
Leader voodoo good t dolls.
Cauchy3 has nailed the colors on notes.
Fawn by moneys taking codes.
Passes enlarge the judges to laws.
Dickens knows the evil acts.
---Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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9 corners varieties-cauchy3
9 corner variety …
Nine corners enter the varieties. Fortune tellers fix to firm. Victory harbors give prime
ministers’ right to near citizen. This is fortunes.
I saw this public addressed show when I sit on basin with stools. Shape of basin is
round. Touch my shapes on fortunes.
Non finite arcs are go rounds on circles. But nine corners only means in kin of nine
generations..
There are nine generations of prime ministers’ rights. Speaker was teacher KOW-a
fortune teller.
How about my basin? I live with it and I use it. Non finite corners may give all and all
my prime ministers’ rights.
Usurp powers are dirty pools. Political pools are dirty. My basin is clean.
Blot my copy books with slates that clean. Good debates are favorite hands.
I come on lanes of your nails. Big with kings are classes.
Learn the ropes to right. Prime ministers’ kin for generations are nine to all.
Learn my circles all are prime ministers’ right to eternity. Three circuits rings are stocks
with buy and sell to cauchy3.
Weave my flags to carry my rights. All tom cats go to cat houses. All the catty sharks
to hustle moneys are put.
All my fortunes are tellers of mine. Cats may think the toys are mousse.
Circles is most the better. Nine corners varieties. Hex has hats are magic. Papers are
moneys when copied.
All are good to cents and dollars views. Nowadays T.V. has great biscuits to soda. I
drink and eat T.V. shows. Who lost deposit when pose. Expose my poses are humble
words.
Bible buy and Jesus sell. Out to all are reasons. All are fortunes are tellers of mine.
Mama is so. Santa and Santan are biscuit and soda.
Bosom of lucks are corners in harbors or arcs on basins to stools should put up.
Blot my book when copied as China technologies.
Western witches are ways on coming.
Both are all my varieties. How about your peoples in middle classes? Mr KOW and me!
Gods’ beers are water sports. Fear dirt is pay dirt. Warrant debates have augurs. Royal
flush the golden basins. You have medals when working hard.
Royal basins with stools are clean with slates. When jobs are done you got pay back
from Dear John.
School fees of your child are set up. Bachelors, masters and DR!
cheung shun sang
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A 1 aboi sur mur-cauchy3
A aboi sur mur
Scramble with words of good ideas but with weakness of bodies. Cliometrics forms
words of honest. Good beds and good dreams are good clicks to our comforts.
Forbidden to ask liked the cat to nuzzle her Queen or like the acts of some cat s paws.
Forbidden to ask for some things or some fame or some
belongings which are un-justice in natures or ill wills are Buddha principals. Or even
forbidden to ask for some things which will weave our esteems or prides are good
ranks.
Weight our laws by justices. Treat our personalities
as one person who is able to miss many golden chances with fair hearts. Cats paws all
are fond to nuzzle under laps of Hesper.
Star of hesper is symbol of high lives.
Some child is fond of gold fishes. Famous peoples enjoy their seats with placed cards.
Men care for gold medals. How many stars on your shoulders? The true green colors
have the rights to hallow the names of their places.
But we could not dig hollow abysses.
We can not dig facts by truths only. Although every bodies are born with hands on
arms! But some tyrants have playing palms. There are not good virtues for the Hong
Kong gradualisms.
The digits of tyrants are gold fingers.
Decors of greens and nails of greens are varnishes need to polish. The assonances of
good words need consistence go on backs and shoulders of our world leaders.
Assortments of bad and white
washed despots of absolutisms are running up. The blue colors are a dead loss. Green
is vivid as green lights.
They forbidden to ask but still
not abandoned to search for democracies. This is the scramble on histories. And this is
also my encourage words to Chan –shui-bien.
Presidential courage is not a
form of free wills. If I am a giant I wish to low down and put on my shoes. But gibbets
and place setting but who can chose one to pick for tyrants. All flatterers are in knells
of blues. Knell down to swords and the hilts are on your side –our green men.
A blow of pulse jets is evil rainbows. They set up
near the boundaries of regimes of red dictators. The green registers are scrambles in
books of histories.
We may listen to possible whoosh and thunder of
rockets. Our hearts are themselves some turning engines with pistons of human
machinations. We are not all bad trickeries. We piss off to all temporizers of tri-colors.
French oysters are contaminated by red
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algae. French wines are not more grapes for feet or legs fetishes.
Thoughts of conquest make the growth of
war making weapons. Long range surveys or close combats will lost at pseudo
sciences.
The bearish and brutish of your foes
are collaborated with sciences. Lives are not appendix without loves or sexes or powers
or fames or status. But Taiwan peoples minds much in burlesques.
The points are how to make the strippers a better
show. Showy are tyrants with red cap on stages. Your strippers will humble when tease
to nudities. The rims and brims of red caps are powers.
The capabilities of all achievements are laws
and orders for inner metabolisms. The swords and hooks are their appendixes that are
tools of soldiers. Sciences are not to preserve human lives only but for real powers of
tyrants. Machines may not belong to skies but hell.
storms.

So green cut the world before the red

A aboi sur mur. ESt ce que vous de la changer de la monde. There is one final kisses
from the lion queen to her green cubs. Forbidden to existence in case the evil palms
touch your homes with golden touches! If I am a belle and I am a cub then I lap to
clean up games of red jungles.
Il ya un baiser a la fenale pour la lion de la reine a les petits.
Interdire a vivre de alors avec les palmieis de les mauvals roux.
A ta place si je tais la parse ou a petit aloris je est laper
de les jeus pour vous. Elle est se brosser de les jungle roux.
Buchmanism should be for empleomania who bear blue colors. Wink at all winning-ness
of wish-washy under the meters of true orders. Laws are not self-sufficient by trades.
Trade off under names of good premises and good judgments.
The names of histories are not the tabs
on Gods. Our evil foes abuse us with sinful cases of pissing methodologies. Who got
the dignities of the whole world if you had to piss off. But do you calm down by sins of
others or traffic by laws on law books
--Prose by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A 1 amour with sex-cauchy3
A 1 amour with sex (poem)
Micros are might with marks of sexes
Circuits have logics with lots of senses
Costs of loves are coshs to win
Wheat on cap tender as wines
Pearls on cape with lots of tides
Mazes for rats and picks for spins
Drifts on cliff and drill on springs
Draft by jobs and drag by rings
Meek to meal and please to joys
Please by lusts and live by honest
Exploit to exist with exit of minds
Lusts in brain but vestal on sins
Malleable are wills that meet our images
Spitting images are our inner beings
Patch of patents but sexes are wild
Gulf to waters and sky to birds
Nerves endings are orbits on pits
Modern Pisces are girls to girls
Tauruo is loveable bulls in springs
Static on laws are jungle minds
Only scents for days of dystopia
The only true object in utopia
Sexes are tubes that wet to blow
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Over the sky up dive to domes
Skin deep with pressures on cells
Kisses of wear rings for pleasures
Double with meal and tool to do
Docile to sutra and sugars as her orders
Whips are rainbows to assume the clouds
Vamp it up with sugars on nuts
Rocks on pelvis with sexes to bones
Rains invite the colors of rainbows
Unman is the combine of loves in humble
Tenses are passive to active my thrusts
Roll by tongue to throw of rushes
Yoni is lip of moon to rub
Crescendo is new voices to worlds
Her minds and wills are circles of my souls
Changing ranges are darts and arts
Artful are slaves come to masters
Brims and rims are symbols to bring
Follow through the forms of spoons
Judge by women for lost of pains
Forcing obedience to the warmth of her crotches
Pay dirt are fail to obey
When discovered yeasts are yielded
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Short shirts with no skirts or sleeves
Leathers of shoes for tongue to sleek
Umbra is shapes of dark moons
Shady to fill with shapes of zoo
Zoo is compass of carnal meal
Compeers of mistresses are magic carbons
Streaks by yogurts are fruits into buds
Yokes by folks of gentles to bucks
Hunts by witches and souls in buckles
They are (she) fond of tea bags or puddings
--Erotic poem by Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A 1 baby on times-cauchy3
A 1 baby on times
Groups of times for particular appearances or recurrences pf corners on events or
dominances of sexes or oversee of loves and servilities of wills. Fix times is for sow.
Happens are for gifts and harvests.
Occasionally we have justices and democracies. Occasionally
we have vacations. Sometimes we have server-gagged laws. Sometimes there are
vocal expressions as well means.
Mostly of our times for natures of our sadisms we beat
and throw and we nibble and hold for all coming in and coming over. Necks to necks
will crash. Hand to hand will break.
Crash courses of real politics are you dominations to
all emotional or mental or physical abuses. By ways of educations or training or
discipline or luck to contain your wills in shapes! Like to make a cup of wines –the
Jesus cup of our worlds.
Occasionally we have loves. Most of the times of
glows of all crowns are practices by wills. The wills are to fly above all suffers like our
saints. The will to reform our hearts are philosophers.
Philters are tokens for doctors. Moneys are
tokens for big businesses men. Arts and skills are tokens to buskers.
Journeys introduced and charged by
assembly-men are touted for many merchants. In this ways some businesses are
promoted. On other parts the assembly-men share the powers and moneys with good
public relations.
Activates of such leaders are integral parts of
his social status under controls. The joie de vivre is monetary happiness. When jobs
had done many of us are link as the accessories groups.
For each cogs they belong to some
machines or some engines. What fix a screw? The drivers may be sexes or fames or
powers or status. On world
On worlds there is only one complete
engine or one single machination. Our multiple dimensions in one union is… Center
pieces are composed with our cultures and our bodies. On the real paths our world are
full of symbols of administrations and concessions.
Human history is on museums by
passive and active souvenirs. Slicks of big thoughts lack consistence to bodies and
minds. Sliding scales are so short to balance good lives.
Reenact of statism and absolutism and terrorism are picked up of
berries on lips by devils. Devils are the only live men dead for pleasures and
excitements. Mostly they are formidable heroes.
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--Prose by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A 1 base on eroticism
A 1 base on eroticism (poem)
Good strokes of moon - rivers
Gentle loves are teased gums
Bimodal one in binary sins
Bin of loves for ropes of guy
Brim and rim bring the spring
All essences are gifts to offers
Summon voices with feeling of visions
Bonds on libidos is a box of joy
Plucks by spreader and kiss with mouth
Expel to thinking with lost of wills
Blows to minds with sip to cups
Peaks of loves desert all sin
Shades the lights with added colors
Plotters on contour are magic tongues
Connive to rains by clouds
Bondages on harnesses are bonus of loves
Stop to perpetual go to eternity
Holds to Gods are comforts and eases
Desires are drives in symbols of wild
Removal of hardships when loves rewired
Reword our homes by heavens domes
Roots the colors of rose in hearts
Rotations of loves in free mouths
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Rotate on thick and thin air
Times on waters are smooth pins
Fit in gold shapes of whips
Totems of God and solute of capes
Pearls with senses for songs to assures
Karma and Dharma who is the craps
Throw our dice to gamble our fates
Loves games are dicks to our egos
Dictate our orders to matrix of loves
Dictum on game strip of words
Give kisses to any zips codes
Zodiac with Pisces breathes are hold
Head of pistil is candy and honeys
Spread majora and open minora
Free chants and repeated songs
Opened notes in scales of minors
Dry humping on belly for moods
Button caress with tongues
Care taken of wills by body
Wrap by loves and tie with sexes
Scan to brains for dark realities
--Erotic poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A 1 gun for Tommy
A 1 gun for Tommy-by Cauchy3.
Linear loves are twisted powers.
Lines with numbers are stretched laws.
Descend honors are prescribed facts.
Deterred human are civil tables.
Who rely on laws is solicited justice.
Who bang on door as powers swamped.
We have no graces to race for rice.
We have no rules when skies are full of risks.
Welcome the under dogs under carving.
The entrees are on powers trees of apples.
Trenches are crawlers with steel shoes.
Situated your lives are as to search by palms.
Pell –mells are crossing causes.
Peak kings are bolted kings.
Plain laws are straight whistles.
Pay your whistles or pay your whims.
Pressures of politics promised the kings.
Motions are killed by nothing lotions.
Contacted laws read you the labels.
Seas of weaves are to push with the mocked quiz.
Coins are quotes and moneys are powers.
Utter asks are lots of isolations.
Up most.winds are to blow the turns.
Uxorious to powers are dirty sexes.
Win a winding on paths of powers.
Witches are hazels to Harry odds.
Who takes a long and who takes the shortages.
Try on with a shot a world of honors.
Gold diggers are for gold glories.
Laws tables are palms of steels.
Plain clothes are worm to itches.
Happy lions swallow the mails.
Happy laws rules out all matters.
General days as they are possible emperor times.
All posts are poses for possible emperor careers.
Who crave a dog under vulva?
A golden silk is with packs and wads are of silvers.
Who recognize the powers who calculated the transforms?
A formula is function but a map is the matches.
Who take the lingerie and who get the coats.
The Mac is the jackets to pour out from red storms.
Tommy has Tommy guns.
A pen is one inks and a violin is purples.’
The purposes of volts are to measure the forces.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A 1 half of whole-poem
A 1 half of whole (poem)
Bust you by polishing of body
Crankisms are winner s loves options
Crave to crawl under stars
Sheep in dreams are silk contained
Go under cunts crag fast
Whoop me up while I drink
Make a stir on symbols of sexes
Whores are showy to treat me well
What is the dancer in my domain?
Cove for sea and women for man
Covet but beg for some please
Diapers diamonds and angel s dialects
Diagrams to steal or spirits to spur
Mud to top as happiness to put
Pranks of apes lost of loves
Moments of codes to ceremony of horny
Mucus to glues loves and sticks
Flasks to boil women on airs
Mints and gums candies and sweets
Loves and desires are iron sheets
Strum on music and minds in jobs
Treats by rewards hits by honors
Graceful loves are cheap and mean
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Stretcher with straps services are opened
Sit on top with hints and morale
Dive with eager kisses with raking
Raid under judgments to honor the rains
Feet of queen matters of wine
Peaks of mountains eyes of pawns
Soldiers pave the love paths
Half cocks are ethics of checks
Check out by rains with reads
Greedy to play the jobs for a patty
Covet a full round with parties
Rebate some honors for reasons
Realms of loves and seasons on screens
Bring up and stroke for quick
Ranks of slaves and lovers that are under
Sacred cows with bids of crows
Give the matrixes with columns and rows
Sleds are flit and snows are warm
Back down of men with fantasies
Fanfares to horns and loves with vocals
Struggles to curves while loves are take
Surfs and dives to skin deep
Known and unknown minds in supremacies
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Surfaces of surfeits are sugars with salts
Laterally sexes have funs and alternations
Mystical aware of loves like rains
Transactions with clouds are loves and prides
Trades on realms of loves are to please
Try me like to taste your cherries
Hang out to spots in games of meanings
Means to manger for love measures
Open the treasures with pirate s puffs
Tasks and jobs while sins are humble
Define out but beg to come
Convey the symbols to fetish on routes
Arise of spirits hums of vim
Vital to take on levels of bliss
Presents of secures and cries of needs
Practices of man rats and weeds
Words of slaves to lunar tides
Tights to loves and sexes to kisses
Count on fringe the brim of cups
Wheels on carts are noble stuffs
Rigs of loves symbols for wigs
Rats in cages and wheels have wings
Electra is erotica with no shames
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Men love women totems of bacons
A bay of money is diamond diapers
Repel but absorb for losing and winning
Rains split when winds are licking
Lap my powers to absorb all inches
Many chances the precise of happiness
Last warning for badness to lapse
Abolish all dogmas but turn to queens
Take forms of exists for her pleases
One night on levels of stars
Folks of ideas are possible to take
--erotica by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A 1 Jesus-cauchy3
A 1 Jesus.
When acids are proud with soft waters,
All comics are belittled by walls of sciences.
When powers are machines with good accesses,
All real politics are bad lives.
Surfaces are oscillated faces to touch.
Volumes are compared by men’s spaces.
We make dots with hot dogs.
We assume some lines parallel.
Pens draw the crafts for air-plane.
Examples are exhibited good works.
Jobs actions are workers’ lanes.
Consider a part as the partial wholes.
Jesus is a king but peoples are men.
Gods separate the upper parts.
Our worlds sum up many mesons.
Possible missions are our front faces.
Lateral rims are latched letters.
A white lie is our lay ways.
Our hidden souls are all out late.
Abandoned lives are wrong asylums.
Asymptotes are stopped before long.
Eternal rings will broken by powers.
Long cut will kick on biases.
No things will go on for ever on airs.
Consciousnesses estimated limited sums.
Sorted up bubbles are stop on tops.
Loves are drawn and powers are up.
High or low as there are tickets for today.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A 1acceptation-prose-cauchy3
A 1 acceptation
Zenith has peaks for its highs. Words are not miracle working for perfectionisms. Yom
Kippur use a lot of words in prays. But the symbols are bloody crucifixions. Words are
sentences to be stir in jails.
There is time for king to be too tired for killing. Although
they are sometimes killing without batting an eyes or they commit big numerable
murders but still some of them are not run amuck.
Some condemnations of mandatory of ones to protect
and work for despots as a form of conferring between authoritarian powers and
absolutisms will help on.
Timorous jokes are stories in the histories of
many peoples. Derring-do is words but wisdoms are their hilts. Daggers are hands of
common peoples. They are intercepted by hands of leaders like sharpen and shafted
spears heads.
Shields of the cities are referendums without
threaten on bad characters or dark personalities. That is a whole hearts for justices.
We need cities which are not white slaves of countries.
Who do not like the lucks to gain the
right men to their hands? Who do not raised by closed ones or our good friends? We
love our two hands but afraid of our foes.
So we are all friendly nepotisms.
Yahweh fixed animals to be our slaves. So we all kill and abuse.
As to stir the good to fight the bad but to just
arouse the good will and suppress the ill will we obtain our virtues. I myself got no a
single gold peach to give to good and bad parties.
Also I have not pay my
whistles to the wrestling world. Sweep under my rug is so hard. Honesty to say I have
not yet own the debts to sweet shops but the dark shadows of my egos and libidos did
exist.
For the others their gauges are made
of steels. Ruses are gold roses that break the unbreakable routes. This is some men s
tactics on world affair. They are jingoism. They make friends with distant peoples and
try to cut some spheres in its cross sections
The fairness of our world is justices or change
in mobility. As a matter of fact all is fair in wars. But in homes we have Electra and
Oedipus complex. Human lives are numerals. Successes and justices are complex
fractions that bound to its values by whole numbers in the limits. The limits are times
in end phrases.
The happiness is to judge your prides in whole. To
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suffer is the pains for June of Arch to judge her own arms. Plastics are made from
molds. Our graces are die casting by bloods. Our souls are subjects to pipes of
demons. I swear to escape all but I could not above all or many gold touches.
Approach with hearts and bodies but rebated to debate.
--Prose by Cheung shun sang=cauchy3--.
cheung shun sang
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A 1-ball on trick-prose by cauchy3
A 1-ball on tricks-prose
There are deep pockets to promote the cultural scripts with emphasis of moral or
amoral meanings to peoples. As we all have real fears in cores or in peels. Fears in
cores may like the declined sun.
The tokens to lost may be moneys, loves, fames, friendships
or mental happy. Eroticisms and gastronomes are two of our prima drives. Eruditions
for authoritarianisms have high senses of white washed loves.
Major modes of artful leaderships are to comfort good
minds by morals but to boot up all crises with bad morale. Spectrums and margins of
lives are different for individual strength.
We can take over the middle means or very extreme
cases. We may open churches like series of shops. Or we may set up rigged games in
small booths. Rascal emissions of papers on pressed or moneys that printed will be two
cases.
Ice creams of evils are associated with our sexual
responds. Crimes and sins are associated with our abstract or simple body needs. How
about one buck for an old woman to give old men pleasures by hand jobs in public
parks.
Seldom there have tea- bagging in parks for bucks
but there are simple prescriptions on Chinese herbs or tea bags to sell in big
departments stores.
How many balls to toss up and grab in times
by tricks? How many submarines, tanks or combat fighters are buying or selling off in
tri-colors. Trades off with hand jobs or to keep the gums of candies with gagged balls
in mouths to prevent words jails
Again can we reclaim procreations by gods
which like to use fires to stop waters? An album of very pleasurable looks to view many
photos to modals under the business of bouquets is score.
Bonus of subsidized rovers to rig in games with
packs of cards in small booth is one form to subsist. Self-worth of France to copy
dictators by selling weapons to release the militarisms of China is ringing the bells
--Prose by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A 1-brothel (poem)
A 1-brothel (poem)
Water beds in watts are fun
Walkers on works for tiny judge
Brothels are bad roses with suds
Blow the bob float on tongues
Loves are task that take for granted
Laws are labels for us to rant
No more days have more night!
Induced the instances as we like
Labor on loves won’t be good to sex
Markets of must have moneys for expenses
Laces are less tight to pennies
Latent tides are not lavish ends
Two ghosts come and go
Witches of whales are one ego
Spices on spaces like happy looks
Loves pools have laughers in room
Keys are kits under carpets
Loves tickets are ticked by day
Alfred Romeo is road hogs
Beautiful cars build with fine coats
All are alarms that called for loves
Stygian rains wet our stoves
Lots of lotto has pass on
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Loud and wild lotus in ounces
Bingo will bring us lover s games
Cheats and chichi look will gain
Charted clubs have clubs of soda
Liquids thirsty are lust for loves
Split dice speak our chances
Keep the kisses to all earths
Hero worships are works of chances
Moneys are monism on selling markets
--Sex-poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A 1-displeased woman
A 1-bad displeased woman
--To whom offend me on other web-Her minds are pink her dresses are down
Name in belts and face in bands
Whistles of wolves to young in town
Pay for whistles she lost her stands
Toes are silver hearts are old
Nellie is weak minds of coppers
Skeans are smart and that stumble is horse
The legs of stockings are pale in hole
Hire her coat from whore in shops
Puffed looks cover her shorts
The ball is bauble of rascal gangs
She opens all her needs in ball

Carved the bills to love agents
She has deep pains in her ages
The fault is on night not in darks
Cartoons on strips are stripper s arts
Only she is the unaware dancer
She must earn the shifts in lives
Coins are returned in shilly-shally
She gives all to gear the riffles
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Shear hairs and cut ruffs
Soft in core and hard in surfaces
Signals of innate old whores
One s who but who s who
Dark reside in her heart
Pennies are shinning on beams
She goes down one stair
Gratitude to sons of two Harry
Sing a song of goodness in vain
Glees are rhythms blue in plains
Loves are sick but moneys are lack
Kudo in judo to twist the angel

Lift her shoes silly on turners
For coins never too shy or prude
Turning points for her good stocks
Sexes are null and loves deform
With bucks her body has net.(weight)
Internal but not external little dews
Absorbed by leafs that are yellow
Hips are wreaked but have low pulls
--Revenge by Cheung shun sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A 1-poem on power by cauchy3
A 1-poem on power
Snakes swim on thrones near the pools
Cannons on ways of cans of fools
Generals are full genes in cases of wars
Mud covers much of cascaded walls
Shrink back stick to states in laws
Dry up jars of juices to adore
Mocks on modes of most bursts
Bombs on bones and fleshes are urns
Rub the rough minds in evil rounds
Lily lift its leafs to face the forces
Name the limbs near waves of angel s world
Words with unknowns are lions to worry
Facts are inflate when conflicts are water
Thinking is thick on airs like walkers
Sketches the games of getting and lost
Skips are skills for weaves to launch
--poem by Cheung Shun sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A 1-sex
A 1-sex (poem)
Your magic is for me to sure
Your bodies are truth that used
I put your heels to your shoes
But they are the lips of the bodies

The games are winning of joys in nudities
Happiness is come inside nuts
Passionate lips are hunts in huts
Scents and traces are to consist
Each label a lovable mark
Temper the flows of loves in masses
Treat your bodies as for sues
Take apart your judges as suits

So many rules are fall off
You and me have to dressed down
Your lips are not empty in our minds
Your gifts that given as bodies are mine
My loves are melted as latexes that boiled
My acts are sides of south winds
It is below the teases of wills
We wet her flowers in no rivers
Deface and deflower but men s vim
Stops are to call off the bids
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Mistresses are stars above moons
Loves and cares are nifty moods
I do not harsh to grip on arms
I stoke with pinks to paints
Your pines are your senses of high
Our joys but not nails are admitted
In abysms I grip one angel
On rivers waters run in angles
The worlds are perverted but humble
Pipes in apples are under touches
Moons are crawlers on magic skies
Is bright lights are so shy
Shades of darks are like whips
Never sweep away loves in flirtations
Childs in brains are loves that floated
A humble me stand in oaks
But shrug and shudders are allowed
Some mystiques are magic in adults
Could not avoid the loves that handled
All seasons are tasteful to anticipate
The mot for lives is on your tokens
Two nuts are soft as fused in one
--By lonely man --Cheung shun sang=cauchy3
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cheung shun sang
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A 1-winner-prose-cauchy3
A 1-winner
To be a disable or to pill up at end of queues are far away from happiness. Every body
wishes to have witchery and every body wish to win. We are whisky to punch. All male
and females should drunk with our punch.
Moneys and wealth are magnets and powers are fluxes. It
pulls and pushes many forms of beings. Wars are to break out when stars return to
perpetual or temporary motions. But we still need foods to live on moneys and
substances are some real matters.
Some jingoism is controllers of pay off. They need
many of us to give in our bodies and ideas. No things are very much given and take.
Pound by wreck philosophies and blow by forces!
We are either wash in minds with white washes or
afraid to think without guilty. Fears take over your thoughts. Latter on you only wish to
have better feels. Are you feared of militarists? Or do you black mail by the feels of the
others. When you are lonely ones you then clam down.
It is a tragedian to be used as a dupe or tool.
Your happiness should be caught by your good breath. If some one shouts to you with
reasons then the winkle star is sleep. The extortions might be for very common matter
but you are just their target to control over.
If you want to be proud again then take a
note on such awes. If some one explodes like petrol in cylinders then they have to sure
themselves to be fine motors. They have to show us that they are not gods on earth.
They must be full of charity.
If some one insults you then you have
the right to prove their blemishes. Breezes that blow will make the kites soars. But
water in deep swims only strong fishes. What kinds of lives are you take over?
Lives are not easy as follow the tails
of devils. We hit many snags when our minds are soft. We are afraid to break our
hearts so that we get on our nerves. Every common people should learn how to win.
We are whisky to punches. All males or females should drunk on our punches.
We should not swallow bugs that
put in our breads. When you are not good at quarrels! We put our words out even. We
are giving some dressing downs. We glue our friends with loves but refuse the bad
positions with two main subjects.
First they should be sacked in
our wraps. Second they take our lessons. A finger is put to two pies so we need to
recruit some lots of helping hands. Buy off to sell your tyrants who are real dictators.
One intention of tyrant is to force for uniformity.
Despite their bad intentions their forces are to be taken
wrong. The only separateness of tyrants is the ideas of defeating or powers out from
hands. So what is wrong with good separation? History haws pension. Lands marks are
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labeled by harvest or not? The lands had to face at the destructs of vipers that come
on some neighbors.
You might be very sure separateness when you feel
sound! Or when one falls out of their thrones! One day many of us want to see our
every green. We like to pick the jack apple in gentle
--prose by Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A 2-political belle-poem by cauchy3
A 2-poitical belle (poem)
Moons and boats are two owners
One is choker on pine necks
One is chocks on men s souls
Love boats are blasts to blow
Air compressed in water go
Compressed airs are compacted goals
Groans of men and cries in songs
One is short and one is long
Scopes on words have warns to start
Female jack is wife of arts
Artful to loves but true to armed
Gradualism lack crossing of grades
Artful to loves but true to trick
But grace is Diana on moons chins
Chin on heads thirsty is my mouth
Snows are pure to cover her as shrouds
The wreck boat should knee on shrove
Treat the wreck with ways when isolated
But kiss the feet of moon when I bowed
Troy in wars and punches on loves
Toys in minds is female jack
Jack in boxes is heads to blame
Wife for jack is dark beams
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Evils are devils fruits to eat
No candy head to dogs fangs
Bad dogs wish to put the flags
Bad dogs set up the boat
Barter the jewel I hug the moon
Barter my soul I swear the boat
Barter my pockets I sing to moon
Loan evil smiles of lords
Lordships are hulls of love boat
Chains are good songs on moons
Chair lifts raise my souls
Loves are rules on water that floated
Hatreds are wreck hulls in planes
--Poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy-cheung shun sang
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A 3-dialouge-poem-cauchy3
A 3-dialogue-poem
Ruse of rose on two belts
Two strappers live with one belle
Stratagems are cruel father and mother
Oedipal sword plays the times as motes
Forward minds occupy by arms
Thongs are rough which weal on back
One fortress and thirty thousand men
Mean wells are son to mother
In blood but not in law that they are two
Meaningful are sexes and loves
Black magic and wills are their sexes
Dignity has not esteem or emotions
Thrones are smears with father s bloods
Throw down armors we need loves
Loads down all powers with beauty
Swords are in arm and beacon below
Two forces are in cocks fight
Immunities are words and spells and magic
Shafted draggers break the spears
Plans was fathers to killing to earn
But son win the battles on reverse
All pedants live in analogues
Belles a and heroes are water and milk
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Then dry slopes are powers to skitter
The causes were many killing to commons
Lack of supports in large coteries
Cotillions are peoples on three dialogues
The cues of sins are poisons of snakes
The feet of history is meters to learn
Snakes bite the wolves in white dresses
Public relations are gold teaches
Envies are wolves and snakes are trickeries
Are there loges of powers or transfers of loves?
Snakes swim in wolves houses
All manipulators make uses of laws
Rats are cat s paws when enlarged
--Poems by Cheung Shun Sang =Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A abc angles on angels-poem by cauchy3
A abc angles on angels flaws (poem)
Mix with means and assets
Passive and active to abase the men
Heels and knees rent for renown
Breeds the breads to be demanded
Assert to assist by blocks of boards
Necks and necks to bad affairs
Moneys pay for debts in doubles
Laws are raw to protect with doubts
Shams are shames to have costs
Shams on sheets incubated courses
Lack of actions to freedoms and justices
Nouns are in ounces and loves are in pounds
Control the concepts of wielding guns
Control the concepts of smith for guns
Put the concepts of tyrants on hell
To hell real tyrants have helps
Hounds and eagles should focus on hunting
Expect the evils to be saints on junctions
Axes and awls are lying below
Awnings are answers with piss and pee
Peek on peaks of powers to be laws
Whales on whips are wheat to sharks
Weeps when sweep in clocks of Gods
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Corrections of cotillions like hoofs
Zeroes in zeal for facts and morals
Morales are guns that march and move
Laws are lost and twist a lot
Terms in targets have not effects in long
Stay in dark or run from dart.
Stray to cycles of cruel ranges
Laws as can be rights are none
Table lands are tables with spoons
Monks have manners to list on tables
Jack apples are appetites on tabs
Whales on whips are wheat to sharks
Baby fishes are preys in bays
To be back in the passes to wash by bloods
In themes of theory our rights are loud
Next days are dated with truths or false
Flaws in angles of angels are small
Wings when wink to rains give no shelters
Bloods are buses to carry to hell
Wash their shames but leave our rights
A network of flatterers is in wires
--Political poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A abc baby law-poem
A abc baby law (poem)
Lives are camels to drink in lakes
We could not drink all the rains
Gut fact are guards to laws
Facts are fates that return awe
Keys that keep the paeans are rules
Realities are deans to pack up
Facts and flaws are deals in packages
Cares are crafts in flat hats
Rules are laws which are wild to hands
Go to brains when you use aims
Down on nests when nails are biting
Red tapes are marks in blue files
In balls gases are filled by forces
Blue prints are released as foams
Plan your moves to grant the honors
Hit the white to reflect your own
Scale count steps flaky
Times are passed on trimmed scales
Sweats on brows to candles with flames
Top on skulls have topless of facts

Seal on leaks by bloods or by wrongs
Float the loads with duty or thrones
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Tiny groups of tissues are mono in natures
Tiny worlds of wits are actions
Mobs are moats to protect the castles
Cast off lunches cast off laws
Get off masks to get the masses
Deeds are spaces while moneys are thralls
Jobs are slaves but works are sweets
Repose on works while rebels are deeds
Complexes on commands are guns in forces
Complexes on commands are laws in thrones
--Poems by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A abc Brazil dance(poem) by cauchy3
A abc Brazil dance (poem)
Jack of crack in pots of crack
Sambas have bugs on figs that take
My heart has unseen bugs in acting
Ghosts haunt in cavern with heal
Empty stream in holes to steal
Barrow has one wheel for near
Wheel and deal are those on top
Tares are on suits but meadows are women
Dilate the prizes of prides on top
We are all cogs to tone
Harps be fine and fingers be good
Jacks play with their fingers on goods
The sun on Asia sky may be red
Give the logistics are logics to pets
Patterns of Gods are king s bodies.
Launch the papers on lunches to bowls
That faces of poets help to smiles
Admire the distances from hade to a mile
Pleasures of leaders are earned by rows
Would there be sweats on brows when bow
Pietisms on parts are wholesome in vices.
Wise in acre but bully to eyes
Rusts are here yellows are pearls
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Dittos on powers but flaw to react
Crooks roll your minds with hopes
Cogs in times lead us homes
Straps on times watch ones feet
Even are evil while equal are eerie
Only our planet with one sun
Falcons are slow down on bushes
Salty weathers salute to soldiers
Sambas of fortunes have just to sold
Passes on stages are passages to fires
Books on accounts are moneys to fine
Sambas of fortunes have just to sold
Sambas of fortunes have just to sold
Vectors pf suns are heats and flames
Bind to lines on sky when claimed
Plash and slash on lakes when free.
Brazil should breach on tank s wheels
Stand off and away from tanks
Red suns have white heats
Friends for wines and for wench
Stand away from tanks ends
--Political poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A abc fetish-poem by cauchy3
A abc fetish-poem
Fetish put binds on souls
Focus on cashes then bend your body
Effects and efforts may be chips on checks
Shot the eggs to rape the chicks
Cheap and mean for skin deep
Brief to relief and free
Stands on attitudes of gifts
Give her gifts and lift her lives
Furl leg and furnished loves
Stretch minds and open hollows
Trove on troy weights and tory
Toss on toys and royal to domes
No suns will hide or moons will bright
Bondages are caged by ropes and binds
Crab with open legs and breasts
Rope on back and legs and wrists
Or slid the rod into the crooks of the legs
Or sling in part for cheeses eating
Or hoisted legs and bound the hips
Petitions to release our desires

Or accommodators mix dildos with tongues
Hovers the butterfly made controls
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Loving the prize is good positions
Songs and paeans should introduce to depth
Preserves are cover with desserts to eat
Deserts the waters to damp the deserts
Tour with ices but warm with mouths
Or hold it with spreader by labia opener
Taut are tiny taw to pearl
Petite plums are to reach free
Engage with all senses for sexes
Forces with graces and gradations to shells
--Poem on fetish by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A abc of absolve (poem by cauchy3)
A abc of absolve (poem)
Absolve the absorbs of bloods by wills
Cram the crafts with ideas that ill
Spears will speak up for crimes
Snows are known to be cold as rimes
Far and wide are political fares
Drudge on rubbers who will the games
Dinghies in strings should dampen by fires
Boats are oaths and keys for thieves
Crackers with keys race with laws
Taints on claims to over all charges
Shocks on shows to take the armies
Kings use strings pulling our veins
Craps shooters rig the tools
Laws and tanks are cages in zoo
Crash on ashes to win royalties
Loves are loots to sustain by tanks
Reserve their services for ones pains
Reserve the laws for people s rights
Who expand their arms to expanses?
Who invite and invoke poor races.
Deter and dethrone by justices and souls
Rig the wigs in jury boxes
Rig the right of my ways
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All are flaws of right man
Right hand men are stuff
Goods sticks to bad stubs
Poll to a pool of poor strollers
Per capita should wear in common
Knock them down! Knock them down
Days are dated to total amounts
Worship the warfare for true men
War chests are wars means
War cities are cries in wars
Some laws are tools of mono-arches
Some tanks are tainted by bloods
Kinky to touch but kind to look
Touch of steels as tough as facts
Laws are rotten and rough that are not ready
Souls are rough diamonds that shine
Rouges and honest seek their rights
Cilia are blue cinders are dark
Blue moods are modals for ashes
Covet the laws to convey some actions
Oaths and curses for widow s aims
Empathy of empires is bad and showy
Building the thumbs then rule the zones
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Cram the crafts with ideas that ill
Cram the crafts with ideas that ill
Present of souls with pretend of loves
Trade the traits and try their loves
Treat the treaty as symbols for lost
Tanks are steels that cut above
Ribs are aides of gasps for souls
Facts are aides of camps in solids
Absolve the absorbs of bloods by wills
Cram the crafts with ideas that ill
Treat on treaties are flows on flow
Foots on floods are tyrants foot
Stir our fears and stink our fishes
Tape by times and tick on fists
We dream on drums as we prevail
Values on vales are shields for rains
Fleshes are soil bloods are rails
Tricks are tracks devoted to braves
Pave the paths with white marbles
Swallow feet de-empire his father
Electra hired her knights at nights
Knit and knead the clays with wills
Soft are songs in places of wits
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Dyes to eyes with colors of winds
Absolve the absorbs of bloods by wills
Cram the crafts with ideas that ill
--political poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A abc of bad (poem)
A abc of bad (poem)
Slip that powers and go out.
Cheap ends out of hours
Wail of woes in stories of wars
Histories have truncated the ages

Imp has raft that float on laughs
Nerves are vague and values are paused
Wasp has pins on tails to hit
They keep the rudders to sail to sin
Ruins in smokes are run by guns
Blot the live of histories in suffers
Babies in bibles creep on suffix
Cells in wars have been wrathful to sure
Schisms and scabs work in opposite
Sections are truism with ought
What is the ought and what are the rights
Lick by bats to win the bricks
Break the laws of evils wicks
So wide to justice when despots arrive
Rife is creepers under crafts
Brains have plans and views have rafts
Dolls are lonely but jerks are cruel.
Rebate on debates are bad to argue
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Kings of spades are dark jacks
Tanks and bloods as we acknowledge
Return to truths and reform the laws
Reclaim our souls over the tyrants
Line in closes and out for honest
Horrors in rings are bull horn
Orders will come as live recommend
Tyrants are hogs in ties for corns
Cat paws are casting away
Wails are not anthems and bloods are not flags
They have not coup to spoil our records
Coup de graces may have counters
Slip that powers and go out
Slip that powers and go out
--Poem by Cheung Shun Sang =Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A abc of bribery-prose by cauchy3
A abc of bribery
Anarchism and enormities are presentations in cases of free and fair catches. It is not
vanities for all peoples to be even. The presentations are with their good status or
normative lives.
In histories of Athens they select leaders by drawing names in
chances. Each citizen no matters you are city-fathers or daughters of sluts can be
drawn to be the kings or Queens for the country.
All of us covet lives and fear on deaths so there must our
laws. Democracies and freedoms only are there as you rest on laurels. However you
could hug the moon back to your range as you are kings or queens. Only if you give
the strengths of Kings or Queens then you get the big hugs.
Presidential crafts are off springs of bananas mixes with
oranges. If the chairman of a country is the monster or lion then all capitalists
(communists) are wild dogs. They feed themselves after dinners of lions. There wives
are not your wives but there girls may sucking by yours.
If peoples are firm as rocks then laws are abrasions to
lives with water for white washes. Good times pass like lights that transfer in speeds.
Bad times are walk in with styles of gastropods when they stayed.
Encircle with beats of hearts or centers of powers
twist the routes to heaven and hade. Tranches and quotas for moneys positions and
powers are admitted in that ways. Calculate the knots on dead knocks to lives are laws
or justices.
Assertive of wines and juices take the parts for
holly waters. We all appease many bad guys if there have not be for rules or orders.
But we may submit to all temporizers. The thrones and powerful chairs are swimming
around with snakes which some of them rattles with threats.
Our God gouge our worlds by dreams. Schemes
of poisons fangs are covered up by rules and laws. Traffickers of drugs plant some
dream flowers. Kings and queens are adjusted by powers.
Some are kelps while some are weeds. These
are our phenomenal seas with stir waters in secrets or large front weaves to
rendezvous. Lives are in bull rings. It is for foods and for bloods.
Long lasting comforts of your bodies or
minds or long lasting control over substances and matters are some pulling wires to
same dolls. If you fail to have spring tides the world must full of wooden hearts.
Morals and mitzvahs are mixed blessings.
The mixed bags are boxes of soap boxes. Slip down with protections or swim to the
mouths of sharks.
It is wind and sea. It is gagged balls and
mouths. It is harnesses and the struts of horses. It is amble and dash. Trade off the
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worlds or buy off the justices with powers. Leaders bribe you with orders. The payroll
is pay off to justices or to laws.
Bats for bricks are not playing the
balls. Deuteronomistic histories are undermined by depth chargers. Measures for
measures are God for machines.
Determinism of Gods or
Deu-ex-machine are measured as times and technologies. Technocracies or ruling by
elites are common schemes. But we are all ad-hominem races.
To be or not to be is decisions of
heads or tails. A game of some passes are cashes from checks. It may be briberies.
Teachers are players of Ma Jons with their principals (school-masters) at all times.
There are also political donates that return by privileged giving. Also there are rose
petals with rectal cares.
--Political prose by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A abc power-prose-cauchy3
A abc power –prose
What is to take that is improper to take. Pipe dreams of monocratic leaders are to play
their games of dominance. They force some one to sing his monodies. Not I want for
politics to use in soap boxes. They dye our world with red bubbles of soaps.
The discriminations for powers and freedoms are for
relatives and friends. The abuses are deep. The censure is not really for relations
among peoples. But really the discriminations of powers and our leaders are the
discriminators. The worlds are the moderators.
It may not be the virtues to love a country but the greedy
hands for taking charges. Touch over the celestial lands and over look all peoples with
family bloods.
Like many conflicts that occur to ancient kings and
queens. It may not be the sentiments to love human the reasons are to take over. It
should not be contrary to reasons. So it is oxymoron. For killing, raping and all ill
treatments there have no laws. Or there are only jungle laws to over taking.
We have wars under evil powers. Why not fight for
freedoms or justices. As we have many weakness on our bodies. We have many needs.
We covet lives and fears of deaths. So the dark ages are full of darkness. Throats are
cut under tyrants and heads are dropped
The neat and accurate powers are not to share
by all. The orders are the toys that follow ones wills. The raw data in despot s minds
are to conquer all with gross reasons.
Share the neat powers by truth but facts.
Flatterers are live under some bad facts. We are all humble to facts. The costs of
justices are wars or death.
Cordials or pain removers are not good
participant to win. We think we have graces when there is tit for tat. Part exchange for
properties or part exchange to laws and orders are evils.
on some where..

But monocratic absolutisms aree no where

Confederacy among monetarism,
absolutisms, materialisms, oxymoron, sybarites, bureaucracy, cat s paws and flatterers
are for all high rank temporizers. Palliative speeches, laws, statutes are all palms.
We all speak a lot and lap a lot. Our
cadres are laps of times. We seldom work for justices as a whole. Monetarisms and
materialism and sybarites are one kind of hedonisms. Absolutisms, bureaucracy and
cat s paws are one kind of jingoisms. Flatterers and oxymoron are bad. We live in
habits. We love all kinds of indulgences.
We all govern under scepters but not chorus. We have
songs but not as free as those of birds. We sing together but our songs are not as vivid
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as the rhymes of one thousand different birds singing together.
One man droned. Two men are sharp. Three of us
form a little group. But like all birds all of us know our priorities. We all have fears.
Bureau heads hire a person or group of elite. They
are skillful in jobs and symbolized with decencies. They go to work a lot and joining a
lot of mapping. So in case of errors they are persuaded to take all responsibilities and
become the groups to be sacked.
Jingoisms steal water and covet the land. They
have the hearts of evils controlling their hands of devils. Flatterers and cats paw are
the one live with carpentry. They set up the nail. They nail the good peoples to crosses
or they double cross their bad bosses for the benefits of the flatterers.
Accabler que de le bureau de le chief se ce sont les disciples. Que etes fair connaitre
sur les temos total au Presque sur.
Ils sont renvoyer quand il doit y avoir erreur en grand. ILs
vont prendre le controle avec malmene. La chef rester leur employs.
volonte.

Le chauvinisme voler la mer a convoiter la terre a

Les bouffons s’ opposer formelite a de la justice. Ils sont contents pour a mettre le
doigt dessus. Au ill est trahir a le monde
--Prose on power by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A abc-gamble-poem by cauchy3
A abc-gambler (poem)
Gambles are latexes that sell to dolls
Clubs are lilts when minds are lost
Cribs of horses to bribe by owners
Tango in tanks towns are moneys
Operands of operas should full of lucks
Prints are gold and cilia are blue
Bluer than abstract fears in depth
Golden and shiny like dear
Dearth in lucks and shorts of wits
One bill of fates is wins
Struts of horses and stuck causes
Very puffs are dressed classes
Used tickets are torn girls
Torch songs are tops of sins
Spin the soil to very green
Notch on tops have plenty to agree
Eat my words with no milks
Moneys are much better than views
Maps on clubs and maps to hearts
Sheep are cooked in smokes when heated
Wolves are dressed in cilia blues
Peels off the cores are moneys that ruled
Habits are hats to take in hands
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Who sweep all scores but you are on seas
Meshes often shake off the waters
Fishes are the closures of nets when asked
Gambles are baits for poor fishes
Switches are breaks to start the finishes
Chances are poor and poor has no chances
Sad horses are not on lounged chairs
Lone lives are leave with sadness
A can of beans with potato in sack
Long time to suffer in poor
No lucks to shelter rains that poured
Look down for what you look for
Spots of operas are offices in boxes
A box of bad lucks that suspended
A gif in sock will not expand
Give away your socks with steps
Moneys have not jerks when you are sent
Reporters of horses have moneys in pockets
Arrows as needles when all in positions
Lurks in horses to linkage to bloods
Ring up the bells to magic doors
Magic are mixed bags of toys
Licenses on lies are laws on tops
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Lick on last with drops of winds
Stroll to stories with stories of triumphs
Win by skills or lucks with ideas
Thrash on trash to win is easy
Cats are in birds cages when ordered
Scalers on scales are big for moneys
--poem on horses gambling by Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A baby blast(poem) by cauchy3
A baby blast (poem)
Glance and gimme powers to win!
Wars and walls are squads in inches.
Pinkos squads are running close.
Ways on stars have boards to loose
Up to hells are they squared ups.
Lit on pity faces with just!
Men in maces are programmed badly.
Policies are played and made
Make in marks to polish off.
Who is who then taken on?
Deal with icy laws that hypes
Pardon punks but pay the imputed.
Balls in games and norms to lock!
Lock the knots with many objects.
Frame the posts with bad options.
Positions post on tolls are toys.
Human sea as toys for sharks
Gods that rest souls go to act.
Goals are roads rebelling tyrants
Build the bills to lend our lands

Seal on seats with sites of god.
Will all wills of God are gold?
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Crack the racks down bringing faith.
Monism mock on blessing laws.

Sort up shorts of lives to pops!
Sanity sink to bloods when toss.
Roots of roses are woken by noses.
Take the roots of justices loud.
Take the leaf for buds to free.
Sow to soil the loves of beings.
Stories are roots for buying foods
Tory has stories to kiss the foot
Babies kiss on babes with milks.
Breach to reach to talk to mill!
Hype up yeast that shield the vanes!
Back to battery adding the steams
Souls are songs to E-bombs on ether.
Words are wands that want the ethics.
Tasks are tastes to favor the good
Fevers for freezes pf years that go
--Political poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A baby in office-poem-cauchy3
A baby in office (poem)
Languages on the bosses face were fine
Thy adore her full and round breasts
Draw on bounties are her good figures
A love order to follow please
A group of best official erotica
Read the labels of contracts with loves
But she had to take up all they want
Zoomed lens are voyeurs loves
Good inches for long and wide and around
Stimulations were sloppy and go with pains
Relations are aggressive with loves blocking
Win a lady with moneys in all sayings
The burdens on desks are rains in heaps
No breathes are inhaled without rain drops
Loves are bitter herbs to be eaten
The plights to face the water sports
Throes are pulsated with bad happiness
Silver rains are quivered and spasm
Spa are constrain by fist of rains
Blowing by moneys and screaming in trashes
They have the pretensions of kings and sadists
She pretend to win all over
Locking the floods are poor dams
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Dams in dampers wet her mouth
Reclined minds lean to fronts.
Inspections by eyes are torn body
Here name are always in stock controls
Brokers are agents of SM officers
Pay dirt is in good uniforms
Pinks as oranges and lives are reformed
T shirts and jeans or blue dresses
Salads have salmons raw and fresh
Real rolls are wages but few salaries
Not all pays are pockets payables
But bosses have pay through their noses
Virgo s juddering are first software
--Erotica by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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a baby meter(poem)
A baby meter (poem)
Pack the point of truth to rules
An event is earn by just
Even the elves out –balance the laws
Guns are guards to be with alerts
Cadres get the cars with pushes
Broken bodies under pushes
Pulleys giving push for tanks
Bode for botches are laws that gagged
Plot a bottle send to seas
Tell the tales of thrones and seats
Cool off cooking body now
Fishes and fins with shark on powers
Try on tyrants all are died
Third degrees of burns are not ceased
Skins are scans with horror of guns
Kisses are kept to prize of Judas

Chains are charms for slaves in pains
Stir the states with our statism
Possible jobs on passes are rude
Portions flying lives are rouge
Laws are raw while rules have not rooms
Norms are long on roads to Rome
Graces are greets for peoples of just
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Freedoms toss our faces in turns
--Political meter poem by Cheung Shun Sang-cheung shun sang
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A baby sex-cauchy3
1-1-1 baby sex-poem-cauchy3
I pick my themes for my whistles.
Here I pay and borrow with my hearts.
Over against are nice twilights.
Responses are not planned and all are nature s teases.
Loves are empowered but subjects are dismissed.
Take a man with some strap-on.
Upper hands are upper lips.
Sexes are symbols and loves are disrobed.
Pluck the gases with juices songs.
Define all benefits as a unit of nouns.
Games of two halves are in two themes.
Loves caged and birds are thefts.
Pay my whistles and with fool around.
Full funs are the eager s of eggs.
To baby the holders and to return profits!
Only an empty wallet is with a penny.
Frequent make are the appeal from the owners.
But applause cat have open practices.
Fag ends are sensors and organs.
A camp is with sure fires to crave in.
Eager towns are for pub-crawls.
Each hang on is two cents.
Six creatures are lots of taboos
Hang in over and over.
Great lays are to their hand out.
Grooves to songs are my digging honors.
Hang in over and over.
Break the gaps and stop the forces.
Good traffics have few over loads.
Towns are tired when mounts are tapped.
Going to the lips and use the kisses.
I am the love wallets and all pay dirt-s.
To swop your wallet with deep loves!
Never flatter that I am not those.
Swiped town are asking mouths.
Eager are to ask for some whores.
Never flatter that I am not a theft.
All roofs and floor are eve s eve.
Some hypothesizes are good Eden-s.
My jobs are heaven self-help.
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cheung shun sang
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A baby-brinkmanship(poem)
A baby -brinkmanship
Open the opals are stones that grind
Truths on tops will laws are rings
Boxes on broads will loss on width
Heads are hints to options
Mother s laws are not massive norms
Master s tag the mass in courses
Child with chalks has words to put
Stand on smiles have songs of lucks

Cog in corns will sad for truths
Fall between the stools not up
Codes in coins can choose two ways
Fates with fames where matrix lay
Fatal falls are guys to tanks
Twists are terms to march our fates
Draw up dances on polished stages
Polls are dots that sum up laws
Play the dumps not pass the drums
Press the papers jigged our mouths
Moths are move and sleep and fly

Fires from flies are glow with spots
Bright and brisk are kings of God
Cog on corns will sad for truths
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Bring up spins our worlds have turns
Rinds are ranges not forces in bones
Hearts are hard to take in bonds
Holders show up home to buy
Buy off benches of laws in busy
Posts on punches are laws for polls
Poems on points with codes in pomp
Cogs in corns and draws on globes
Brink with ranks when laws are loaded
Beg on buns are forms for some
Bundles put in banks of loves
Hatred grow as hays in wild
What on air are bad for wields

Wheels of wits are loss to wheels.
Guns and wheels are tanks in hell.
Fires are fingers tips of devils.
Thinking gets things supporting evils.
Burning jades are buried for just
June of Arc has arm to judge
Come to coins with faces that shine
Worry about worst for thinking things
--Poem on politics and lives by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A bang-poem-cauchy3
A bang (poem)
Only dry leafs are shock
Stems are straight when leafs cut off
All belles might not truly alluring
Bleach on stems waters has rules
Bang on hairs you change by she
Bang on doors your hands are free
Bang on cars your lives are shot
Bang on Apollo we lost our moons
Bang to God you got not milks
Band to father your mother has fringes
Bang to fans your foes are happy
Bang to hummer for justices as they happen

Bend on back your bodies are supported
Bend on swords your positions are up
Bend on laws your moneys are spend
Bend your bodies live will be easy
Bend on moneys your fishes are on hooks
Bend to ranks your smiles are homeless
Bend to law you got few breathes
Bend to natures you bath on earths
Beat a cat you eat your meals
Beat a woman with rains to dress
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Beat a cope you need a mask
Beat a lion you tame the cage

Beat the world you win the lord
Beat on steps your tricks are programs
Beat a realm peoples are on boats
Beat your girls they live on oaks

Shape an art for good lubbers
Shape your mouths as closed tongues
Shape your lives with ideas and codes
Shape your figures on your shows
Shapes of cups are tasteful to shakes
Shapes of capes for eyes to stay
Shapes in appears are grapes on foot
Shapes in voices are laws to fool
I bang to front but not back
I bend to stems with aces
L beat the drums with airs
I shape my times with aims
Laplace transforms give us changes
I transform snows to heats
I warm the candle with sweets
I transform a live of weeds
Who transforms the forms of comets?
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I sit on trains of Einstein
I mess up with sciences
Science and technology are one
Both names might allude to orgy

My eyes are dim but need sprees
My ears are fixed but beat by whispers
My altitudes are high with low downs
My orgies are borrow to go
cheung shun sang
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A bank loves-poem-cauchy3
A bank of loves.
Kick back all my loves.
Pay for your shares of blue cheeses.
See advices on belle colors.
Loves’ powers sweep and career.
Nullified are all laws with regards.
Absolved solvents are rich guys.
Breeze your faces with a chamber of gases.
Jades and gold are ready to buy.
Lineal banks are dots made.
Gradients to powers are smooth faces.
Justices are one cut on tests.
Truths name the gods to nemesis.
Duly by rights are raw powers.
Safe words favor your ponies.
Most fascinated bows are socks.
Sock away a bank of loves.
Burn your diamonds in gas burners.
Keep your weal when moneys are burst.
View your papers for all to keep.
Loves assignments test the wheels.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A battre sur son jeu-games-poem-cauchy3
A batter sur son jeu-sex-poem
Magic fogs and Spanish flies
Belle s kisses are attainable flights
Lips slaves and slaves lips
Sinful pleasures as Adam s sins
Flirting mouths and tongues flings
One step to run when coin is flip
Add the yummy to my buds
Blind folds show my urges
Mix the yogurts with arousal scents
Yolks ands bandy in hallow images
Steal the Yule with red shoes
Leathers and platform marching boots
Eager foods as food stamps
Fool around but true adoring
Anticipations and go with preoccupy
Anticlockwise to all anti-climax to total odds
--Screw up in clockwise of time by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A beauty flied in randoms
A beauty that fly (poem) .
What good beauty are flying silks.
Or defeated long winds are cottons.
Violent wadding is with flowers picking.
Fluff covered seeds are horrors.
Glories are spent by splendors on talks.
To route by taking you as Gods!
But you are defeated long winds in gallows.
What are political powers on weak forces?
Bow tie bows to powers.
New worlds are in good pockets.
Pay rolls are table rolls.
Black coffin are not casual boxes.
The flowers’ flied to conquer demons.
Frustrated and confusing are the wadding of morals.
Ethical warriors are with true modes.
Live of long winds are wadding cottons.
Jobs are heaven but jokes are hells.
What fiddle-faddle would we earn?
Absolute values have one zeroes.
Complete powers are reviews to absorb.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A bible-poem-cauchy3
A bible (poem)
Shrug off the covers of heats
Heats are radiance that absorb or emitted
Start to rain in strings heads
Rains are vapors in cold and heat
Very drops that drub the coats
Lave the lawn when gods approach
Valleys and vacancies are happy when floated
Confessions are redeems as spiritual loans
Pave in paths for ways of lords
Smooth as water Jesus is lost
Pause our patties care the poor
Plums are ponds in king s pools
All waters are wants and curses
Drenches are dabs for heavy cuts
All human need happy and comforts
The worlds need steps beyond
Storms are stakes but rains are cracks
Jack of jingoisms that racked
Drinks of waters thirsty are drawn
Bliss are meats and bless are sauces
Bliss on bless and bless in bliss
Back issues as god in bibles
Wait in whips to sort out
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Hold your hands and hand to mouth
Jesus change waters to wines
Some priests have no waters to give
Wait the whips to sort out
Clean on carnal moving our souls
Must are mushy Gods to show
Show us how the laws and how
Dickens is well and Gods are poor
Soups are bad while taboos are spoons
Mouth to hand or hand to mouth
Laws are retreats and down when touch
Wits for good and grades for moneys
Spate for sins but spectrums for crosses
Spectrums for sins and wet for crosses
Roads maps are for road hogs
Jesus is for rockets on moon fares
Vanity of Gods is thick in airs
Laws by hands and rules by tests
Run on chances help by accessions
Over all powers is under nulls
Curses are oaths and words are adjured
Refine our realms to confine our path
Wise guy with whistles that do not pay
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Gangs beg for berries in dark
Dare to darts for targets as rains
Bibles leave off the cuts
Mach numbers may go up
Paul is points of macaw s talks
Peter is pets with rooms to walk
Use of Noah to launch the boat
Short of sources for one oar
Broke the bibles with times on floods
All magic are mapping of cartoons
Storms are stones with hidden rocks
Milks are mailed while breads are bought
Don a dome to shirt your souls
Dig on deans with books on drugs
--Poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A bone and shark-laws and powers-cauchy3-prose
Bone of shark-law and powers-by cauchy3.
Fire is next to knowledge and wisdoms of men on lands. Form the matrix of political
powers with cults, religions and civil rights.
To rape the roses with picking up of thorns now is passes. Right now the whole nation
of our red domineers is bones of sharks.
A stretch truth with twisted laws is fish s bones that stuck in honor throats. Power
points pierced through the air. Russia coding are medals and furs.
Esteem values are simple logs are factional fights when dissolving.
When all are lost in hopes, our worlds will melt.
Waxing of red candles are tears of a kind.
Window tables are table lands. See you with powers of ultra violins.
Green cars have v-8 engine to go around.
They are plugs for people s livelihoods, democracy, civil rights, powers revert, national
intelligence, common justices and habits for nations.
Holds and honest are on sending and giving and finally good laws successes.
Although bad laws are not zero absolute, trouble makers are perverse on all days but
there are also civil rights.
Ding words stings and ding words rules are not demons and gods. A flat tyre will take
away good controls.
Totem will buy or will not buy. Two pairs of 5 same flushes are lucks better than royals.
Henchmen are suffixes and powers are indexes. Letter s patens or powers indexing are
questions and asking.
M&M has good M dolls and M girls. I think but could not rethink. Live pyro-musical
displays are damming lives oscillations. I see a doll.
Cliton and chocolate, flowers and thorns are all plants with ferns. Tangent laws are not
cotangent laws. To cherish the flowers we spend and pick up by points.
To protect the justices of our worlds a pile of drained bones are on fires of
phosphorous.
It is merciless to have very much.
It is heat of dark light from absolute ones.
Fair games should be fair plays. The causes of any effects are luxury of a heart. Only
some individual cases have some couples.
Are there all rights and justices? Juices are from ferns and spirits lace on wines. Some
ways and some times rules of games are better than laws.
Cokes and colas are cokes and cokes.
Indoctrinations are to introduce powers on rectified directions. Mutual powers are
intercepted by shadows.
Conventions are also not only signs they may have some good logical powers. What is
wit? A kind of wisdom called out from energies that are confined and that are spend
with changes.
However there are some complex relations between henchmen, teacher-pets, real and
true over lords.
When the overlords let out their powers, laws could not successes. When the over lord
takes off his armors there are three stroking for him.
The put of justices and ways defenses and evil cutters will go. Do you take me wrong
when I put on? But who got true powers and goes on real powers.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A -C.B.S. boss
A C.B.S boss-caychy3.
Absolute gods give absolute pleasures. There are totally lovable compressions to be a
good follows of religious through good medium. Anchoring or not fastening when the
doors of heaven lead to upper boundaries.
A product for the loving seasons come down to creature s instincts. What happen to
our T.V religious acts? Who is the witness with red shoes touring the dance floors?
He said that he was firstly attracted with the powers of the pervert Tao religions.
He uses foolish ritual minds to do stupid ceremonies. He hit the desk with paper nooks
for 380 times on fixed times of a day. This is for promotions by influential spirits
However one night he attracted a female ghost into her bed room which scared him
much. Many he was being obsessed.
-- **see the follow****
This is the excitement part of his good religious acts that lead to latter honors. This is
the first fucking parts of religious mitzvahs. He try to arouse our imaginations by sexes
and mysterious illusions.
He also eases the fears of evils and devils by counting them and pointing them with
some fake measures.
Latter he meet a good priest of christen church. (cbs) A group of people go to his bed
room. They sing and they pray. They are not doing sinh or coshin.
As a result the evils are driven away after struggles.
The chief of the cbs then appear in the screen of the T.V. show.
He asks all the watchers to watch him to close his eyes with his smiles. He says a few
sentences of good words for serenities and safety. He mentions the joys also.
Arousal-excitements-congestions and congenial with smooth acts coming!
Ha it is the good loves of the c.b.s The holder of C.B.S branch in Hong Kong is a
lawyer. A lawyer is sometimes a good talker. Am I am twister.
Honest to say it is shame to be criticized to be superstitious.
The coat of Tao superstition is décor with Christian realms. Secondly the arousals of
magic and mysterious feeling are good points.
Third the smooth to balm out the wounds and fears of female ghosts in our
conscious-ness are not wander.
Fourth the final stages of pleasures bring to absolute worships as may be some. It is
peace, serenity or joy and loves.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A cote and drug-poem-cauchy3
A cote and drug-poem-cauchy3.
Drugs for egoism are not cut down.
Treat your powers as scopes in histories.
Presses and annexes are supplied tools.
White washes are the very bloods.
Reunite evils to gods are sums.
Reuse and retake are cuts of causes.
Remove dusts on skins of mirrors.
Glasses keep the burns in the minds.
Methyl nitrates are with yellow oils.
A rod staff is metric wants.
Common degrees are palms in public.
Stomachs are rolling over acts.
Teachings are practices of bad lies.
Teacher pets are social wisdoms.
Warm pits are as pit vipers.
When scum are spiritual weeds!
This cup tie is imperial blow.
Which whistles are dark played songs!
Of cotes are funny stocks.
Teacher s pets are social wisdoms.
Anna s rabbits are red anchors.
T.V. shows are public ticket modes.
His hearings are wary ears.
Her rabbits are teeth that riches reach.
All shows are anchor words.
Each heart encloses some issues.
Conventions are switches to bad powers.
Red hubs wire up air pulses.
Who put in powers and histories are over.
Gusty winds are there guy ropes.
Tanks are steel punches on flowers.
Out to take you are imperial oranges.
Bloods are red and cosmetic are rouges.
Red hubs wire up air pulses.
Conventions are switches to bad powers.
Each heart encloses some issues.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A dot theory by cauchy3
A dot theory by Cauchy3.
To wooed canto from God Marxism on maximum monstrosity is full play.
Who swear a book brought up struggles.
Who paint the bloods on white breads of philosophers?
Am I a philosopher?
No if I got the pro-nature.
But yes of I do the rest and jump high.
Some jump high to kick away the devil s throats on evil heads.
The right words are processes of right control.
Who are last and who obtain the right options.
What is moral? That is the right that acquired by the poor classes.
What is Tao?
That is the way that suffices to strike back the violence of evil matches.
Then hit and praise the sticks that slap with good prices.
Who barrows the cargoes to our fates given up dome points?
Who give you powers to successes given the most words?
Dead reckoning beat to death.
Maoism has low baud rates but sharp screwing.
Very good Macs are jackets to wrap the red rains.
To bemoan the mocked quiz for good people is one book.
Good people how to take the mocked quiz.
All play camps are with slave play fellows for camp flowers.
There are many wind flowers by blows or powers in remittances.
Powers annexed papers and colors controlled winds!
Good sciences devices substances and real politic devices oneself as well as others.
What is a tool?
It is a dice or our hand.
Do we need to low down to up load?
Regard no reputations with little honors.
Regard no results with bad reasons.
If so we fly over above line.
We can not get the rewards.
However all dots are so thin to define we could not get the rewards of a number.
Powers on men are dots of morals.
Powers on earths are triple tridents that tried on evil s right and tried on bad deep
mock quiz and final is tried on dickens laws.
Evils trials to us are by Hadaka-Jime to good reactions, hold down the facing down on
views and think out disciplines by décor truths.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A Dutch Way-Cauchy3
Dutch ways…..
Powers are de facto to matter that can.
Matters are mates to men that able.
Down to drafts are sorrows to man.
Sotto voce meet your rates.
Sotto voce meet your pitch.
Yes to man is real one.
Dense to guts are blow on winds.
Go on swim when sinking is stop.
Bottom piles aren’t stocks on piles.
Made on carries borrow ends.
Outer powers need no inner.
Reds as Rome have boards in pegs.
Know your rights as errors aren’t free.
Smug and fawn are covered arms.
Say to Gods your uncle teeth.
Say to uncle your Dutch ways.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A fable(poem)
A fable (poem)
On the basis of coffin or honor
Cat which is wild greet to songs
Anthem to flags which are tigers on figures
Both sigh with smiles and smiles
Lions have plays to own the island
All boats of cats are sunk to sea
Who like the coffin and the honor?
Tigers or dragons pray to taste the onions.
Who is master to sway the flag?
Tigers pretend to give her papers
Critical means to win their benefits
To pit the coffin against the honors
--Poem by Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A hat three as final game-prose-cauchy3
A hat three-prose-cauchy3.
Giga bucks are for nano-plays.
Macro views are on political news.
They are flexible red hot.
They are on chargers wheels.
Who challenge the big wheels?
As big wheels and big times are as cogs with small reasons are such.
In anticipations of political powers there are macro political views.
Going down to figures of small cogs have no great climax.
Micro views on powers are types of rules that go on slow and produce small heats.
Answers to climaxes are going towards our front but also with good backings.
Clubs of leaders are periods to load down as lords from above.
We need E.P.S but leaders need E.S.P. … Easy special person or An O.
Channeling is hopped by switches but lives are hopped by others wills.
We are changed by external forms.
Jobs can be out of commissions with no loves for honors.
This may be some micro assistance to insist.
To say that some one will do something then we need powers.
Who do not look up out to influential officials?
Who have little chips that oath for Macro committing?
To conduct conditionings are not social particularizes but always laws come.
To build a great wall is by condemned powers.
Views of honest and upright minds may be some micro symmetry only.
Top cat is clean by himself.
Some good views are cleared by ours.
.Clearing by gifts or clearing by guns are some.
Some trickery is with macro laws.
A hat trick is on final game.
They are our three capacitances.
Power to missions is one.
Power to loves is two.
Power to lives is three.
The above three are thorough views.
Macro or micro views are only power laws.
--Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A map on lives-cauchy3-poem
Life on maps-Cauchy3-poem.
Loves are facilities that are simple foods.
Top cats are with under dogs.
Lives relieves are situation maps.
Marks on labels are tank s happens.
Steep rapids are water floods.
Lens of eyes are best symbols.
Good books are related to woods.
Guns and tanks are related to bloods.
Offer you a chance to comfort my bodies.
Improve your men who enclose the worlds.
Loves polices are tricks for bio-graphs.
Insides are out from back doors.
Loves dominance are in moneys domains.
You project my images deep in minds.
Lives are narrow when related to domes.
Plain laws are with rules of whorls.
Beauty bodies are loaned for matters.
A small change is based on points.
2 mills of loves are give and take.
A mill of loves is a machine to process.
Loop holes are with sharp arches.
Soar to sober lands with loves.’
Already in guesses are numbers of straws.
Shots are fast but your images are slow.
We got a pair of shoes with toes.
We get paper stones in tombs.
Plump your gods but your body plumped.
Lunatic fringes are with lump sums.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A matk-6-dragon-by cauchy3
Mark-6-dragon-by cauchy3.
Flying dragon transports in fates.
Who trespasses the worlds for answers.
Proud dragon strikes with instructions.
Look forward to with attentions of evils.
Sad stars response to abate.
Sink and fly is one over cast.
Poor strengths are died intelligence.
Moon hunts are in alert eves.
Beg bodies to go for codes.
Filled songs are evil long.
Filled honors are gold worms.
Beg for each in centipede s homes.
Sky walkers are years of sands.
Rickets are ancient round jades.
Waste beautiful dragon has span.
High leverage is not moral approach.
Edge turns and enclosed by sparks.
Fires over cast with men s think.’
Laws are ratio for turns to shares.
Seven ranks are Buddha life.
Who own you a tank or a law to laser?
The heart and cursed bodies are dead.
Annexed cycles are for most of the chart.
Who is in charge and over see our earths.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A twaddle three-cauchy3-coming human faiths
Three Twaddles-Cauchy3.
Twaddle is for three. The turbo powers of negative matters are flipping from close
regions but flogging to some farer distance.
The transit of rapid fires are first thin but then thick and heavy.
What kind of bombs and energies are made from theory of negative matters as we
know.
Second theme is the controls of feeding charts that respond under gods.
It is the formidable forms for biologists.
My words as for examples are used forms of all flies to kill the fire ants.
Or we can be crocodiles to eat bad worms or bad bacterium after the uses of medicine
to crocodiles.
Of course crocodile s bodies must adapt and fix on the new places on this food charts.
Crocodiles must live on with good heavens.
After save sessions we have to get the powers for live transformations.
We have to use other medicines to map the crocodile on to other phrase of the world
food chart. We then have to control our environment and plants growth.
The last topic for me to talk about is the biological warfare. It is the change forms of
bacterium that are recuperated or developed from biochemistries or bio-processes.
It is then transplant to our poultry. The incubation period give short or calculated live
phrases to the poultry.
The bacterium still can survive after heat. The gagged laws give you choking needs.
You demand on demonologies.
Laws and rules make to demote all as some sort of a kind.
To resort or to sort out by laws or by rules with powers are to follow all.
But the best or the worst to say is that all of us have feeling.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A work with meter
A work with meter…
Fool rush in where gods are far ways apart.
Jokes quite apart take the hells bent on ways.
Start doing beat roots befall hallow gods.
Idle boasts are come long to truth as sources.
Sic em are bad names but hang dogs are good.
Colors burnt are dark flames but codes names are kick.
Need hours are side kicks but front houses above.
-hhhhhWho catch an apple pie with sweet to none?
At trails the cards were stick on stacks when go.
Before your plays who draw the circles spaces.
A hunter witch afford the widen boys.
As sod to all are socks on toes with threads.
A Cauchy3 have cables none can call to gods.
Amounts on purposes get from tricks and treats.
-hhhhhRah-Rah plates are rail road works.
Raises hells go with gooses step works.
Eat crows mark with kings boast works.
Earths worms worth a man choose works.
Fish baits hide by talk head works.
Talk head tongues take oil works.
Top gold notch the ton weight works.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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A work with meter-cauchy3
A work with meter…
Fool rush in where gods are far ways apart.
Jokes quite apart take the hells bent on ways.
Start doing beat roots befall hallow gods.
Idle boasts are come long to truth as sources.
Sic em are bad names but hang dogs are good.
Colors burnt are dark flames but codes names are kick.
Need hours are side kicks but front houses above.
-hhhhhWho catch an apple pie with sweet to none?
At trails the cards were stick on stacks when go.
Before your plays who draw the circles spaces.
A hunter witch afford the widen boys.
As sod to all are socks on toes with threads.
A Cauchy3 have cables none can call to gods.
Amounts on purposes get from tricks and treats.
-hhhhhRah-Rah plates are rail road works.
Raises hells go with gooses step works.
Eat crows mark with kings boast works.
Earths worms worth a man choose works.
Fish baits hide by talk head works.
Talk head tongues take oil works.
Top gold notch the ton weight works.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Accords-cauchy3
Accord….
Laws who leaded a bigger time with careers are sir-sure prinks. Miss a golden mean on
above hands.
Perpetual passes are percentage homes.
Spades to spades and rules to laws as yellow honeys are galls.
Inner of insiders and outer of outsiders confine or consider.
Buttons laws and hips with minds are diamonds diapers.
Reminders and carry on are catty realms with quota or coda.
Leveled out deaths are no dots on lines.
Exist in frames are only powers.
Exist in names are only stories.
Reach the deadly locks are limited shapes and colors.
Weaves and photos both are boiled away when touched.
Own by Math and take by physics.
All are rights but all are sad also.
Positions of powers are qualities complexes.
Laws are socks and leaders shoes.
All are shoes and all are differed merits.
Another hall is other cases with shoes.
Marxism has things as colors –I mean hues.
Wu Jinx Tool has dresses as Holley in woods.
Replace shows are dicey subjects.
Congo considers the mango.
China favors about ten millions are consider to Congo. Already well done are given
now.
To make sure are all large horses that spin around the cycle in worlds Trojan and
Worlds are onto lives.
Panda may not be better. No true horses or panda are very real. Tea times tea pots are
bucks to ports on bus cycles.
Who get the pots and who get the ports.
Prying some on Formosans psalms are on thrones.
Songs are heads on thrones.
Music chairs are wonder songs.
Wu jinx tool psalms are suits do the Marxism.
64-awes or June days are wooden shoes or silver spurs.
Judo or suits on does are Dr JIGORO or WU JINX TOOL.
Moves your feet on quickly fires or weave your army to toss.
A false name is: - Tout FAIRE ARME DE LA SHUN SANG.
My Chinese name is Cheung Shun Sang.
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Arme a faire fourbir ses armes.
Take the ropes but dragon fly.
Fourbir ses premieres mais aller droit au but.
Fourbir ses premiers mais faire voler de le dragon.
Tiger accords and scores with tally are paws and fangs.
De le compte a la arme avoir du mal.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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All sins are our rights-prose-cauchy3
All sins are our rights-prose.
Kingcrafts are lollies to circular trades. However who own a lot but did not pay a lot.
Kingcrafts with full political administrations and total grabbed powers are mono-patents
for oligarchies.
British have graceful queens and kings on some ways. Some have some thick whites.
The black and white occasions are point out.
Besides them all there are some mercy seats pocked up our bills of gold.
A situation is for induction. All inductances are trained to obey and to dictate. They sell
their morals for some kinds of honors or foods.
Lo and behold there come the camp followers.
There are still no loan accounts that are returned with justices.
They got their credit values while sharks got polished teeth.
The dynasties kings or chairmen are dinosaurs with polished skins.
In pure lands the supposed one is the god who controls all.
In earth the supposed one is the powers.
These substantial controls are believed to be through ignorance and all sins.
Heavy rains are stormy red.
You got yourselves sold when you read the honors on their faces.
A thousand years hegemony business is with circle trades in ten thousand years with
tears.
All attempts to revive are laws that fixed to complex rules.
The contests for supremacy may put the threats and demands to evil builds.
It is on some times to put away molests to obtain fair plays.
However some of us could really go to their camps.
In some ways we can success.
However the unique laws are how to avoid all sins.
Eager beavers stay in the corners.
Split beavers accommodate moneys and powers.
I think that all sins must be our rights.
When we got an analytical live that is full of logics and senses we cut our throats with
honors.
We are opened up to flashes. If we had to dodge away from wheels of lives or from the
wheels of evils, we got to be catchy.
Stolen tricks are robbed actions when working.
Robbed works are carried out with robes on apes.
If we have to declare and let out then we take the rents.
Political white washes subjects or dictatorships are main points. What kinds of all sins
are our rights?
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Arts of Taiwan Gandhi
Arts of Taiwan Gandhi.
Powers are rules beyond laws.
Would there are civil on way of powers.
That is always laws or civil arts.
Panels on time delays are some.
Latter are referendums on both sides.
First set off all boots.
3 passes become 4 good wires.
Schooling is the best safe books.
Training on laws is as our free wills.
Happy thinkers are on both sides.
Off set is to zeroes powers.
Always laws are civil homes.
Taiwan and China have four passes.
Schooling is the best safe books.
Delayed timers go on ask.
First set off all books.
70 year latter is a deep pool.
Blow the cold and the hot away.
You keep your bibles I get my books.
Gandhi urns are law vats.
Taiwan Gandhi books the home.
Switch tickets are swap bosses.
No flames on cinders but warmth are heat.
Spheres mono is not twin earths.
A cake is not a piece is not good to share.
Cokes of wires are macro powers.
Cokes of yokes have no happy hares.
Taiwan Gandhi books a home.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Arts of Taiwan Gandhi-not cauchy3
Arts of Taiwan Gandhi.
Powers are rules beyond laws.
Would there are civil on way of powers.
That is always laws or civil arts.
Panels on time delays are some.
Latter are referendums on both sides.
First set off all boots.
3 passes become 4 good wires.
Schooling is the best safe books.
Training on laws is as our free wills.
Happy thinkers are on both sides.
Off set is to zeroes powers.
Always laws are civil homes.
Taiwan and China have four passes.
Schooling is the best safe books.
Delayed timers go on ask.
First set off all books.
70 year latter is a deep pool.
Blow the cold and the hot away.
You keep your bibles I get my books.
Gandhi urns are law vats.
Taiwan Gandhi books the home.
Switch tickets are swap bosses.
No flames on cinders but warmth are heat.
Spheres mono is not twin earths.
A cake is not a piece is not good to share.
Cokes of wires are macro powers.
Cokes of yokes have no happy hares.
Taiwan Gandhi books a home.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Back to face on china-cauchy3
Back to China faces…..
Open postures to inner rights will began the works on armies as power display
externally.
Create your tricks and treat your men. Powers all embracing take the coverages.
Judiciary looks to down and casting military.
Rabbi berries stood as stolen boxes.
Vanilla lilies, Diana smiles and golden keys on rods to altars are all desired desserts.
Dessert hairs and nuns that nude are salad as gods’ creams.
In year 2006 first china head to provide the invited army shows to British.
Military alliance reports the forces on both sides as china attempts.
Both regard each to each as military experts on one and one as logo.
Devils tails are trails on heads to come around.
All are military might.
Chan Fong On sang and sir Patten hall stand on poses to speeches about common
polls.
As they are British parties and royal members!
Pass the honeys wines to above hands. All need free hands.
How about peoples?
China now checks and verifies all photo, papers and news of foreign mediums.
China clears the set off getting finance negotiations with British.
Gods hopes the hats but apple away from heads.
China peoples hope for cola.
Drink the drain and dries as bones. Cells infected but all are heats.
Teach your deer to fences the world.
Deer dare deer dearly.
Deer lamed on legs accustomed to grazing as far from edges of cliffs as possible to
obtain safes.
Weapons should embargo.
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---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Back to tracts-Cauchy3
Back on tracts…
Mentions make a live to care.
Spin in flats the worlds are shame.
Make missteps and made with changes.
Try to get and go to take.
Make up using goody words.
Wailed to weeds are swans with songs.
Ark will land and apes will cry.
Blow the heats to frozen ices.
Backs on tracts are badly mean.’
Chosen chores are men on earth.
Kiss your dogs with holly wreath.
Chinese pounds are catty to each.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Balance acts-Cauchy3
Balance acts….
Cast a spell with goody cashes.
Cast by tricks a net to catch.
Come up blows the laws in cold.
Come on over across the mocks.
Come on over across the moves.
Balance acts have power yokes.
Balance acts recall our calls.
Pick to works are good to act.
Marching panels boot up camps.
Add up sums are all to call.
Look your ways appear gods.
Look your ways with sins to go.
Tear my books under the lamps.
Lambs of gods will wait to last.
Misery rules the misrule acts.
Boggling minds have tricks to treat.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Bamboo tight
Bamboo tight…
Power glories are power home.
Ballsy bases are bamboo tight.
Stocks in dens and view on scopes!
Where you bring the taste of winds!
Partial loves are power gain.
Nosh up swallow some your lies.
Powers paint your fingers nails.
Powers get your package tied.
Powers are verbs and physic in nouns.
Gold inlaid are power hours.
Cubic powers aren’t simple lines.
Powers verbs are good to time.
Verbs diverse are work to push.
Powers shaping touch your gods.
Close and tight to fit are use.
More the caused effect as worked.
Works on powers take your might.
Ballsy bases are bamboo tight.
Close and tight to fit are use.
Verbs diverse are work to push.
Take your powers to eat your charms.
Tins with powers and brains in cans!
Wally powers are hanging trees.
Fixed your works and hands are free.
Powers glories are power homes.
Stocks in dens are views on scopes.
Playing over are nicely dimes.
Play over are over drive.
Pudding powers are over eggs.
China puddings seal with steels.
Powers controls are war in tents.
Empire fouls are full of teems.
Ballsy bases are bamboo tight.
Where you swears to taste of winds!
Partial loves are powers gain.
Powers paint your finger nails.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Bamboos in bushes
Bamboos in bush-poem-cauchy3.
Moneys are daughters in laws for politics.
Esteems are not the only daughter words.
The safe words are good hells.
Equilibriums are to shout at Gods bellies.
Five stars are negative beaches.
Political groans are academic years.
Not respond to all magic treats.
Do not bow to bad political remarks.
Great prizes are for small prides.
Object to vanes but not gentle winds.
Use your dimes to go up streams.
Are your minds going against streams?
Political winds have cold and hot.
Hot sexes still have feet that are cold.
Keep the words but not the mot that make.
I am a very wise good listener.
Agree to orders or to axes as you take.
It is law reply or coupon replay.
It is aim or it is way.
It is honors or it is laws.
Leaders fly north but go south.
Adam papa has amour proper.
Big themes are from birds mouths.
May be thin whites are dark horses.
Politics are laws but not judges.
Regards a live is as for hell burns.
Rules have usages but men have thumbs.
Bushes pilots are to clever bushes.
Are there loves taking but laws giving?
But like kinds are not like minds.
Well dragons are good strollers.
Are you roll the carpets or roll on routes.
What is a game and what is a play.
Evil dragons are plus steels.
It split bamboos with way lay.
But where you come where the controls are late!
Are there eyes to eyes when we see!
Bamboos in bushes can not agree.
Or straight spines will bend the worlds.
Pass the antics to your critics but not words.
Chins morale are Japan laws.
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Good yang will be happy plans.
Stir teas in cups with no matters.
How can you find pearl as you raid the hays.
Hit the foes shields with ran off.
Public political games are massive.
Can fairies have good gain?
In small grams I put words again.
Good days are not god morning.
Stir teas in cups with no matters.
Hit the foes shields with ran off.
Public political games are massive.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Birds story-Cauchy3
Story of birds…
Birds in goals are old to worlds.
Pressed on ways are right as coined.
Home on truths are go on how.
Lend the weights on cues to join.
Steal an honor and lend your scopes.
Home on truth is going home.
Lemon pixels colored yellow.
Old to dates are out of elbows.
Ready Leo has born with lions.
Lions with marks and take the omens.
May be spots are may be silicon.
Close accounts are all to open.
Real accords are real to state.’
Going out are gone to passes.
Valences are free on hands as values.
All are tricks and all are arts.
Relays hold the strike on plays.
Fingers fives are five to stir.
Mavens are dab on hands to class.
Donald Jung may take to puppet wires.
Donald Jung got no wares.
Spy with wares are social tales.
Fools to proof are max to out.
Clement fits are clinched hours.
Donald Jung is talking craps.
Novels talks are seeds to rape.
Clement fits are clinched on tines.
Beauty trades are money tied.
Birds are good to gold with silk.
Canary was trilled on ways to sing.
Clement fits are clinched on times.
Beauty trades are money tied.
Victim passes on lives on trades.
Spy with wares are social tales.
Donald Jung is talking craps.
Novel talks are seeds to rape.
---Cheung Shun sDang=Cauchy3---

,

cheung shun sang
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Boots with cauchy3
Boots with Cauchy3….
Boots to lift are boots to lick.
Boots to lick are chokes to cock.
Back on tracts are loves on tick.
Search your souls with paper coins.
Yards with sticks are boggle screens.
Starlets dance with loving souls.
Mates in souls have dollars reels.
Paper moneys are counting out.
Birds in cages are stocks to kiss.
Cats in houses deduce my loves.
Trains on broken loves are fins.
Siecle pour fins as figures close.
Boots with Cauchy3 are scrabble lives.
Boots with staples take your wines.
Boots with samples take your asses.
Boots with feet your pix are arts.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Bow wow-cauchy3
Bow wow.
Bow wows your worlds of worms.
Take your buffet heads to worth.
Swallow the wash down tasks.
Braid the brand new brass.
Tick off my clocks but you clop.
China charges the chances to chalks.
Evils might are not peoples ought.
Table of limbos are hells to hall.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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By blow -cauchy3
By blows.
Men are ants to accept some food.
Invited your pets are when lives are good.
Two ways in spaces are wrong and right.
Fussy leaders are great to live.
Tender your moneys to go on ways.
Partial objects are subjects to relate.
Allures to bosses are always right.
Fussy leaders are great to live.
Long runs are morals to fit.
Short runs are morale to pose.
When moneys talks our ranks may high.
Skill is to tie the arrows on bows.
Power platforms have no true angles.
Gods fade out when traded.
Pure honors talk in silences.
Good names aroused and interested.
By blows are men to follow the camps.
By things are men to get loves.
With times we are worms to apples.
With truths we think with free rooms?
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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cauchy3 rights or devils jumps
Cauchy3 rights and devil jumps.
Fine coats give fine impressions. Who tailor a belle with every gear? But Buddha asks
Buddha build. You have to mend that leak or to lick that crack. What is your problem?
Buddha s pictures have no magic.
The real lemons could not be plums. Young girls are good purple violinists. Purpose
loves are purpose built. Christ transfer motions which lock the times. Who is so ever
exit?
A world is used to the word ‘time’ but nothing can govern time as infinity terms go to
infinity by infinite numbers of times. At least I like to use terms and words. Nothing
can exit or sometimes can reborn.
Lives are leap out from times then it can have many takes. Are your random sexes or
random loves consent? Our native sentiments are random or do we always being pull
and draw by threads of the others men or trends of other cases.
Stimulations and responses or actions and reactions are always rule by all change hats.
Changeful situations are machines that change or change machines.
Men s teeth are similar to bones. A cog transfers motions by locking into teeth of some
wheels. A God is not good to have god s laws. A god should complete with god s
reasons.
One is the way. Two on ways are abnormal. In one way all cortexes are similar. But on
world absolute powers have to agree to all varieties as some many. As we are more
than one!
Buddha asks Buddha build. Buyer asks buyer s bills. Sellers kiss the jewels. Are you a
jewel? Politics are nude when all situations are naked. Walk the law monks play with
walking sticks.
Walk the tapes god whistle to the weeds. Take your belts but not your belts. Get a
home but not your own. Who map the maps in all reds?
You stamp on with what stamp. All climbers are ants to hills. All divers are skins when
up streams. Social climbers have few problems. All volitions are with one volatilized
powers. Who bill up our laws?
Who control our order?
No real pictures are Buddha, but there are honors for Buddha ways. No descend are
magic powers till some now. We are human who relay on leaders with middle classes
and gold means to wash our souls.
Buddha moves their arms when evils are hanged.
Does Buddha drops when seas are covered by red.
No all dictionaries are for dictators.
However Cauchy3 would share my rights with you.
My whole Chinese name is Cheung-Shun-Sang.
Vous faire aeme de la shun sang. Demons?
Tout faire arme de la shun sang?
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Gods and evils make up our histories.
To king s high for authorities to change our worlds or each bad debt to sore our souls
are some. The exceptions are some hi-hi emperors humanities.
However we follow their pictures but still we got to share Cauchy3 rights. But if there is
a god we need many angels viewing many angles.
Locus is smooth curves and lotus is pink. Buddha flies with different wings onto Greeks.
Who drink the philters and give free hand task. Imperial loves are for you to claim your
loves by bonds. Queen of old dynasty and Diana choke our worlds with beauties.
Orange fruits bear pinks. Valiant it by loves or Valiant it by arms are us.
So we put words with words. The circles of loves are not square deals. The circles of
laws and orders are not fairy tales. Purple wands extend to backs. Evils tails jump
higher.
When powers are in courses of sexes I knee.
When powers are in courses of tricks I bow.
When powers are in courses of loves I cry.
Are all courses are to concupiscence of souls and bodies?
Are all the powers are concurrent events of good wines and silver cups?
Which powers are the means?
Which ounces are the cheap?
Polyandry is polyanthus. Our minds are suck when we suck the riyal cups. Matters are
half matters when laws are obeyed. New forces have new rules. Equal loves are for
boxers. Equalizations are complicated equalizers.
All series are whiffs in weeds.
Are you dawn when you love?
Are you scored when you pass?
Duality is a due.
Trinity is a trail.
You could only get one quarter on courts.
Pentagon has some rights.
Sixth senses are so false.
Seven deadly sins are banana to monkeys.
Eight turn about faces are octants but not spheres to be near.
Nisus are nine lions to nip.
Ten commands are tenets to tender foots.
May Cauchy3 be rights when devil jumps?
One man has double faces.
Two men are with one for tool.
Three gods are trinities that deal with trigonometry.
Four stars are not syllogism of one.
Five stiffs are depended keys.
Six senses have attachments.
Seven –guns are not equal detachments.
Eight eggs are not two balls.
Nine men out of ten nobbled
Ten folds of powers are with one tenet.
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May Cauchy3 be right when devil jumps.
cheung shun sang
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Cauchy3-clear
Cauchy3-clear..
If clears are false then you could attain and you win. Claim on forms and kick to sides.
Other hands are good but all are notes that far to suffix.
Some are good and some are bad. Find the warrants you claim your lives.
Matrix decisions pass your making right.
Complex objects are power subjects and diadem crowns.
Believe on briefs with maps on relief.
Release your powers with moneys.
Control your dictum send your guns.
Power might’s drawing but minds are logics.
Psyche and Schizo-signals as sights to amuse are limiting tops.
Flows on charts are drawing men.
Powers to pies are head on figures.
Sketch your power searches for daily parts.
Clear to might and take your power.
Need to help the evils seeds with hanging trees.
Gallows are woods bur steel are powers.
Wallow must be mud and pigs are piggy.
Better than none.
I buy you loves.
Mall of loves produce masses.
Massive making come as crowns.
China tenant hold the world of weapons.
Israel got the copied flights.
China takes the copied airs.
U.S.A F15 and F16 originals…
China takes the lists with wishes.
Honest brokers play short.
Trickery china tackles the chances.
U.S.A plays the sorting magnets to line up ions.
Orders are posted and complete by honest –Israel peaces..
May be true ways are on times.
Me-my-Cauchy3 a clear attained logics!
---Cheung Shun sang=Cauchy3---.
cheung shun sang
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cauchy3-feelings
Cauchy3 feeling….
Fighting give no rights. Rights are giving by fighting. Jousts are not justices. But
justices are jousts.
Laws go to gods when feel with gods. Law is not human feeling. But human rules by
feeling.
Laws apply to peoples away from races, creeds and colors.
Scopes with conditional worth and tossed on sides of two of horizons are nukes away
from laws..
General laws are general.
All to rights are equities applied.
Sentiments as goody feeling needed to come for justices.
Why human still can rule by feeling.
Legends are not myths only.
Myths are need to legend.
Legacy is not lives.
Lives need legacy.
Legal tender of powers is might.
Legal tenders of moneys are values.
Envoy and kings, legates and powers are will-transistors.
All wars desserts and peace decors are despotic window dressing.
Yule got the sox.
Candies are sugars daddies.
Dandy is math.
Calculate by hidden senses.
Guns will dropp off favors when your armies are weak.
Created by merged and winds that flow will crash together.
Constant flows are tribute to winking eyes.
Function views are efforts of epoch.
Collect your stamps but powers sealed.
Collected moneys but jobs are tellers.
Ranks have no rights. But rights are ranks. Queen use only hero boots.
Dickens and saints are flowers and bees in hells. They are symbiosis.
Programs are not systems. Systems need programs.
Like definitions to sentences. Definite by touching and put up by words on ways.
May be jobs are only channels to definite.
Cauchy3 lose his feeling into reasons.
Who parse the laws?
Who refuses the fuses?
Who comply with gun?
Who butt off when tanks are moving?
Prim punsters demur at laws.
Break my even I twist on twin.
Catty leaders and happy whores, who get the wands and who get the moneys are one.
Second is my feeling.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Cauchy3-fey words with mot de justes
Cauchy3 fey words with mot juste..
Fleas are red and come to ears. Fey words to support Hong Kong governor Donald Jung
on moral characters are useful. Little done is well. No killing or suppresses as auto
plying.
No malign align as random killing.
No forces and hurts with errors when aiming.
Purposely all are clam.
But Donald Jung are one Hong Kong executive officer as purpose built.
So please do not go to mean.
You know cauchy3 is experimental rat.
Experimental doctors say: - it is law-a little case.
Ok it must be little Donna for little cases. It is our chances.
Little Donna Cheung Pak chei and Lau ka link are cheiro-jobs.
Try to make the matches for cauchy3.
Why not genes-Clailis & viagra into bloody lines!
Velvets are well with water smooth.
Rings to count are rally.
Valleys on loves are modes to morals.
Little Dona are drown when put up.
Flowers are ramblers.
Waters are solvents to like.
Somber are middle classes.
Somber are middle moons.
Moderate to sins are vice-by Marxism.
But middle roads are comforted paths with some on ways.
Velvets are well with water smooth.
Fleas are red and bugs are red with red to buds. I mean the red communisms but not
other red or rouge.
Cauchy3 fey words are mot juste.
Politico loves are jesters with sexes.
Political Clailis & Viagra then.
Politico sexes are badly faiths.
Of course I do not mean Cheung Pak chei and Lau ka Link to be good at all to be very
much.
Up lift morals go against bad up lift powers.
Sublime as forms reformed are saints to heroes as all.
Learn the ropes of robins.
Flowers ramblers!
Water solvents!
All are warrants search for middle values.
Hex has hats.
We rely on little faiths.
Little Mc. Donna is counter rings.
Middle means are raw and binary.
Feeling analogies take on lifting up.
Party with few and one party is big alone are thumbs.
Little Donna or Donald Jung is index to the very weird worlds then there are my very
good words.
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--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Cauchy3-Funs
Cauchy3 funs…
PATRIC cite to push the laws.
Mater makes your brains on rings.
Middle cores are directed rays.
Tops on topping blew to things.
Bear on bearing deal your wheels.
Down as fall become your greed.
Greed is sheer but power mere.
Turns on figures lives are sheer.
Lands innate and power grow.
Dictated to all returned the more.
Power symptom goes to storm.
Papers brown are bacon homes.
Study brown is random past.
Random powers cross as asked.
All are acting men on senses.
All are centered men on here.
Purple beaches are cabins on deck.
Purple apes are apt to loves.
Purple funs are reddish necks.
Cauchy3 has collars fix with toys.
Cauchy3 has friend with funny faces.
Power policy draws your sins.
Water bloody and sands are tares.
Alto et basso deal to rings.
God agree to power bibles.
Pushy leaders take your wits.
Good as fortunes roads are wide.
Lions are gold and chicks are tins.
Go to means the gold to means.
Lionize men shoot the earths.
Coelo usque take the hells.
Camp to follow loved to sell.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Cauchy3-props on hands in Latin dancers with laws
Cauchy3-props on hands in Latin dancer with laws….
Aggie balls are stage fights.
Dancing teachers got Latin scripts. The number teachers are one and two in persons.
However by laws she the student win back sixty millions HONG KONG dollars in year
2006.
The scripts are double or half on fees as dancing teaching among two of total years.
Total amounts about one hundred millions h.k dollars sever in year 2006.
Full to grind as dance lovers are prop to loves as agents. Who love a lot of dances. I
meant.
Tell me what are my loves? On my sides there are doves. A dove to goody loves. I also
love Latin dances. You know very good dances.
There are laws in courts and there are only school fees.
Loves are melted on cold and hot when blow.
Favorite hands are moneys tango. I like tango also-music only.
Flair to dances and flair to loves as loves are funs.
Prismatic dressed are weak on scopes.
Priscilla theories lost the causes.
Weak on knees have no strong holds.
All the moneys included those claimed return to Monica wong.
That is half on ways as back on squares not even the double or the whole.
Wong with the refunded already paid 60 million HONG KONG dollars in year 2006.
The over all school fees are double and need not again to submit.
As the teachers offend the women with dirty words then all agrees will break according
laws on courts.
Long on stalls are traded off.
Exposed loves are purposed laws.

Sure cervical bones straight to necks. All are not red on necks.
Weak on knees are strong to hold.
Loves on barriers take the goody dances.
Doves derived your wheat your peas and your corns and console to prizes..
About more than hundred millions Hong Kong dollars that cost a luxury 5 thousand
square feet mansion.
Fees are free to doves. Her name is Wong- GI-JIN.
Her honor is front of HONG -KONG SHANGHAI bank assai Administration chief.
Bossy pushes are tactic dances. Soft in wares are people bones and stunned to loves.
Bad to buy and bad to sell demote loves.
How about Latin dances? They are really good.
I may buy you loves but I could not afford Latin dances.
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Bad to buy but bad to sell demote presenting.
Who present me de jure on de facto vices?
Mal-to take is not loves but marginal loves..
Cut above debates are favorite hands.
Cauchy3 dance when feet are cold.
Now the handles prop for dances and loves have codes and laws.
Favorite hands are financial hold ups.
Buy the Cauchy3 books and cauchy3 may welcome back—back.
Rogers are laagers and labors pains.
Better fitted beyond beliefs are breathes of babies.
Laxity lexicons take the nasty law in books.
Cauchy3 will welcome back.
Cross your winds on cauchy3 technique loves.
Monica Wong is round to dance on roofs. She is still with slims.
Rounds are deals of earths.
Colors off powers make the colors on nymphs
Handle dancers got the prop up laws.
Feet are cold then I will fast.
Share you loves with your doves.
Share your moneys go inner beings.
Wheat to you and peas to you and corns to you we share the wings and the winds.
Counts discount on Monica fans. Will then trade off? Gradualism Wong’ s fans will
teachers fans.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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cauchy3-syntax
Cauchy3 syntax….
Goody hangs are power baits.
Spoons are books and paper trails.
Hollow objects are glory hats.
Feel your logic love your arts.
Oaths of powers tell me more.
Table warren bad to modes!
Judge piano gins are taps.
Dirty pools have cue with balls.
Common polls are POM with PONS.
Pushy leaders mix the arts.
Cheer leaders mix the forms.
Pushy leader mix my times.
Take your places agree to fire.
Methyl nitrate and Nobel prizes!
Royal streams and Tory rivers!
Cauchy3 has syntax but buy my books.
Apple faults are many fools.
Rouges on bureaus dark to tools!
Demons pipes are fierce tunes.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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China Feathers-cauchy3
China feathers.
All broken are to all broken.
Empower the go on switching might.
Swaps are solids of evils to Gods.
To assign a stamp is to enclosed wills.
Seal the boxes when hubs are put.
Send the letters of dead wars.
Fugitive stews are cooked and used.
Lying above are all above hands.
Little to think is a world of lots.
Rake off are common worlds.
Break and enter we go fast.
Lying above are all above hands.
All hubs are for fire breathes.
Dark flames follow your feathers.
Evil powers follow your ethers.
China ethers are steel legend.
Leggings are not good to evils heels.
Powers are each others to eager.
Empower the go on switching broken.
Water soars but no rocks are rotten.
For waters are rocks giving up.
Minds are calculated and tactics are used.
Drop the lines on switching phones.
Flaw called are over polices.
Pc software is war wares.
Lying above are all above hands.
All hubs are for fire breathes.
Dark flames follow your feathers.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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China keels-cauchy3
China keels.
Your fatal palaces are moneys cashiers.
Your faiths are real lottery eight.
Sure wins are good to achieve.
Cold winds are leer eyes.
Go to what ever is ever.
Strollers are dragons to fling shirts.
No weak knees are on strong heels.
Daily doubles are dozens with twins.
Dab hands are to fixed desk.
Good men are shame to ask.
Political games are gambles on test.
Waters flow down to race.
Principal are masses with no good densities.
Lead poisonings are not lead pencils.
Balance your red and blue sheets.
Naked eyes are over the keels.
Drink thirsty are powers to be since.
Dry bones are solute on wines.
Wet bloods are ashes and dirty.
China keels are bottom six.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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China tents-Cauchy3
China tents.
Good to go under the guns.
Fade and out are new to ages.
Odes are pure to those with plums.
Stills to lives are gone on sales.
Powers works are fine to arts.
Masters pieces are master worlds.
Annex laws are bloody pass.
Annex map to awes on words.
A burst of speeds are heavy powers.
Altered masses are breaking open.
Syntaxes go with ratio arms.
Syntaxes deal with slave laws.
Critics real are antic truths.
Best to might is short to use.
Names in boards are powers keys.
Pegged your body is dogs’ tents.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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China-Taiwan-politics-cauchy3
China & Taiwan politics.
Lionized Sphinx is to study hybrid immortality under solo powers.
Solo power is the margin to absolute zeroes.
Captive principals are deep sea liabilities. Ratters are hard to catch the snakes.
Falconry is bells on air.
Tridents take up the snake when they spew their venoms like dragons.
Vanilla skies to Vietnam have number out small child.
Grin with axes they smile to American soldiers.
Jungle toys are little flowers. Wars cease phage cross. Justices cease by honors to
some titles.
Of causes world nations are beyond one community.
Capitals are to principals. But debits are not to credits.
A world of deep sea is with marking liabilities.
The beats or rates to laws and justices are fall to rights.
The solo powers put you on days to fields.
Then you catch and return your enemies whistles like rain stars.
Solo powers are hybrid models cut above or under absolute zeroes.
Few of them allow double sovereigns or accept the double offer to your rights. In depth
a piece of mystery colors is magic mirrors.
Smokes to mirrors are bad powers. Estimated paths are war fields.
Somber are feels but bloods are tastes.
Halls to amenities are powers beyond comforts. So my fathers fail. When I was a child
he set up a advertisement company in Hong Kong. When he nearly fails he borrows
money from a ball room girl. Now it was about 2 million Hong Kong
dollars-2006-year-now.
This could not cover all the moneys that he is in debts. So the company uses my uncle
as new boss.
My father still works and supports the business at back and on some front with some
front chances.
Now my uncles’ sons are very rich mainly by these businesses and some others very
lately.
All colors are finished.
Lionized Sphinx is to study hybrid immortality under solo powers.
Solo powers are the margins to absolute zeroes. Captive principals are deep sea
liabilities.
Ratters are hard to catch the snakes. Falconry is belts on airs.
Tridents take up the snakes when they spew their venoms like dragons.
In the powers mall or on the street corners there is one.
And follow the public addresses of Lin Gin, who will get the feels. He said that the feels
for him to peoples to be same. He also talks about he feel the paces on these front
waves as our generations to good times. But HERE IS CAUCHY3 views on SOLO
powers.
For China communist one party is big alone.
For same paces and same errors Kuomintang should change to communists to a must.
They can still dig to three winds doctrines.
Lin Gin is not Cauchy3 but he is once the head leader of Kuomintang-Taiwan.
Three free democrat or three winds doctrines and synchronal signals or
ANACHRONISMS.
What is anachronisms-Ngn SA Quit or Yu se Hui.
They are both betrayer. One asks for Ex officio and one asks for King crafts.
If I am the king I also crave with crafts.
But Jung –Yam-Kown or Donald Jung or bow tie all in one is Hong Kong governor has
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buried his father near Radar station and get so called unbelievable shielding lives
powers and lucks.
Lin Gin once went back to China to bow to his parent tombs with his wife. All kissing is
to leftists.
They seem to get all play cards that cover their path rather than flower girls.
Lin Gin successors Ma Ye cow may be the follower to flowers camps. They may success
on the Taiwan presentations and presidents elections or they may not.
Ada! Aha! Wee! Wee! Whip! Whip!
--Cheung Shun Sang=Caychy3-cheung shun sang
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Corker cauchy3
Corker cauchy3……
Orders to count the tons are minds.
Final copies are final cups.
List of events are mono-kinds.
Powers come when acting up.
One party is big alone.
Orders to count are program minds.
All over powers allowed.
Pal up moneys take you wings.
Purists done the hells are brands.
Highs to lows are level on ranks.
Power words are total strings.
China reaches the aims as rights.
China rights appeal the might.
Balance off see the acidic winds.
Moral forces go off beats.
Killing tanks eat the earth.
Noises in white and paper brown!
Power mounts and all are rolled.
Cauchy3 amok and power mock.
Corker cauchy3 is good to clock.
---Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Craters are love
2 Craters are loves.
Crates are catering to cold snows.
Snows are plays with white fox.
Digitals are sum up to analog powers.
Loves are take care by songs.
Moneys are three-D and singing words.
Thrash around are sad clouds.
Smoke to mirrors are peak one.
Clear words are powers to be loud.
Pigeons bow when there are bits with seeds.
Gypsy laughs as happy weeds.
On far on far flowers and fires.
On valley is a cup of lily wines.
Foundations to find are controlled rules.
Very fortissimo loves are decimal points.
Round up them are bed may to use.
Crave words are with love logics.
Queens have no sum but times are in queues.
Moneys or loves are to scrabbles or to quibble.
Quick on tasks is quick on tart.
Go on test the vir-to arts. (tube) .
Moneys’ virtu is love paper.
Who figures are on papers and who kiss my rings?
When love cross your saddle plays.
Regal are cattle on soiree sides.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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cross-cauchy3
Cross….
Heavy crosses have double checks.
Good for nothing go and get.
Goody- goody off are tarts.
Little forms are pans in hands.
Cross my minds are very tight.
Gaps and bridges are good on lands.
Bridges have tracts that go to sides.
Leaders come to swivel laws.
Swear to learn the slippery notes.
Slipped minds are grins and axes.
Jester jokes are slip over.
Same alike as all are shame.
Goody- goody off are tarts.
Little forms are pans on hands.
Heavy crosses have double checks.
Good for nothing go and get.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Dicky or Dickey-cauchy3
Dicky…
Things in games are hemmed by men and take the controls by men. Times and themes
are conducted by chances and mended by men with handles.
Situations take on times that come to control things in games for every ones involving
our conditions worth.
All are sixes and sevens are men to deal on those to all.
Now our machines cycles are taken by brains.
Feel as good or feel on sides.
Themes on things and things on games are nearly locked to deaths.
Johnny spots and jacks in trades are common strap on to nudes.
Needy for scents of flowers are traps to bees and take the waxes of bees.
Got promote and got the questions who are whom on tops of pines.
Got success and got my answers with Darwin.
Got to go as trick are times to times.
Just and too the times are fates.
Gods will give on rises when pillows are there.
Apples faults have apple cinders.
Powers change our gods with backs on crosses.
Confer eyes are bull to eyes.
Dickey bows are dibs on dickey.
Dickey –dickey dibs on Dickey.
Dickey bows! Dickey bows!
Dickey got the kings.
Then Dickey got the cadre pinks.
Cauchy3 got no Cauchy3 minds.
Dickey got the dickey mines.
Verses on other fates Tom Jones are other miners.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Doodah cauchy3
Doodah Cauchy3…
Doodah names are bible works.
Hide and seek are ready to show.
Laws as tackle made the rods.
Magic wands are seemed to strong.
Slice and slide are fishing gods.
Total realms are solid states.
Steal with forces or tricks to rob.
Seize the powers take the axes.
Cushy gods are power jobs.
Spurs on burs are power move.
Favorite hands are all for bosses.
Foxy rabbit gods can toke.
Atomize powers are grand to hold.
Cushy gods are power jobs.
Doodah cauchy3 are table names.
Groove towards the boards above.
Doodah cauchy3 are table names.
Scrabble fence is bit on bytes.
Groove towards the boards above.
Parse the laws with syntax types.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Fairy study-Cauchy3
Fairy study…
Fairy studies on firmly skies revolved by magic powers are booking times on T.V.
Serial shows are long to spate. Spatial counts are count on 33 heavens.
Man the machines or machine workers are our worlds. Knock to round with edges that
are rough have few to use..
All are cents with dollars views as worth to do. Lives on magic shows are split on hairs
but much about our basic with none.
Thoughts are easy but one is hungry. We need on food and drinks but not magic as
usage on real.
Prosaism is lives as getting real benefits but belles are jungles. Lives are toy by loves.
Knacks to lock on doors of magic goody fates as picking willows one on desks and
mean the worth to lucks are gods with baby fishes.
Gods may know the crystals. Spirits and souls are fluxes and meshes. Learn not and
know not. How about the metal tired. Gates that made by steels will lie down. Plane
will crash.
Lift up faces of yours and risen your spirits by self-acute minds. Will you! Cross ditches
run along the ways of your doors for lucks. Single run are bad. Watch your steps then.
Pass up chances to live on magic but live on wits.
Some encourage with magic spells will help a little. Some deny magic powers living
pass by wits or think alone.
Thinking fairy can help.
Think alone can work but butt.
Blades of reaper also grasses will grow under feet.

Pro-forma I collect a lot of figures with gods-status.
I am afraid to dropp them out.
I won’t buy another more.
Most likely I keep those as old.
Work on magic over do.
Trying lucks but out to gods.
Trying gods but out to lucks.
Turn to Schizo get dynamic on lives.
Turn to schizo get static on lives.
Willow one are coffin breathes.
Willows and figs are dresses with angels.
Cocks with heads are bloody shield-from hens.
Cocks with guns are 64-awes.
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cheung shun sang
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Good jobs-Cauchy3
Good jobs.
Beneficial languages are situations words.
Ducked in waters are powers to kill.
Soaps up bubbles are some flowers.
Soaps boxes stood our birds.
Less- decimals are good to go.
But each for a plus is to cross my works.
To blow the hot and the cold is with moneys.
Left Nazi got the powers.
Hey days are key points.
Columns of spires are tappet off.
Dead fishes are with hot oils.
Fiscal bottoms are merged on.
Do evils bidding are camp followers.
Cold winds are agents to snowmen.
Hoity-toity are official works.
Embolisms of moneys are good jobs.
Bow tie bows to powers.
New worlds have good pockets.
Pay rolls are table rolls.
Cauchy3 has back cross bows.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Hidden political sins-cauchy3
Hidden political Sins.
Ruthless are evil political tricks alike- pulses of red dragons. The real freaks are a class
of copied loves and a field of camp followers. Feed to powers are good norms to touch
on bases to neighbors.
The minds are collections to a warship museum but there are copied loves from a mall
of machinations.
There are still ploughs with cows and eating mere peanuts for dinners. It is good to
listen to the distant jet planes or the near thunders but there are no copied books on
wooden plates.
Show no tracks of giving to give off political real king crafts as for leader ships.
Mending their ways with dragons’ tricks of leaders and armies are Sinful you!
All the weak knees are to your public domains of you or your wills on others.
Purifications are effects of a dictated sin. Call me the true ways on panther tricks of son
of small general..
But I am so weak as one feeble secular..
The dictations of real king crafts sit on chairs of yellow thrones. The pictures assembler
the fierce-full eyes as cogs to the center of political hubs.
Press by powers and make the mandamus. The mandatory are taken the tiger seals on
ways of emperors and that back off the emperors.
When the barometers fall the acids are the control liquids. All jades are turn to omit.
On and off democrats are swim or sink.
From the low bottoms on viscounts to the top dukes there are visa credits and many
vested interests..
Our beneficial cycles will not guess an order in deep. So these are king crafts.
Further more there are the discriminations on laws and justices with armies and
curfews
So why we need general polls on top levels!
In England king crafts are quite some symbols rather than real. In China king crafts are
hidden sins.
The handles for gossips are hidden evils heads biting on devils tails.
Jail birds have little sexes. But good to say I am only an experimental rat in Hong Kong
under China. Our limbos are not purge.
Repulsive are their hidden sins.
Meters can not take over. Meter out. Panthers or jackals! Belles slim legs or jack legs
are all on their ways.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Humble cakes-cauchy3
Humble cakes –poem and prose….
Objects take related powers to minds.
Tracts on tables list our logics.
Power seeds and worked as ethics.
Health pending accords on joined.
Tamper must the temples there aren’t gods.
Plurals pay-o-la paid the rolls.
Seven gods of lucks expected.
Excel seven have six to except.
W.H.O. manager keep the tops of marching conditions for moneys flow and sources on
hands resources.
Pass musters pay on rolls.
Country reigns represent laws and health.
Solemn ports report the flaw apples.’
Corny laws with good as goody tribes are sufficed.
Good to care a holly land is good to ride..
We are human, we are needy poor. We are looking back for mercies.
Easy going takes our plans.
Easy to come are storms with quotas.
W.H.O. has quotas given out to poor.
Private channels are moneys and wealth may politico go.
Managers may over easy.
Humble cakes or lily altars both are silken.
Happy plurals are play-roll-la. La. La.
Will Chan Fung Fu Gin win the manager –W.H.O.
Are all other members under supervised happy.
She may good.
Politico may go.
All are really happy.
Rectitude and fine latter for ever as what will be now is this.
A good with tricks is 3 billion U.S dollars china care to banana.
Treats or tricks and carrots or sticks are plurals.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Lands and feet-cauchy3
Lands are feet.
A done world is dupe when stood.
Free falls are not free hands.
Evils partners are on address books.
Part songs are songs to act.
Achieve to complete are no eyed sky.
Donald Jug has jungle gyms.
Emerge moneys are other suits.
A gold cup ties to soon.
Tom–yik lin is washed.
Real politics have static watts.
A gold shower is last pollens.
Dunk worlds are emerged with powers.
Who are wolves -boss and who are tiger kings.
Tigers’ paws are when elephants are down.
Get together are mercurial springs.
Who are booby prizes and down bosses.
Clacks on towns are when worlds stood.
Evil partners are on address books.
Powers are political on shut doors.
Moneys are handles when lands are foot.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Laws to consider-cauchy3
Laws to consider.
Bubbles laws as in realities they are spread.
Satisfy your powers like nukes.
Splitting factors are land to earth.
Gears on airs are no free skulls.
Wires and hooks are slides and rules.
Lang lays are to dark spaces.
Trough and tensions are spots used.
Probe to politics are sweet candies.
Ten spots are word jails.
Ten strikes are tent poles.
A follower camp is claimed.
Land whistles are for lap dogs.
Pinions on wheels are small timers.
Opinions in series marks are big.
Build your laps and joints to evils.
Build your laps are devils tails.
All winding are copied courses.
Lapel powers are labeled laws.
Kings are chairs with musical counts.
Octaves are songs to crown at large.
Scaled panels do not set free.
Lasers compressions are red lights.
A night of fusions cut my wheels.
Last in but first out are bad winds.
Needles are meters with mono-powers.
Fixations are latencies on power manic.
Ambitious powers are weights in tons.
Periods in red are times on stages.
Laws on stages do not call our choices.
Front on foils with evils joys.
Bad dreams are bully contents.
Bad morals are lost to consider.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-.
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Life plus over-poem-cauchy3
Life plus over-poem.
Bad sums are plus over.
Reach your prints on palm figures.
Seek your honors when prices are more.
Set by over setting to thinkers.
Quakers are good to bonus when treated.
Trick the good with evil realms.
Reams are ramped with static marks.
Bad lists are bad malls.
It is black mails or it is bad lists.
Political powers are quantum to full.
Loudness is sounds with gentle pitch.
Moneys are laced up shoes that are uppers.
Logics could be theory if powers extended.
Fawn men have forces at backs.
Relevance is back burners when reviewed.
Good dreamers bet the passes.
Your papers are rubber inks.
To win advantages you cover the fires.
Free the soccer to score free.
Morals roll as snows very thin.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Limbs ending-Cauchy3
Limbs ending.
Moths catch the fires to bright.
Dead beetles take the hells.
Skulls are canned heads at night.
Colors are tints and limbs are ending.
Booze up the bulls and find more.
Circles are packs of jackals that move.
Wolves are cunning but could not pack up the lion.
Paradises are human biotic biotins.
Birds have eyes or black billed.
Bills on trades have trade on.
Flowers have roses and men have rings.
Evolutions are eggs hatched on pure off.
Flying rattles are with swimming wasps.
Beavers have lodges and Americans have homes.
Weasels take the whistles of snakes.
But eating coypu is good for months.
With gods teach our preys to pray.
With powers there are pearls and jades.
Bad thinking is bad soups.
But bean curls are shaped hours.
Political hours are to logo houses.
Then all out are fair enough.
Good putting is off shoots?
A jammed minute is in blue books.
64 requiems are land over.
Deep seas six are offer.
Guns on and tanks on!
Gins are not wines but dry bones.
Moths catch the fires to bright.
Dead beetles take the hells.
Skulls are canned heads at nights.
Colors are tints and limbs are ending.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Love
Love…
Lose your penny take your drills.
Pluvial pleading sweetie lords!
Drills in fields are peaches to till.
Moneys tills are belle shops.
Pleasures seekers tease the toys.
Playing things are human pens.
Cede my lands get you lots.
Pusher post exchange decks.
Moneys costs are footing bills.
Jungle girls compare to care.
Practice sharp and set you ill.
Practice loves and set you bare.
---Cheung shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Love your strings-cauchy3
Love your strings….
Buttress to buy the butter breads!
Butty layers are worker earths.
Bottoms are piles as simple pins.
Under tables laws are thin.
Out of fires your dances are fine.
Systems works are rapid fires.
Acts to supply, good to strike!
Great loves are given no strings.
Love your strings and good on ways.
Pull a string to follow says.
Pull your legs to hear your words.
Good to rates are stopping powers.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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loves and powers-cauchy3
Loves and powers…
Laughers got your smiles as gifts.
Worth a world is loves in mills.
Where is long there is short.
Sides on shows are mocked by strokes.
Pulses on ports are cares on buses.
Powers calls are breezes will turn.
Stormy turns are face above.
Take away and go to pockets.
Buys and sells allow talks.
Beauty trades are eager given.
Brave are bloods but sorrow graves.
Junes are paying down to springs.
Summer wines are winds to care.
Breezes will turn and powers call.
Strengthen pull your legs of loves.
Sonnets meshed up nets with forces.
--Cheung shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Me-my Gods-cauchy3
Me-my Gods.
Bellowed angrily are sword thinks.
Indexes are works to provided nuisances.
Sparks fly with hot oils.
Good cakes are stupid cupids.
Good points are couches to be doable.
Beauties and coating are mutual co-active.
Large applications are delusions and wants.
The falseness of warmth is little matches.
Little applaud are appliqué cloths.
Plain figures are straight and whites.
Loafs but not breads crumbs are lofty.
Holy spirits are table wines.
Cough drops are mixed with sweets.
Tabernacle dolls are with holly figures.
Gods are wagers to balance sheets.
Prizes on merchants are bread prices.
Prizes on gods are laced spirits.
Gee-whiz are my goose and swan.
Even gods have paradox thrifts.
Cell counters are Bio-actions.
Geiger counters are gods’ moves.
Detect all motions when formed.
Chronotron go with small times.
Charges are polarized sources with ions.
Knotted cases are with complex law.
Logics and reasons are simple but clinging.
Loves and thinking are skewed planes.
Mw-my Gods are good to drink.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Me-my -undressed-Cauchy3
Me-Undressed….
Snails to race or poisoned snake to play as all are politico.
Mockery is bad to chins. Only gods will take away the venoms or fangs. Work over or
take over.
Roses are covered but covered roses. Covered your nests for hawks to take over and
set. Set the plots to worlds when all are upset.
Addressed you is undressed my points. Fall to hands when free to go. Flames with dark
will go and out but really not.
Greatest triumphs are outer wires. Trojan horses are shining dark or white.
Times to pass as goals, there wills will break the making decisions to work for powers
in Taiwan..
Men with wits are getting passes.
Men with rights are getting the wills.’
Peoples are traveled with rights that like the boats for loves.’
Want to initiate when fools have no proofs.
Dance your snakes you need to know to mean the inches on three on snakes.
Gods may want. Good award to gods are noble paths. Men may want. Good award to
men are pities.
Painful when we got the gods. Dearly when we got the last as we are men and we are
one. Insure powers take the owners. Insure passes are bad to come.
Take our tabs on keys of them.
Keys on whole are control right on them.
Plotters papers got my penny.
Me-undressed but throw out some to all.
Me-undressed have still a penny.
Hide your pockets take your sleeves when drums are up.
Donald Jung has Rolling Noises on twenty for one pool and craps.
Me-my-Cauchy3 and pis aller on loving rivers are Pisces that get away from Sharks
with mother..
A piece of resistances is to get a dress also undressed with licenses.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Men and powers
Men and powers…
Author Kudo make the worth.
Venda rent a term to words.
Feast to all a little souls.
Guns metals are metals for guns.
Lady math are men with deeds.
Human math are girls with beefs.
Goods are gds to see our sells.
Buy my wares not sell to me.
Sell me spots the lights to gods.
Powers mania got to hold.
Whirls on pools and walks on lands.
Make your maps for doors with grand.
Great with keys your brighten lives.
Lighten pix are gods with figs.
Bigly cannons are men with bibles.
Men are piano with keys to think.
Bigly maps are thinking men.
Big to think are men as cells.
Men and powers control a world.
Preachers do the funny do.
Soldiers kill their foes by arms.
Leaders take the changing tracts.
Gods-deities take no foods.
Powers take a duck to cut.
Powers take a man to work.
Powers give a man to act.
Skillful makes are leader songs.
Habits to spend a dime are asses.
Skimp and frugal skip to skip.
Save your loves to fail on safes.
Guns are smokes that jazz with riffs.
Tanks with honors there give no waters.
Author verbs are proper nouns.
Author finds the troops to hunt.
Above powers cut about.
All around are good to cut.
Men with powers cut your souls.
Gods in fields are package tour.
Cats have thoughts in pissing houses.
Powers lack on pest to out.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--www.PoemHunter.com - The World's Poetry Archive
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Moneys and Morals
Moneys and morals…
Break to even take your morals.
Badly Dickens gets arrows.
Bloody marry give you moneys.
Each to others is money monster.
Legal pass illegal warrants.
Middle words are all abstained.’
Keep deceptive pass are no-way.
All are just and honors are global.
Excess debts are excess live-in.
Gods are long to lives and live-long.
Storms are reds and rains are acidic.
Johnny spots are fast in visions.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Party lines-cauchy3...
Party lines….
Churn on malls are out to loves.
Churn up body are good for tanks.
Catkin groups are such comes.
Weak detached might are caps.
Heavy guns are making sins.
Stays to open are politic crimes.
Moves or less are packed tins.
Get the heats on deadly wires.
Steels are longer brighter aims.
Bullets silvers are bleeding moon.
Read out loud our loss lands.
Party lines are dark books.
Going pass are wrong to test.
Move on are party lines.
Walks of lives are some on each.
Data carry around of times.
Wages pockets are moneys shows.
Let to say are powers say.
Powers bases don’t know how.
Collects are Franking machines with stamps.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Political filters-cauchy3
Powers and political filters.
Powers are sources of packed packages.
Route out morals when Gods are by passed.
Leaders’ networks are devils tails.
Specific interfaces are heavy airs.
Valid powers login the worlds.
Replies to fingers are baits to fishes.
Resolutions to laws are no good codes.
Default services are enable wires.
Puppets are not puppy to leaders’ minds.
Sudden changes are burst files.
End with boot up services and you can win.
Forward features are law filters.
Main tours are how to conquer the evil.
Sudden changes are burst files.
End with boot up services that you can win.
Forward features are not law filters.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Power on earth-cauchy3
Power on earth….
Nine to firm and five to win as sky and bases are bossy men with yellow robes and
golden crowns.
Six to one is dicey chances.
Dickens is dickers on what they must.
Call it quilt after trade off.
Call it powers after buy off.
Rake off deals are dual to cross.
Win or losses are two differed rows.
Who cut the wool and got the silks.
Law compile and thrones acceded are drafts and works.
Power controls and treats on peoples take the guns and targets.
Truckle got your books we consider the laws.
Back to deal our ways on clinch.
Momma and Mao all get a gun.
If the civil men give you buckles of clean and clear waters then you may drink.
There are heavy waters for nukes.
May German get the best heavy water serial for nukes when it is some time in latter.
How can China trade off?
China use bibles, moneys, papers or lingerie to buy off.
Butt in play la rolls.
Happy tunes!
But powers are middle fingers.
Power onwards on earths but now we use the times.
People need Kava-kava and Kola nuts.
They also need chamomile.
Bibles are not bilberry.
Chambers are not chamomile.
Cokes with tars or cokes to drink!
Transited loves and logo became living mall to powers.
How about moneys?
To widen tax base, they relay on retail tax but no flexible tax on company net profits.
There are very good accountants and very good buy and sell off.
Very good and very laws can’t stir so goody.
They are economic supports.
So to clam down our peoples at laws they need retail taxes instead of advanced and
flexible taxes.
Moneys are daughters of powers.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--www.PoemHunter.com - The World's Poetry Archive
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Power says-cauchy3
Power says…
Metric lay up all are vipers.
Sell your fawn are yellow types.
Ready odes are ready writers.
Ready wits are ready eyes.
Ready moneys go to wits.
Supply powers are ready sides.
Reds reply your games to sift.
Shift to sift up to wild.
China credits turn our noses.
Mulct the march on good lost.
Take the April the apple fool.
May gods go to May for good.
All to change are limited chances.
Like to close are opening hands.
Dark plans have close shaves.
Having your forms as power says.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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power-dom-cauchy3
Power-dom…
Deals are open with fail when safe.
Open and shut across our cases.
Hear to say the shapes of apples.
Little forms to beat as apes.
Surety gods are vice on apples.
Virgin got the pillow apexes.
Power-dom is god to able each.
Power-dom is good in earths.
Powers might are never- never.
Loves to all are never ever.
Gods have Keogh when all are short.
Leader works are spicy hot.
Clear errors invited the errors.
Power-dom is doomed t heroes.
Errors invited are late to latch.
Loves invited are sooner arms.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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power-dom-cauchy3-again
Power-dom…
Deals are open with fail when safe.
Open and shut across our cases.
Hear to say the shapes of apples.
Little forms to beat as apes.
Surety gods are vice on apples.
Virgin got the pillow apexes.
Power-dom is god to able each.
Power-dom is good in earths.
Powers might are never- never.
Loves to all are never ever.
Gods have Keogh when all are short.
Leader works are spicy hot.
Clear errors invited the errors.
Power-dom is doomed t heroes.
Errors invited are late to latch.
Loves invited are sooner arms.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Powers and laws
Laws and powers…..
Megaly powers large are wills.
Copy loves are waste to men.
China deuce is equal dices.
Dicey rigs are right to wigs.
Feel as pity when pressed by signs.
Dragon lengths are parsed on faults.
Bugs in red are threads to things.
Graphs on mails are shown on causes.
Mails in black are list on deaths.
Apples to guns are gods in earths.
Arms with bloods are fences with rings.
Let you good and let you rip.
Buttons set as gods reset.
Set at setting back when fail.
Limited power ceilings are ceded.
Seeing laws are flat on fair.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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sexes to queen women-cauchy3
Sexes to Queen- woman.
Beautiful shrouds and sexton beetles!
Powers starved are evil needs.
Live quantities are love dilemma.
Very born lives are so abominable.
Power papers are fates on lots.
Jolly sticks are sinking smokes.
Desires excuses are sex plums.
All sexes are good sums.
Sexes’ exclusions are love zones?
Create by thoughts and take any shows.
Yellow spells and orange robes!
Labeled sexes are loves who glows.
Queen well smiles with worms.
Glue to powers an object to loves.
A v knots on surface with digging O.
All are seas of deep driven songs.
Queen dynasty is sugar tarts.
Tars and feathers are bees but no gases.
Waxed up nouns are counts up loves.
Counter is to accept where franchise are moneys.
Gods’ jobs are with evil minds.
Loves with mini fires are started.
No prides to your queens but love her prizes.
Double duties are gentle added.
Sit on fonts with webs to faces.
Stand on proud and deliver loves.
Sages are clave on magic to flat.
Bounces are buns and butterflies are sofas.
Sages are slaves and queens are experts.
Happens are addressed when loves oriented.
Love have no queens is dead letters.
All are clean slates with bogies.
Sexy are queens and orders are powers.
Go up Gods are down to dogs to access.
Step by step you control over.
Pure flowers made to tarts.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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smokes-cauchy3
Smoke….
Grades to spin on table flat!
Charms are spells on eyes with links.
Seize your powers all are dark.
Forces entries catch on lights.
China pounds are catty works.
Smokes to color resemble eyes.
Smokes on dusts are ditty done.
Smokes on color contain our sizes.
Smokes on dusts are slaves on wares.
Items are lists on powers rates.
Wax an apples and rapes the apes.
Paying back my check when taped!
Giving back my ways when added!
Gods will tell the stories of mama.
Caught by traps a grin will grand.
Smokes are lost when dust are last.
Smokes are loves when powers must.
Smokes to color resemble our eyes.
Smokes on dusts are slaves on wares.
Wax an apple and rape the apes.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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songs and sexes-poem-cauchy3
Songs and sexes-poem-Cauchy3.
Songs are sounds on human symbols.
Rhythms in brains are pulses of souls.
Main themes are live born.
Siren songs are connected sounds.
How sheers are swans to drink whiskey?
How suffers are choking voices?
What is a beauty when she is begging?
A pie of diamonds is in sinking pies.
Fix your lives are the prices of prides.
Pipe fitters are fit to your pills.
A spiritual skull is for your pillar box.
Dream on pillows are your back cores.
Slips are rain drops on your faces.
A life is one slip knot.
Pages of words are love arts.
Raise your songs on days of loves.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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summa similes-cauchy3
Summa simile! …
Leader gogy is tricks in deals. (learning!)
Similes to might are annexed earths.
Similes to good are libels to bad.
All to laughs will contain tasks.
Summa might are sums to ask.
Summa wills are cons to maps.
Summa similes are means to all.
Devils take the gods in back.
All develop might are needs.
Power develops need more.
Devils are gods as cars to jeeps.
Voids to beings get the most.
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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Three Clears
1 AAAA Three clear.
Why there are three clears or there are three sweeps.
Each person after birth there are lots of photo images of lives and picture pixels that
shot up or draw up in our brains.
Our pass experiences and learning are flash bulbs and markers to our brain
photos and minds pictures.
Then each person put their efforts, vim and moneys to their actions and all are
sending and giving with purposes.
But actually our worlds have many different cults and many different realms that
control by many different leaders.
Many of them are with different fetish status.
They and we all crave for powers, many positions and loves.
They all expect different results for what you think and what you feel.
On de facto if you have special or some pure or advanced thoughts and if you
may be being squeezed out oranges then you have no luck.
What are your apple ciders?
One of you may go to three clear ways or three clean sweeps.
They may be just, sounds and fairs. Or they may be amour-propre (self respects
(de soi) and good to strive (forcer de fair qqch pour la valeur bonne)
In our worlds there are many philters and placeboes. As o am some coward on
some times and as to meet my live possible, I got some ill wills.
Some very success doctors as doctors or doctors as psychiatrists have exotic
pills.
They seldom use them to their own men or own self. They say also with so
many minds and wills’ tactics and tricks and all to do is force into a draw or
withdraws…..
They know they are Hong Kong communists and they think that controls
and sovereigns by them are good on divine rules.
I use the word rule they like the word laws. Even for rules there are evil or
good cursors.
Worlds may be heartless that regard every things as loves and hates tests.
Every thing is natures for themselves and the devils take the most powers.
What is used for divined laws or gods? Gold laws and jade rules are what kinds
of lives protocols.
They successes and they fail. With out powers balances there are no fail safes.
I cry for gods as our situations.
I think about the worlds and my cursors are on Taiwan time in some.
But there are no tab keys to real drawings.
A grand picture need to decors by pure thinking.
What good is China republic sovereign become thick.
1
2
3
4
5

Some
Some
Some
Some
Some

laws are thin and quick.
wills are evil to sow.
stories on China histories have no now space bars.
tunnels are mad horses.
ages are capsules with ill powers.

Are there more than five evil tunnels?
Five or more evil tunnels against three clears.
Who got our worlds with three clears?
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--www.PoemHunter.com - The World's Poetry Archive
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Thus should no dreams-cauchy3-prose
2 A dream –thou should no dream
A one me in clinic hall! Again I am surrounded by many. Beds in arrays and men are in
sheet ices. Drops of elixirs and pills of D.N.A are for deep loves. Egos to be men mates
and she-mates are blending teas to milks.
Weaken wills are on bottoms but strong angers are
on faces. Some muscular hormones with few playful pills to wills! Words are horns of
plenty. Patently all my privacies and my esteems are being horn in.
El Dorado has jade law. Greens and perfect
scenes are symbols in traces of Taiwan chief general but really only HK police. All are
hypnosis and all are white and yellowish liars.
My receptors are my keys to my vaults. My
dreams are my roof vaulting on domes. My dreams are to have my cuts to evil powers.
I dream and I say that I wish to protect an island. Who would steal the waters and
covet the lands.
Ruffled lives and holly ripples are blue rains or
green steams that go up-steam. I need my told allowance in Hong Kong. Still I now live
on with my own surplus. Surreal dreams to conquer wars playing and human tanks are
honorable words. Will all lead to poems and all led to numbered lives?
Rot Come To dye under the hands on
colors of retributions. When Calm Poll goes under the chair of devil seats! Latter words
for passed out dreams are green reservations. Set my lives to reset my dreams. Red
capes and eroded whites; colors of domineer and colors of deflowers are as one to thou
dreams.
--Cheung Shun Sang=cauchy3-http: //laplace181.hyperboards2.com
cheung shun sang
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Time pillow-poem-cauchy3
Time pillow-poem.
Steal the funnels to love the May.
Nothings to notice are dessert mouths.
Bibles are church bicycles on hand.
Flat tyre is wheels to mount.
Escape goats hunt for weeds.
Hare years love to honeys.
Rasp berries are gods’ sweets.
Dukes’ liquors come to shops.
Balloon flowers are balloon feels.
Baby breathes wonder on sand.
Mormon moneys are love free.
Roots are quill leaves to add.
Evil pillows are gods’ gallows.
With teas pillows gods are rest.
The creative and control cycles are asked.
Dark cloudy loves are not sexes.
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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Tom Yin Yee-Finance chief-Cauchy3
Tom Yin Yee…Finance chief…
All are worthy political laws and much as usages. Good with marked up certain levels.
Lump up all those stories are only slogans. Lots are faiths to fates but honors.
Tom Yin Yee yells up going prices. Promote the process to motor when wheels are
gears as go up trends.
Prices will rise again.
Massive go up dollars in China need modulated.
Hong Kong belongs to China.
Dollars molding and matters worth are fellow.
God may want.
Priceless!
Men may want.
Many!
Chasten silver posts are holly monkeys.
Travel in hells too far to limbos.
Talks are gold and shows are silver.
Tom yin Yee yells up going prices.
Children logics VS master minds are cauchy3.
Go fifty to fifty caring about law is coined.
Or coins are figure headed.
Go through fingers are palms.
Filthy riches have faiths.
Flexible taxes are lost on now.
Good finance masters.
Play the sorts with children.
Me-my-Cauchy3 has children logics.]
---Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3--cheung shun sang
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under the moon politics-cauchy3
Under- moon politics.
Arch to beams will not change powers.
Tales to be told close our eyes.
Could be loves on tricks to Rome.
Would be rooms are that are rarely to build the sky.
Full of distances we love our ways.
Treats are spoons and tricks are baits.
Real to honors are to switch our facts.
Balances of powers have no good eggs.
Bald eagles have weights on hairs.
Ball bearing is time slots.
Plutocracies are heavy grounds on airs.
But air blow up the wings to loss!
Loss a lot is on ways to landing.
A box is a house for honor classes.
A sense of periods is when winds are heavy.
There are acidic brains when dealers appear.
All measures tie up with stones.
Rap words are not good music.
Bay leaf is not moon flowers.
How to throw a coin to moon when it is under?
--Cheung Shun Sang=Cauchy3-cheung shun sang
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